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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow!"DNB Limits

3.4. 1iPA3.4-101I

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1 RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow m Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB) Limits

|PA3.4101

LCO 3.4.1 RCS DNB parameters for pressurizer pressure, RCS average
temperature, and RCS total flow rate shall be within the
limits specified below:

a. Pressurizer pressure s
=etQOER-Thi -T C O3peg; . r

b. RCS average temperature I
h and

c. RCS total flow rate-t i
e---- 

,84.00 pffl.

ITA3.4 109 I

| CL3.4-1-02I

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.

----------------------------NOTE----------------------------
Pressurizer pressure limit does not apply during:

a. THERMAL POWER ramp > 5% RTP per minute: or

b. THERMAL POWER step > 10% RTP.

WOG STS. Rev 1. 04/07/95 3.4.1-1 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow:;DNB Limits
3.4.1jiPA3.4-1o |

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more RCS DNB A.1 Restore RCS DNB 2 hours
parameters not within parameter(s) to
limits. within limit.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met.

WOG STS, Rev 1, 04/07/95 3.4.1-2 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow 7DNB Limits
3.4. IPA3.101

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS_

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure is Et~WgUt2h2i 12 hours

E2200 psA-109

SR 3.4.1.2 Verify RCS average temperature is f 12 hours

L E581]WF. - |A3-109

Cf l) A 1 ) nrc., 4j-.LA-.1 -. 1 I - -
o | _-.1e .. e | . . Irarq+^r 1sl . rnr.z | T IrlRl rnrr =-

JlV tJ . t . 1. J_ . . _ . . . ^ .

- . . . . . . . . v rI I j aI UJ U I - I IU I U I i
rnnA -nn -_

2! e-d4.UUUfj ypm CL3.4-103

i

SR 3.4.1.§4 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Net gEequired to be performed EithT -
gays until 24 hours after 2 f903% RTP.

…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

months
X3.4-104 I

PA3.4-106

I X3.4-107

CL3.4-102
Verify by precision heat balance that RCS
total flow rate is 0umeulffilI .. 4

J _____________________________________________________________

WOG STS. Rev 1. 04/07/95 3.4.1-3 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
3.4.2

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) -

3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

LCO 3.4.2

APPLICABILITY:

Each RCS loop average temperature (Tavg) shall be
2 -FE4541]°F.

MODE 1.
MODE 2 with keff 2 1.0.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.. I

A. Tavg in one or more RCS
loops not within
limit.

A.1 Be in MODE _______

M.
30 minutes JTA3.4-108I

I

WOG STS. Rev 1. 04/07/95 3.4.2-1 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
3.4.2

( I SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.7

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
4

SR 3.4.2.1 Verify RCS Tavg in each loop Ž -E2 0541F.
NOTE ---- TA3.4-111 I

O ,ifequifed

if [E~ Pn-Th
dlviatien, law
I Tw T *+aafff

not reset afta y-RGS-4eap .

30 minutes
thereafter

I ____________________________________________________________

WOG STS, Rev 1. 04/07/95 3.4.2-2 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits

LCO 3.4.3

APPLICABILITY:

RCS pressure. RCS temperature, and RCS heatup and cooldown
rates shall be maintained within the limits specified in the
PTLR.

i.

At all times.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
. .

- A. ---------NOTE---------
Required Action A.2
shall be completed
whenever this
Condition is entered.

A. 1 Restore parameter(s)
to within limits.

30 minutes

72 hours

AND

A.2 Determine RCS is
acceptable for
continued operation.Requirements of LCO

not met in MODE 1, 2.
3. or 4.

B. Required Action and B.11 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A AND
not met.

B.2 Be in MODE 5 with RCS 36 hours
pressure
<,e500i psig.

(continued)

WOG STS. Rev 1. 04/07/95 -3.4.3-1 Markup for' PI ITS Part E



RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3

*ACTIONS (continued) -

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C ---------NOTE--------- C.1 Initiate action to Immediately
Required Action C.2 restore parameter(s)
shall be completed to within limits.
whenever this
Condition is entered. AND

C.2 Determine RCS is Prior to
Requirements of LCO acceptable for entering MODE 4
not met any time in continued operation.
other than MODE 1, 2,
3, or 4.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS _

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.3.1 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Only required to be performed during RCS
heatup and cooldown operations and RCS
inservice leak and hydrostatic testing.

Verify RCS pressure, RCS temperature. and 30 minutes
RCS heatup and cooldown rates are within
the limits specified in the PTLR.

WOG STS.-Rev 1., 04/07/95 3.4.3-2 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2
3.4.4

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT.SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.4 RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2

LCO 3.4.4 ELO~etHi3 RCS loops shall be OPERABLE and in
operation. JCL3.4-112I

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS

-CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Requirements of LCO A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
not met.

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR .3.4.4.1 Verify each RCS loop ,is in operation. 12 hours

IWOG -STS,- Rev 1, 04/07/.95 3.4.4-1 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS Loops -MODE 3
3.4.5

QH) 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.5 RCS Loops- MODE 3

LCO 3.4.5 fTwoj RCS loops shall be OPERABLE, and either: CL3.4-113

a. JETwoj RCS loops shall be in operation when the Rod
Control System is capable of rod withdrawal; or

b. One RCS loop shall be in operation when the Rod Control
System is not capable of rod withdrawal.

---------------------------- NOTE --------------------------
-CL3.4-114

PtAd A4 reactor coolant pumps may Mjgbe Ad ______

-tigfide-Meieierg ed for .• 1 hours per 8 hour period Ad ITA3.4-116
- -vded: CL3.4-117

a. No operations are permitted that would cause
I - -t[utg~ m~t'33l2t~l -dtet~beNe-fS the RCSEEzco2h |TA3.4-115
boron concentratioq nj'
,bC'f~ a nd

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 100F
below saturation temperature.

:APPLICABILITY: MODE 3.

-. *ACTIONS

* WOG STS Rev 1, 04/07/95 3.4.5-.1 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS Loops -MODE 3
3.4.5

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One required RCS loop A.1 Restore 72 hours
inoperable. ,;e red d

-RCS loop to OPERABLE CL3.4-113
status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.

(continued)

One r:equired-RCS loop C.1 Restore required RCS 1 hour 7F not in operationZ-t loop to operation. .
- and .+ CL3.4-113

ORae e__tip__eae__O

clcesd and Rod Control _ TA3.4-118
System capable of rod C.2 M'ddM 1 hour
withdrawal., - Ut5ibr

all control rod drive
"mchaniems (CRD I ).

WOG;STS. Rev 1, 04/07/95 3.4.5-2 S0Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS Loops- MODE 3
._ ._ 0 3.4.5

CONtIfTION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIMEACT-IONS. (continued) _________________________

D.1 - ; Immediately
D. fTwoj-RCS loops _____-

inoperable. nncaR eot d T-A3.4-118.

OR ae3l-GRDM&.

No RCS loop in AND
-operation.

D.2 Suspend-a4I Immediately
operations _hftlwou

-fedttetien-e{ RCSE _____

- oI2it~T2Eh boro)n : TA3.4115
concentrationlys

AND

D.3 Initiate action to Immediately
restore one RCS loop
to OPERABLE status
and operation.

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS_________

SURVEI LLANCE FREQUENCY

-SR 3.74.5. 1 Verify required.RCS loops 'are in operation.- 12 hours.

(continued)

WOG STS, Rev 1. 04/07/95 3.4.5-3 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS Loops -MODE 3
3.4.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) -:_,_.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

.SR 3.4.5.2 Verify steam generator'secondary side water 12 hours.
levels are 2 X3.41for.-
" A i2eqtui-red RCS loops.'

,SR ~3.4.5.3

- TA3 .4-.25

Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power are available to MCI CL3.413
required pump that 'i not in operation. l3*4-11

,. 7'WOG 'STS i Rev 1, 04/07/95 3.4.5-4 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS Loops -MODE 4
- 3.4.6

3.4 jREACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.6 -RCS Loops -MODE 4

LCO 3.4.:6 Two loops consisting-of any combination of RCS loops
residual heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE.
loop shall-be in''operation.

and
and one

------------ ---NOTES------------
1. All reactor,,coolant-pumps (RCPs) and RHR pumps 'TA3.4-116

may.g EqLbeE3e raarfd e gized for 1:I'hour
per 8 hour~-'periodt rovided: lPA3.4,120

a. No operations are permitted that would cause
~ the RCSEEDcSi@U -|TA3.4 115

, Nborionconcentrati of the RCS
: fand

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 100F
below saturation-temperature.

2. No RCP shall be-started with anyRCS coldleg TA3.4-119
temperature.'. t ' *

E f2T75i-F unlessE-

! Et-he secondary s'ide water temperature of each steam
- -'-generator (SG) is • f503F above each of the RCS
* cold l eg temperaturest -

0" s'.a~stean 0r fCL3.4 123
*------ -----ress rn- -:; -E-- n-0.- -- - - - --- -- -

J . . -, .;. . . z ..

. - .! ' : 7 . - . .

--.APPLICABILITY:`0
Ii- X-: ; .. I : " 7 ; , .... ::_ -\ ". .

, r f ; 0 0 0; X ;; f

sMODE'4.'-':7--;-1'.- '
- ., .. , . w ............. .

. [.....
- , - . - . . ? f: .

, .... .. . \ . a: a . ., . .................... S . ;

.. ... 0 ?; - : - .............. . :

- - N- -i . . . ,

: I .,. , . .

:WOG ,STS, Rev 1.:04/07/95 3o.:-3.4.6-1 .Markup.for PI ITS Part E



RCS Loops -MODE 4
'3.4.6

:ACTIONS

CONDITION -- REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

' A'One required RCS loop A.1. Initiate action to Immediately
inoperable. restore a second loop

to-OPERABLE status.
C :AND -CL3. 4-113

Two RHR loops
inoperable.

-- X3 .4-124

O. S u r . . . __ .S

;-B. One required RHR loop B.1.- Be in-MODE 5. 24 hours
. inoperable.

__I CL3.4-113

Two required RCS loops
inoperable.

6J)

' : :WOG STS,- Rev 1,A04/07/95 .m � 3.4.'6-2 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS Loops -MODE 4
3.4.6

ACTIONS (continued) __________-._____

;CONDITION REQUIRED.ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C p1Trequi-ed RCS FTien C.1 Suspend-a. IWmm
RHR loops inoperable.: operations t]Y31d edi |CL3.4-113
-OR - .y

', ''.!.' ' ", : ',0 ' ' ' 0- reduetion of- RCStu .~eduei-eN-e~ CS ~ITA3.47115
No RCS or- RHR loop in -1 g TWfFh boron
operation. .concentrationtj

AND Immediately

C.2 Initiate action to
restore one loop to
OPERABLE status and
:operation.

o !

7�-,

-. 000WOGSTS 'Rev 1. 04/07/95 , 3.4.6-3 .Markup for PI 'ITS Part�E



RCS Loops -MODE-4
3.4.6

ACTIONS, (continued)

'0SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS ;, '_________-__-_

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

-SR 3.4.6.1 Verify one RHR or RCS loop is in operation. 12 hours

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify SG secondary'side water leve]I eia e 12 hours
Ž. 2 lf-I.iW % [SWi 3Xlfor E required
RCS loopsa. -X3.4-121

.'SR ,3.4.6.3 - ; :,_ O

- f -- - B mffi XS g U: S -ITA3 .47125|-
Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days
indicated power are available to :Mjfftlhe
required pump that is not in operation.

IMWOG -STS.'-Rev 1. 04/07/95 :3 14.64-4 Markup for-PI.ITS,.PatE



" 3.4 REACTORUCOOL

RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops.Filled
3.4.7

-ANT SYSTEM.(RCS)

-MODE 5, Loops Filled-

One residual'.heat removal: (RHR) loop shall.be OPERABLE. and.
-inoperation,'and either:

'3.4.'-7 'RCS Loops

ILCO 3.4.7

a. One additional.RHR loop shall-be OPERABLE:; or

b.; The secondary side water level of-at least
'f~~two3.steam generators (SGe) 'shall be
Ž 2QF±i% %-T-IORMTh-.

,H'ICL3.4-'126,

IX3.4-121 \ I

-- -: --NOTES-------
1. The RHR pump of the loop in operation may Fi-t7be TA3.4-116

- .'legersized forsl hour.per 8 hour
period F-I Wt provided:- PA3.4-1201

a. iNo operationsare permitted that would causeS:-
L 'the RCS cooiMniJ TA3.4 115

:' : boron concentrationg1eUg ht rjaaegt'
~ and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least-100F
below saturation temperature.

2. One required RHR loop may be Jinoperable for,*p P3 .4-127 |
:e 2 hours for surveillance- testing provided that d

the other RHR loopJis OPERA3LE and in operation.

3. iNo reactor.coolant epumpshall be started with one-
or more-RCS coldleg'temperatures • @ j-f1 T- 1A3'4-119

, unlessE

t f[We secondary side water' temperature.of-each SGis
--50] 0F above each of theORCS cold leg
temperaturesE-r:

-- -:CL3:4-123-

I WOG � STS Rev 1. 04/07/95 3.4.:7-1 -,.0 ,Markup for Pi ITS :Part ~E-



RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Filled
* - -; - 3.4.7

4. P:.tMA14 RHR loops'may be
d during -plannedcheatup to
.RCS loop is in.operation.

removed from operation CL3.4-128
MODE 4:when at'-least one .. . .

-APPLICABILITY: MODE 5

.. ACT7.

:.-AC-TIONS ' f;.:

with'RCS loops: filled.

I

CONDITION ' ;;REQUIRED ACTION
CO M. P LEI .T..I

gCOMPLETION TIME
. . C

t +

EA.-- One RHR loop
inoperable.

AND

BRequ'dt'h tred SGs
,secondary side water
:levelsnot-within

A:t:limits.

A. 1 Initiate.action to
trestore a second RHR
loop to OPERABLE

'-Xstatus.

Immediately

:CL3.4-113'

Immediately '

'OR--:':''

A.2 _-Initiate action to
restore required SG
secondary side water

,, ; levels to within
limits.

�'j '� � 1. - I --

"�WOG;STS, -Rev1A4/07/'95 ��_3.4.7 2 . 0Markup for PP ITS Part E



RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Filled
. -- 3.4.7

CONDITION. REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

* B. .U eqtflRi-ihed RHRI loops -
-. inoperable. B.1 Suspend-I- _______ Imme CL3.4-128

--.operations 66htgw FJ diat .
O 2-: 00 LI}~~~o!DER f ely --- --
.-:-No' RHR loop .-:in :TA3.4-1151

NoRHloopn itdtuetial 'a-if RCSE
operation. : T 7I- §W8fh boron

concentrati onMI:

0
~D~UqQ~ J. : - :Immediately

AND

B.I2 nitiate action to
--restore one RHR:loop
to OPERABLE status
and operation.

Rev 1
J7

04/07/95
-. I

-3.4 7_3-� O0Markup for PI.:TSPart E



RCS Loops-7MODE 5. Loops Filled
3.4.7

-'SURVEILLANCE 'REQUIREMENTS

,--SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
I

-'SR: 3.4.7.1
- =

Verify one RHR loop is in operation. 12 hour's

'-SR 3.4.`7.2 Verify SG -secondary'side water level is |X34-121
-9H7~% KiRi 00-00-2-¶in - required SGa.

12 hours

(continued)

it r , . TA3 .4M- -- -125

Verify correct breaker alignment 'and 7 'days

ct *d e- I to M- ft

indicaed power ar& available t t~
requiedRHR pump that is no I n perat ion.

1 I

- T -. f .; -- ;-t f-, 7t, D- s -T
7 , . . . ... .. f :: f : f

- :.:: AV:-- r0S 0 . . :-: | .S :- 0 :X- . .: S. - .C-fX (-:

_' -'S ,i .; X ',i, g ' X '; ?, . ,: ', .................................. N : ,f ,: - t- _ ',,, ,
-. '; - .. ', '- '.. ' '.' '.' 0 ' " '} ;E'Si' ,' ; X ' E -0',? s

: "' �� ' 'S '='. f .' i, ' '',, - ' _ i' ',;; o' '. ' , '

.''.''),f'',' ''"''.S.'f':,- *' "t' ''."' '0 ' ;' '',, ,

'a''.'', 0'; ,' '. ''t .' '' ' ,' '' .'. ' "' ','V; .'
f 0 ' , - C, : ;: - ,, .0 v ;
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RCS Loops-.MODE 5. Loops Not-Filled
II .3.4.8

3. .RATR C A Y . (

.3.4- REACTOR..COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.V8RCS:

*- 0 : ; LCO

Loops -MODE 5. -Loops Not Filled

' Two:residual'heat'removal(RHR) loops.-shall be OPERABLE and
~one RHR loop shall tbein operation.

3.4.-8

'--------------- 40-NTES-7-- -- -- -- - -- -- --- ------ -

1. -All RHR.pumps may NOTbe S I A.4 16may ~TA3.-116
for • 15 mi n te.s- When jet n r n loop to
' anathe'rprovided: . CL3.4,-131:-

fft'.' No operations'are permitted that would cause _______'__

'' rduetin aof the RCSWcoJlin TA3.4-51
- boron concentrationE1 snthn :

Pa. fThe core'-outlet temperature is maintained > 100F
* below-sa'turation temperature_-and---

c. No draining operations to further reduce the RCS
water.volume'are permitted.

2. One.RHR Iloop 'm'ay .be' inoperable for s 2 hours-for-
surveillance testing.,provided thatthe other RHR loop is
:OPERABLE'and in operation.

… - - -…- - .- - - - - - - - - :- : - - - - - -- ., - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

C)

A P. I , C . T

: APPLICABILITY:. MODE-5:with
-..

RCS'loops:not-filled.

ACTIONS "

.WOG- 4 I
�. a c I z I I .I I I I .

.STS'.�--��Rev'l,; 04/07/95
7� w1. � - I - - - . '- I . 1

3.4. 8 - 1 -�'. . ,O: Markup for PI fITS Part'E
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RCS Loops ,-MODE 5. Loops. Not Filled
I3.4.-8

tY
-CONDITION- ~REQUIRED ACTION -COMPLETION TIME'.

A.One -'RHR l oop ~ A.1I In'iti ate. acti on to :Immediately-
-inoperable'. rsoe RHR loop to

OPERABLE status.

(continued)7

~B. BYth~equired RHR loops- -B.1 Su p n -a 4 _ __ _ mediately:.

i-~noperable. oper a t i on s haUw-
~a~ u~ j inj~ W ~ ib ~ICL3 .4 -12

.OR
fedu~i-et -- n RCSE~

No RHR loop in. OO t JJ h boron_ _ _ _ _ _

op rtion.M
-oea.concentrationd~~sT3.~1

AND

JCL3.443
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I~m 'd i a t l

8.2 Initiate action ~t'
restore one'RHR loo
~to OPERABLEI.status-
_~and ~operati on.

. p : " -

i I I -, ;

,F: :. �. - , -

WOG STS .'Rev 1, 4 0 / 53 4 8 2M r u o 1 I S P rPart E04/07/95 I '�. 4.18 -2:.' ' ��Markupt:for Pi I JTS



RCS Loops -MODE'5. Loops Not Filled
3.4.~8

- i- InsarraII a 1- . -,n I Tina rnr ur's rr-
..UMULLLANU&L KtIQU1KLM1ZJJI~ ________

SURVEILLANCE;. J FREQUENCY.
SR 3 .4.8.1- Ve r ify one RHR l1oop .is in operation., ~12 .hours

SR~ 3.4.8.2 ~
-T~,2

7g, TA3.4-125:

.Verify correct breaker ,:al~ignment and 7: days
indicated ,power are availabl to- Mthe.
requrired -RHR pump-that-i o i prain

�, �� e 'j : - - -�

�o "-

:.I �; .- - : 7 . L r . I � , .

7 � , . ..

STS Rev 1 "'04/07/95- WOG ST. Rev .04/0/95 13.4.8-3 Mru o 1ISPr�__fl6rkup -.fo'r..:'PI ITS Part �.E

� r - - , .



P~ressurizer
.3.4.9

.'34.4 REACTOR COOLANT ~SYSTEM- (RCS)

3..9Pres surize'r

LCO -3.4.9 T7he_ pressurizer shalI be'OPERABLE w~ith:

a. Pesrze r water l evel •, -E9Q]%; and C343

b. *Two- groups of pressurizer- heaters OPERABLE-~wi~
th apctyMcahgru [125] ikWj [adCL3.4-3

caable of being; po~wered from an emergency power
~supplyaK

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2._and3.'

ACTIONS

-WOG ~STS. Rev. 1 -04/07/9 J5. ~ 3.4.9-1 Markup, for. P1. ITS Part ~E



Pressurizer
:t '-,3.4.9

A . - -1 - -,y

I t ) �..- �

- ' CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION JCOMPLETION TIME

. I . . .

- S: ..w' _

,- . A :.
-i . ; ; I ;:

Pressurizer water
level :not'-within
limit:

,A.1 ''

.A

'AND :.

;Beijn MODE 3-with-li
- roaeter tri rc k r

,epen.-

6- hours:''

A. 2 m

Pb-j

fla.dr.1,

�fl�urs
- . .. I I

-. TA3 .4-118
7 -- I

.: f

12 hour

--Be -in MODE 4.

B. :-One -Peq; iAedgroup -of
pressurizer heaters
i-:f:-- noperable. X 'S

-1- 4

B.1'Restore-erequired
group of pressurizer
; heaters toOPERABLE
- .status. -

72 hours , .

:;:-:. _]CL3.4-110
0 .- ..

I: .- - .

C. -'Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE3. - -6 hours
associated'Completi on
'Time of ConditionB'. AN D

-'.not met.
C.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours:

-`VO -S S * , Rev- .--

; :. -2 . I ��: Markup, for-. Pi
I T . . . E 1 .

-fITS ~Par t :E
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I � w. . :

Pressurizer:-
'- .-3.4.9 0

I / ffi, 1 . . I;.. II.. . .I.- *
; I , .1 I I .

I %I'.- _/ � � I
. _= - � 7 : r -, -SUKVLILLANCULKLQU1KEMENTS I_ __.___:K_

-. SUREILLANCE FREQUENCY.

-1 - - - - - -1-11

'SR u3.4.9.1`'.'- Verify' pressurize water level is •0f9Q2i%.
E~~p es u i e *er .. C -.- . -- D; ;. -9 - f

12 hours
* CL3.4-133 _1

]CL3.4-137
* f ; ........ . D .5 .i: . ........................ ;4

_;_ .J ; UL I A I~~~~~~- -ri - - t-r r- -I 1 -- rgT. -^r ra n r arsn

92-deynV~L i J~puL~ L -
- _-~ L1-..4.- . '-

f S i ti,. i f i ii i i i ii.., i i I

I~ r 4iI nr .'J 1- I I J~ -U
nrr nrl-nr nnnt^ I'lL I 1,11 -

'..,..JLI ,Ii..L I ILU L1.vI . 3 Ia, C 71 ' LJ f l\Ms .

i-

..-SR-3.4. 9. -3 Verify required pressurizer heaters are
+ capable of being powered from an

.emergency.power supply.

3f±j months 7 -
X3.4-136

7 , , .

7 . :_ �:

C)
- 0i. ! . � I � : , I . : , I I ZI . � a .. ; V ,

i WV, In'-rn . ?m - - . . � . '- I- .
MUL3 3 1 Z) Key .1 .:04/ U//Vb

I I _ L , 7 � .I I .; , -

. w ; . . - -

� �I 3. 4. 9'3
1 7

':' A:.:.-'.M ,kub forPI :ITS P6 rt';E --:I



~Pressurizer Safety- Valves'
3.,4. 1 0

-3."4.
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

10 ,PressurizerSafety Vale

* LO 34.1 fWThieej pressurizer safety:valves shall be OEAL
with lift settings ŽE4~O psig and CL3.4-138

• f25~±Oj mSig.'

.;APPLICABILITY: MODES, 1.-2. and-.3.
MODE 4 with all -RCS'cold leIg temlpera-ture's

ITA3.-4-119]

The l1i ft settings-are hnot reurdto' be within :th- [CO
liisdrng MDS3ad 4 for the purpose of setting the

pressurizer safety~ valves ~under-ambient :(hot)-
~'conditions-. :This :exception is allowed...for JPA3.4-141]

86 h4 horsfollowing entry i nto MODE 3 prvided-a
preliminary cold settin'g was'made .prior to heatup

A C T I O N S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-CONDITION 'REQUIREDACTION ~ COMPLETION TM

'A. One pressurizer safety', A M' ~, Restore vle t15 inte
valve inoperable. `OPERABLE status`,~

�,w:: �� i .

":-.._WOMTS.��Re'v 1',`�'04/07. WO T , R v 1. 0 / 7 53 '4 IO- 1 - Marku p :for ' I 1 I S P r EPI'JTS Part:&,



':Pressurizer Safety- Valves
3.4.'10

(y i ~CONDITION- JREQUIRED ACTION, COMPLETION TIME

-B. Requred Action n
associated Completion
Ti me not met.

OR

valves-inoperable.

B. 1 Be inMODE 3. 6 -hours ~~

AND

B.21
Be in MODE ~4 with ~~

RCS oldIeg:
_temperatures •EinUe.

mny
g~± hours~7~-

.ITA3.4 1391

* ~~ teim
* ICL3.4 -142

.- ~. TA3 .4-'119I

ISURVEILLANCE ~REQUIREMENTS

SR 3d'

SURVEILLANCE. a.FREQUENCY
I I . . i - -

4. 1. Verify each pressurizer safetyivalve is.
~-OPERABLE in accordance with-the Inservice'
Testing Program.-Following testing l-ift
,settings shall be With in U46UtT25T

-- .: � , - . % � - . z - . ;I
.1 ��: . M L - " . _ - . .1;. I ; wl � - .:., I .. - . II .

-L

I1, - q .

.accordance

Lh thePA3.4-1431
servi ce
sting Pr'ogram

Pi ITS Part E'Rev

o' � - - . � .1

I

.04/07495!.-. �m. . � W O G TS, R e v 1, 4 / 0 7 9 5 .4 .0 -2M a r k u p .;f o r -1. �
.- I - I . - . , r i - : ; - , . . I - .. ; I . . - . . . . . k .,

; . I 7 ,.
, :: , , m - : , . I , t..



P.ress'urizer PORVs

3411 Pressuriz'er Power: Oerated Relief Vale (PR)

'LCO, 3.4.11: Each PORV 'andascae block valve shall be OPERABLE.

"APPLICABILITY:~ ,MODES 1. ~2,and 3.

ATIONS

1 eaaeConditio entr Is alowed for- each PORV~ecib~~v

1:TA3.4-144
2 LCO 3:0.4 is 'not applicable.**

--- - - - - -

CONDITION f - -_REQUIRED ACTION CGOMPLETIONTIME~

A. One-or. I5pt mete -PORVs. Ak.I -Close and maintain -1 hour. CL3.~41

lnoperableIc t~ -power -to associated~

~&ce~ye2s~fiblock Iavey

WO0GTSIS Rev 1 4/07/95 3.411~-1 -~Markup for ~P1ITS "Part E



: I q i __ I-, � - �, i�," , - . t I � ; � , , -
i _ I .

.--.: � _;_ _- :, :. 1,I

Press'urizer PORVS ' -
I -. ~. ~3.4. 11' I

Iy1.ACT ONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION- '_ COMPLETION TIME

B. One f-E m-twi e i-PORV H-j ..
inoperable f9 e s n

W;r1 d nmt, cPn abie of
b 4n 1 man,..ual lY , 6yl d :

B 1

AND.

B.2

Close associated
~bl ock _val vefsJ.~

1 ~hour
~ CL3.4-147

~Remove power from
associiatedl blockk,

.., II : ,valIvef-Si.I

1 :hour,:

72 'hours

-AND,

�? . - - I

B.3 IRestore PORVf-s- to
, OPERABLE status..

(conti nued)

C.- One .block ~valve _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

inoperabl e. A34- 148

C.1 Pl ceassociated PORV 1 hour~

i nmanu alI control.

-AND

C.2 Restoreblock valve 72 'hours-

~to'OPERABLE status.

_WOG ,STS,-~ Rev.

i � ., �_- � I

:_ f- - - . . � __ .1

1. ~ 9 4 / 73 4.1 1 -2 M r u o 1 I S P rii Marku p for:PI- ITS�Part�:_E



Pessurizer O
3.4.11-p I-

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED'ACTION;..~ ~ COMPLETION TIME,

D. R~equired Actio and D.1: Bei MDE 3.6hor

.associated. Completion
Time, of '.Condi ti on A. AND
B. or :C-not met.-

D.2~ Be in MODE 4. 12hor

E tjweE. 1 -Close-associat~ 1hour~

ter-tH.eel PORVs blc valves.
i.-noperable_~oj.C3.-5
ROMMzC TOTt~o AND-
Ea no met eapabl eofa
kin m. 9anually e ld. E2 Remove power from 1 our,

,associated block
valves~.

AND

:E.3 _~Be in MODE,3.' 6 hours

AND~

E.4 'Be -in'.MODE.4. 12 :hours

. I 1. �; �'� - .! - ,
- 4. .

WOST. ev , 4/7/9 -3..113 arL p for PI ITS ,Part E..--��WOG. STS,�Rev; 1 .04/07/95.-�� I .:, �; ... I� 3.4.- 11-3 '-` -I- : 1 _', �� � ��- �!- :. �..Marh
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Pressurizer' PORVS,
z3.4.11

: ACTIONS ,(continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION, COMPLETION TIME

oth Maet tha -neV 1J QT1 7t~
"block val1veg: A3 4 4
Inpope rable. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~ TA3.4148

F. A laee ass c h
POR~s in a66al

(~continued)

F. -. (continued) F 2 R'est ore ~o e'b ck.
'~,- 'a ve to OPERABLE

-b l o ck IoI l v e6 is a rI c
j~aper ble

2 hours

-h TA3 4- 44
A 14

. : I I 4� ;

i I �,, . , , 1
1 1 1 1 - -, -

el ek Va ,lv s) to

K

WOG StS'�:'Rev -1,� �04/07/95

7 , -z- : : : ��, �i �- :�. - .- I-
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S f ' . + i

Pressurizer PORVs
-3.04.11

. . . .

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.A CT ONS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

G. Required Actionand, .G.l 1 Be in MODE63. 'hours ',

associated Completion,
Time of Condition.F AND
not met.

G.2 Be in MODE 4. .12 hours'-,

''-SURVEILLANCE.REQUIREMENTS. -

'SURVEILLANCE: FREQUENCY

\ - . t~~~ ~ ~ ~ - -.. - --; .- -d :. - - - E - --

SR 3.4.11.1 -----. NOTE-- 7--- ------ ---7
, Not required 'to be with

-block valve closed in accordance with- :-
'the Required Action of EmT

J 0 TA3.4-157|
j~ ,~ . .

~~-- - - - - - - - -; - - - -........ 7.-: -. - - - -....... - - ., -........ -. - - -----

Perform a complete cycl of-each:block.:' 092 days'';-
valve: -

SR 3.4.11.2 0 . TA3.4-157

0Y~e 'X3.4-136'-
:- .;---:-.Perfo -copete.yl ofe .PORV;-'' r, ~

,- monthsj.,.-- -.-
: .. r' -. i ni .

. . .: � .

.;

. * u . -.

- . .: - S-- .0. -;
. . . .

fre 70 ':' ' :- :} '.\;-

t) 0 0

. . -

:. :,'.:.,WOG
- . .

f: z . . . :t-.
: :. . a: ' i" ' ' .

> t ? d
; ; ,

l.:� w

.STS ;'qRe 'l
:� � -. 70 -- ..

� 04/07/95

C - . ..

D: -; - . - D : - f

.- ...-3.4.11-50 -:- :;
. X . . S z: E . . . X

f D S . -
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. -0Pressurizer-- PORVs
! -t i :-3.4.11

i . i I -I I - . f - . ;.f~~~~ - - ; . cln.~ ..- AT r - rl~rzz . -- - - .................. ........ ; _i '' I - I .. - -

k�"� ' ."bUKVLILLANULLKLQUIKIMLNIS,;_(continued)fR .:-_______- __-

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY -.:

:0-;r ,_ . . ... . . . . -j . . , . . S

air contraolevl and hok]V .6tc
* . .,ir ~mimi;Thtr~ - d enP lP' ee nr L34158

.1:I . , .

I I I � . � i . � .. I i . . . � I I . i I I . I I z .

�- I �:iI. . I . ..

I I -... I .

i -
- 1 , '- ;I

.. ; . I - .. 7 1

. .

.

.
.

* : ;

. .

.!t

u '0

u I:� - - :'�

7. I -

I-1 . 'm

. I . 7'

- �i . I

Q; r ' is' -' 'S - . ''* ' ,C' Xs
P~~~~~~ , M , -7t, rk s-.' .,'Sp: f '-'
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LTOP Systeffi
3.4.12:

J :3.4REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.12jLow Temperature Overpressure. Protection_(LTOP)-Sy.~
*0 f -000 L MWA

ACL3.-162 I

LCO 3.'4.12 Art-LTOPwsytem-'shall be prgvi dlOPERABLE with-

EE: -a maximum .ofone] [hi gh'preurc injoction ,*J-IP-'.:::
-pump-Eand one chIarging pump].'capable of injecting into
the RCSL

CL3 .4-163~ at~d-thei.e~ ~EG'
-accumulators . solated:

umtur ors co.

a. T -S f sal vo s , 6 s -fasollo ws;.

: w . ,-t-: -;s-- '-mpo r. operated relief yalves:
;~-(PORVs) ,with lIift ~settings within the l imits specified
-in -- :TO-. -th R*r

[-2-.- 4W6. r~ 4ual' I hoat Lmoval IR U R) suction reolof

va~~ ~ ~ Ive v ..A I.. . -~ E46 7:p

-~ PAD v4 4- I - ;a u-

3 -1. .j .7.

[.-. P POwifth a liftingscttinwithin the limits. -.3

::- E.. ciic ,n tw~rs+glho PTLremandoncRUR) suction roliof;.::0:

b.:-::; RCZ'- doprcfessuiziod anLR and':ovne ofRsuto-rle ' [2.7]

l,. _. .

. -. ; .: i

* . ', . ' ., . x , .

S ., f ' ' .

: - j .. 'L. .e ' .�' . -....

- . ,Deiri; ,lT h nou rh'1' e ,09'',
ksts CL3.4-4

bG'-ST'' ?S., .12. ar ' fo PI;f iTS Partl,

owl.'' ..-;0'WOG,'STS.. Rev,-1, '04/07/95, : .'' 3.-4.'12-1 ''',0. Markup. for PI ITS Part :E



LTOP stfl
3.4.12.

EccNDutrp esJe~sl¶t~jixm TA3 .4-1661

i

APPLCABILITY: -MODE 4 when g&4 RCS cold leg temperature is TA3.4-165

MjyeM: f:-jf; .ff .- D e-.: ej . .d.i. . -- UR
:VX---00-05:::1s~~xrSR~>11~~lTfggE -:f V-a;- :-

HO9E- ~57  ;~~'1,.
,fAnrW r , '_ 4-L_.-

- " " - - _ . .......- _-, __

-$ 4. - . . h>> ; II . .t . JCL3.4-167 -f Ill"JU'L .J vv11111 .I.4Il. 'I -. U-LV Vk1.Aj1_ lI'uuu I.3V .

~ ~ . 1 Ir~ . ~. ~~ - , ! IflTFP
_; , -1 -4- 4 __ I - '� �' .1 . , , 7 - - . - - A . A_ - --A .1 n - .ml -- -^

rAL I I UUdl I,).IUI .I'V..lL I . JIl .HA I II~ WU MVII.4

-.Ir r limFl l.^rnr nrrallra n rtrnnrcjr rnon tor tar*> n
Uki.A..4iIIU I U LIUIJI c_>3 I I- I a~I %.U LkLI LII jU II V I ~ .HLIU I 4-t _1TA3.4-166 I.,

-- I3
.. ...: 1. ... ... X_ .1 _ -. I l'-o lr0 (r PPFY14 rr -.

kgtmeaucalwdb hp P T limrfit eurvW- provid in
t4 vekPj V,-E

: . f

-ACTIONSfi -_ _.__-__________.:

CONDITION - ..-REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Twor.e-5 FIP±;. A.1 fflar -Initiate action to!,, Immediately
o pumps capable of R.-everfy fry -a-'_P4 9
-injecting into the maximum of-EonL PA3e4-159
RCS. - -- P±q pump is CL3.4-163

-.capable-of i.Jnjecting
into the RCS.

Wn X, 'f'X'' ff".' $'- 0 " 0 '. 0 -X0''

: 0 . WOG STS 00RevXi, 04/07/95
:R . -: . - X .: . :X0: - . . , aD:: . . .f: ::: - : =

, . ... ... .... ...... . . ... . . . .

i 0-, f i. .f - ., 0 b-- da-- - f- -

,i7, :. -- . ., = ,, ,, - f ,; - - 1 X ,: . -,, .,, ,:,, ; >- - . , 5

.-. ;i; ,,,i D.,{ . , g , . . . ..

3.4.12-2
d - -
.1.. �� MM"

J , . .1

: .; - w ., .

vla I kup for.P1 .ITS Part.;E



0 .ACTION

[TOP gf ef
I 3.4.12:

S -1,(c'onti nued),

. ; CONDITION -,~~.--:REQUIRED 'ACTION,, -'COMPLETION -TIME-
. I .1 7 1

I ~ -.- T I

Twoe or- morE- eha rin
pumfps ceapablec of

* IIIJ1l�1iia� *iILA.Juii1�

Two elhargInIg pumlpa
maj; bc caable~ ofj

inicoing ito' the
RSdurinog pumflp s wa p,

opeae-e

fone] charg~ing um

iniect.1Ing into the'

4 CL3.'4-163 ~

4ifflffled. feel-

_ _ _ _ _ _I__ _ _ _ _ _ _* I

An CS
'accumul ator -nt
iolated when the
accumua tor
pressure -is

greate thanor
equal to the-
maxi mum RCS
pressure' for
exstIng:-cold leg

temperature
allowed inthe
PTR

Isolae 'affectedi7CCryte 1
accuuator'..

- - --------.I t
1 our.

-CL3A4-163

r � . j .I

� I �

. I , , . .., -, - z �

.i
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[TOP -: :TI.E

. 7 T.1 : � -i �.' . I

'3. 4.:12 .0
I i I ,

777 7 7 .: ,. .D. .,ACTIONS.(continued).'

:- .. .0' ,:'CONDITION ; 0~. I REQUIRED ACTION
_ . - A - . - : - C .. . .. . :

-'COMPLETION TIME-
I-

, �e

.,0.

'' i�

Required Action.-._
.'..andd associated.'-.

CompletionjTime of
.Condition mEf notz
met..

D. - Increase RCS 6coldleg
temperature to,?! >fM

* - . Pyi . .. ~
'- ,R-: E275 : f-.

£9.2 -,'-'Depressurize affected
-GS iaccumulator-to
less than-the'maximum-
RCS pressure for-

.- existing cold leg
temperature allowed..
-in the PTLR.

,12 hours

.TA3; 4 119

12 hours'

ICL3.4-.163

RE. - One required -E.1 Resto.rerequired., 7 days
- (I C -0S. S A!afJ; ;F[s], 0ii\ J 1G14 -P 7 PC u:t sv --P

*a-:ve inoperable - to OPERABLE'status. -CL3.4-163..

:-r. 'OnorVuir-1L I- IId RCS '-2 heirs
- D 'rcl16f .alT CL:4-- - .

_'epe_ it9-.L. .9-e iR H EUs. L:-: .

: :; , -_ :, r

. . .

' (continued).

-� . i I , , : -1

L)�r.,
.: --
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3.4.12

AC ��COMPWTION �REQUIRED, LETIONJIME
AM ONs C( iinued

[ G. ~~~ T w o rt e q tt fe
'gRGS:-r 4 e

, a-1-ves inoperable.'

OR-

-IRequired Action' and
:associated,.Completion'
Timeof ~Conditi on -A-,

f fB7a D =- F--~ -
not -met.

gRPSLTOP-y tef
i noperab e4-re-a"~y
rcazc,14n th p 4r 1 thn

~.AND

Depressuri ze RCS and
establish: RCS-vent of:.

~ ~E2~O7:square
inches.

IPA3.-168

jCL3 4- 169

o8hurs.

ITA3 .4-139]

� � � %.Adi lu I LI i Ul I F%,, Lu. J

1',n� r- -... r . . i -.11 �
. �� , : -� �- - 7, -, I I . - .

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS _________________

S R 3 .4 : 2 .

. SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY.
I.

Ver~ify ,a maximurn-obf Eonei- ,:J!E HPB11 purnp2is
ca pa bl of -;i nj ecti ng,. into~ the ~RCS.~`

ICL3 .4-163 -
12 . -
hours ~i .-

-4/
IR3 4 1 i ~ a a ~ u ~ f c c c A r g n p mI r CL3.4-163

1-2-

WOG 51. ::Rev 1, 04 0 / 53.4.1 -5Markup, for P1 ITS, Part;E



LTOP. mmEw I �"l ME 1, � M m

t.SURVEILLANCE',REQUIREMENTS. (continued). ,''

.3.4.12

� . I � I - � � i 1.
4

L -- : -, :. I SURVEILLANCE-.,.. FREQUENCY
-

-SRR- 3.4.12."E3
* '"m _2

I . .. . I . . -1 . -

��7 ' " ; ̀ I' I I . . 'o

. _Mlr__-__..______
~guj pueji~ i iuw j~~r eU 1011' ~

V��_ ".
'UM-,

yaeg eillapiwg

M ll J ~ a

13:4-171,

I I . ,
.,i

Verifyeach ,CCSaccumu atoris. isolated.
f . . - 0 . .:. I 0 - - . -

1hor
12 hours ,,.. -~ .-
4-1-A7nt IFIAl I: . .. I

SR34.24 xi.i IR sa*ti en e~l~mcc o aeh

iCL3.-4-163

Cp .q A P:. 0 :;D I - -_ MI 17 I I. -- -
IL__�_ - - .

�, _�. -1 . I-I -. ,-I.. . -- A 4-^ _'

S .
.

.

UI I rn U n ro rn nn nrJ rrJ rl ":r

Jl i *J , lq , w v. F t v |_~ ,, ,_.
gmmq . -i -nn A -11' : 0coplineit,, Lv~~.,-.. ..

- - - - -
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rc -:a 1�juul�k_

JCL3.4-'163

un! aeked~Opefi'
iveint Ia ± ve(-+5

')I -Ays4t

di eked-eeI V
vet t-v~EA
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LTOP :
- 3.4.12

SURVEI LLANCE REQUIREMEN IS .(conti nued)_ _______

SURVEILLAC FREQUENCY;

~_:SR -I3.4.12.,B6 ,Verify PORV. block ~valv
required PORV.-~_~

is open for each 72 hours

T7CL3.4-163t

'~ -) - %I -i 1 i pn wi;ccr tcrc

rcoedfr c RHguiroI RfzucinV

,.SR :3.4.12.RB -- NOTE-----------
Not 'required to 'be I f tuntil A34157
12hours :after decreasing RCS cold leg

temperature to h 1i ,7PP>nbh. A34-1

31 days
Perform a COT on PRS~cc ~reguired OVCL41
excldige4utin

*(cont inued)

-SR -3.4.12%~ :Perform CHANNEL ,CALIBRATION, for ebachEIMPS ______

irequi1red P9RV-a~ctuation chnnlMAJX34107,-

~nth CL3.4-162]

, o : - -t� 1; I

T I � . :: ,
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I I -RCS Operational,_LEAKAGE
-3.4.JR

3. 4 REACTOR-COOLANT'SYSTEM (CS

~ 3. .1E- RCS Operational LEAKAGE,..`'

. r I . � I

:� w I - ; w : .
- 1 1. �: :! , -

LCO 3.4. lag .RCS operational'LEAKAGE -shall Ibe.limited to:

.a. No, pressuretboundary LEAKAGE:.-

*b. 1 gpm unidentified LEAKAGE:

c.101gpm-~identified LEAKAGE;Ea-n
. CL3. 4-173

I - % . I I . : I
1 ;,__ +-;�+-11 - - , - - - , 4- - . -i . I - r A v A r, r- , L u- _' . . -I-

Ul I t arn ge'ne'rtos( s) n

e. _G 4 alln per day. rimary -,to' scondary
LEAKAGE .thr ugh ,any one~ tn r SG. : CL3.4-175 J~

-APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2_ 3. Iand 4.'

ACTIONS

.,CONDITION- -REQUIRED,.ACTION :COMPLETION TIME

A'. RC S rii:, A.1 Red iuce ~'LEAKAGE'to 4 hours
~LEAKAGE not-:wi thi n wi thin lmts.CL
1li mit t4-f ~--eafSanfi
OtherI than pre 5sure

b o u d a r .L A A C [

4-174

q ,

, - '. �� �_� , :: , iI � . i � ;
. . � L� t! : , - - � 1 .

.WOG STS. Revl1. 04/07/95 341-. . 7 , 7�
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:. -.-RCS-Operational LEAKAGE
C.:---.: -...;.0-: = X--f 3... -34. 1E3

0-CONIIN . -REQUIRED0AXT OV ....... -COMPLETION TIME-&

.B.Required Action.and:,,
:..:Eassociated Completion

-Time of Condition A.
-:not met.

; OR f

-B.1-..

AND ;

fB.-2E-

-Be in"MODE 3.

OffiG,7M±Y

MD-..,.. .,..

6 hours

.CL34 174 Irce5Urc DOunalaryhE. II-exst

..gm - . 1.:-1 �, Ee -1T"'- -E.
:� -, - 14 , I , 1� �
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- � I I
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
3.4.1a3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
I

SR 3.4.1fl3.1 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed in Pl9DE 3 er-4
until 12 hours [ter5staTiTff-?Ttof
steady state operation.

|TA3.4-176
.Only required -

.during~ st-ead
state operation

RCS water
inventory balance.

72 hours

4

SR 3.4.13.2 Verify steam generator tube integrity is in
accordance with the Steam Generator-Tube

eurveill-anee Program.

In
accordance
with the StE
Generator-TtW
Surveillanee
Program

ITA3.4-177

IPA3.4-179 |

Lam

I

WOG STS. Rev 1. 04/07/95 3.4.14-3 Markup for PI-ITS Part E



RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.1§4

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1§4 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage

LCO 3.4.1 4 Leakage from each RCS PIV shall be within limit.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. atnd-3.FMjZ
"innrr A ,'-dr4- - --^ 4- &.h- I---, 1 I
I IUUL I I V U I V kL.. I I In it ... I UuLI

M IMD -PIr~-,~ t ,ln in ^"--"A-,
Idl
'h,

-feff ev&V CL3.4-178 I;removal C3418
-o 4- - - -' ; 4 A_- -_

w rumTXIJ l I I IVV MU I _ _ It' U i r to of
from. the RflR imdoe of operation.

I

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------NOTES------------------------------------
1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each flow path.

2. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for systems made
inoperable by an inoperable PIV.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more flow paths
* with leakage from one
or more RCS PIVs not
within limit.

------------NOTE-------------
Each valve used to satisfy
Required Action A.1 and
Required Action A.2 must have
been verified to meet
SR 3.4.1§4.1 and be in the
reactor coolant pressure
boundar- [ar the high
pressure portion of the
systemj.

IX3.4-181

ICL3.4-192

(continued)
I. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I _ _ _ _ _

WOG STS. Rev 1. 04/07/95 3.4.15-1 Markup for PI ITS Part E
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RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.1E.4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) 4 hoursA.1 Isolate the high
pressure portion of
the affected system
from the low pressure.
portion by use of one
closed manual,
deactivated
automatic, or check
valve.

AND

q-2-hetr
[X3.4-181 I

72 hours -

6 hours
B. Required Action and

associated Completion
Time for Condition A
not met.

B.1

.Amn

Be in MODE 3.

JPA3.4-182|f IM

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

WOG-STS. Rev 1. 04/07/95 3.4. 15-2 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.1E4

ACTIONS (continued)

- CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION J-COMPLETION TIME

r7 MlIn e4A. <114n1
. I N111% J4WI UULUbV .3VUi C

. , fl ter mle fumetiefl
imeperula u;le r. v

C.1 Isolate the affected
penotration by use ef

eno elozed mfanual or

deactivated automfatic

val ve.

4 hours -|CL3.4-186 I

______________________________________ L ______________________

WOG STS. Rev 1. 04/07/95 3.4.15-3 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.1§4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE -FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.154.1 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1-- Not required to be performed in

MODES 3 and 4.

n 1A | . .

._ io l i to bc pertormed on the
RGSWP5V aeated in -the RHR-flew path, z * - - 4- tvb- " .4- -,11 .- - I UW- - - -- ; -

operation
- )IIULULjW)VM l Coo! I mii t OT

.2 1p , PT\- -. r r4-,.-l4-.-A A. n -.--. I-- * I . )o UULULVUUUl iVit1U1lc
M-arf ------- -rf 44 - 0>.--411;.~jj~ I VI II lu Ip~ ".ji VIII II ~ .J LI VI i :~I.A UI11 df..
not required to be tested more than
once if a repetitive testing loop
eannot be avaided.

ICL3.4-178

' CL3.4-191

in aeeerdamee ICL3.4-184 ]
with-the

4ffse ; l-e

ELfI8i monthsE

AN D

Verify leakage from each RCS PIV is
equivalent to s 0.5 gpm per nominal
valve size up to a maximum of 5 gpm
RCS pressure 2 f22153 psig and
s f2255i psig.

inch of
at an

Prior to
entering MODE 2
whenever the
unit has been
in MODE 5 for
7 days or more.
if leakage
testing-has .not
been-performed
in the previous
9 -months

AND
I. _______________________

WOG STS. Rev 1, 04/07/95 3.4.15-4 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.1E4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE | FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.154.1 (continued) lEe2 CL3.4-184

:Rm

24 hettp5s
following valve
aetuatianmu
to automfatie Or
manual actien
O -fla t paugh
the valve

' ICL3.4-186

[18] fflnths

I1

R 3.4.14. 2 NOTE
Not rPeuired to kb et awhen the RIIR Systcei
autoclosurc interlock is disabled in
accordance with SR 3.4.12.7.

1101i~e fv Q11 -vtg -4- lis n-1 -- I;,tlnr
.- I ~j I %Ii%~ ,Jj.;L.I UU#UI.- I Ua..)UI iiiU -iT1J~N-- ,, 4,4-,, I zJS,. I u u Iuo -, - ,u -- - -- -

-

_ Ja V LotI LA ik vU I V C I I lll 0 llJ l .TU Il-V ll u
-4 4 , - - 1- -- - -,: - . n .

IV I Ell U u I IIII U M.MU '.JI U(ICIUU I I\J PfeOOUfe

signal t [425] psig.

WOG STS. Rev 1. 04/07/95 3.4.15-5 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS PIV Leakage
3.4.1§4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
-r

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
l

R 3.4.14.3 aNOTE
Not required to be met when the RHIR System
autoeloeure interlook io disabled in
aceordance with SR 3.4.12.7.

I CL3.4-186

Vcrify RIIR System autoolosure intcrlock
causos the valveooto clooe
automatically with a cimulated or actual

-r r---lr oI . -- rcnni ^
IX\.. 8i soQ - i jlIu I z LU j._ t _

± ____________________________
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.1ES

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1ES RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

LCO 3.4.1,5i The following RCS leakage detection instrumentation shall be
OPERABLE:

a. One containment sump E-7Wogff ,Nevel
ff M 1,ieag ~t -mea-1±ta: _nd

ICL3.4-188
b. One containment ff a tmfph I rp radioactivity

monitor (gasecus or particulato): [and
IIV I SI \y oU O U O I If- Qb A Ut nr% LUlI

c. une containfent air cooler condensate Hlow rate
ffmlniteor].

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

- ---- " NOTE M!7~7~V

I JULOJ. 4- 10V

ITA3.4-194|
. I: I --.-- -- _

'I" en -1-- ��.;
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.1ES

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required containment NOTE
sump monitor LCD 3.0.4 45 not applicablc. TA3.4 194
inoperable.

A. 1 nTA3.4-176

Perform SR 3.4.143.1. Once per
24 hours

AND

A.2 Restore required 30 days
containment sump
monitor to OPERABLE
status.

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.1§5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required containment

t-mol&spheer
ad-i-aetvi-ty monitor
inoperable.

It 9T_

LC0.O Wn.4 4s net

* applieable.
0 PIUI . _ _7

B.1.1 Analyze grab samples
of the containment
atmosphere.

OR

B.1.2 ENOTE$ -3
lalam~M2

Perform SR 3.4.1113.1.

CL3.4-188 j

|TA3.4-194

Once per
24 hours

ITA3.4-176

Once per
24 hours

30 days

30 d1CL3.4-189
-yr 11

-AND

B. 2- Restore required
containment

atmfesphere.__J 7 .
r£af UoUttk V Iy

- monitor to OPERABLE
status.

OR

n 1) n 11--4;<.A4i
*. L- L. a r, I , I I lI U i I I- L,

. air cooler
- ^- -A----4.- -l -. . .__j

o_ - r-rlrirorl-4.+ r T I nw r.R-
-WUI luk.. 1.Ju LA. I I fVV I U L.=

mns-r - on r n A D r
. .- I .1 - I - fiI - I -- .1
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.1ES

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required containment C.1 Perform SR 3.4.15.1. Gnee
air cooler condensate Pe CL3.4-189
flow rate moeniter OR .--he
ineperable. uro

..2 Perfr nsm SR 3.4.13.1.-

_Onee pe -
24 hours

(continued)

- Required D.1 Restore required 0 days -
eontainment- entainment

atfflesphere atmof sphere XICL3.4-189radioactivity monitor radioactivity monitor& -

.1EpTbe oOEAL staus

-OR

Required containment D.2 Restore required 30 days
air cooler condensate containment air
flow rate monitor cooler condensate
inoperable. flowf rate monitor to

OPERABLE status.

PiE. Required Action E E-.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
*and associated
Completion Time AND
not met.

gE.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.1§5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

P. All required pF.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
monitors
inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.165.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK of the required 12 hours
containment .akh3I I I U-f i5ephe e
radi4oaetvi+ty monitor. |CL3.4-188

(continued)

SR 3.4.1§5.2 Perform COT of the required containment 92 days
J~j~~i~~ atozpcrc adiactiityCL3.4~-188

monitor.

SR 3.4.1ES.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required god EX3.4-187
containment sump monitor.

months
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
3.4.1ES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

-7
S 3.4.1§5.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required EF |CL3.4-188

containment Ea ionucf9;tst
radioactivity months +iL.. monitor. X3.4-107

On 11 A-1 S. CL3.4-189eR34 55Perfeoff GIIANNEL CALIBRATION of the required f48
.cntainment air cooler cndenzatc flow rate -ffl
monitor.
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-e I T -1I - : _- - I I
RUb LOOP 1iaIlation valves

3.4.17

3.4. REAGLOR GOOLANaSYSTEM V(a-es

3.4.--RGS Loop-Th&seatianV4*e

I CL3.4-204I

If' rn n A 17 r- -g nec U n _~r _ -j "I -1 11 - - 11 - - -- . - - I - - . - - - -I - I I I .

L.U O.4.1/ B=± I=UJ at anaL CO Ie Iwg IOOp 1GI dtlof vaIve snaII be open
with power removed from each isolation valve operator

.
APPLIGABILITY: ,'lODS 1. 2. 3, and 4.

AGTIONS'

--- N------------,fiOTE ------------------
Separate Condition entry ^ alw i^d for eaeh R1S loop iseation valve-.

CONBITIONl - REQUIRED AGT-TON -GOMPLE TION TTME

A. Power available to one A.1 Remove power from 30 minutes
or morece le.p la loop isalatien vavv^
valveperuatoErs. operator.-

B. All -NOTC I- -- Maintain valve() lmmediaate4y
All Rcquired Action3 elosed. -

s hall be ecompleted
when 1ev.r t_4 AND
Condition is entered.

B2- Be- in- HOBE--a

- Oncor more RCS loop AND
isolation valves

..3 - B in-M.DE-S. 36 -h es
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RGSe Loop llatioen-4lvesa
v - 3.4.17

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHENT&

SURVEILLANC[ENY

SR 3.4.17.1 Verify eaeh RCS loop isolation valve i5 days-d
open and powev a o remov eeh leap
iselation valve operator-.
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.1E%

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1Zf6 RCS Specific Activity

LCO 3.4.1g6 The specific activity of the reactor coolant shall be within

~ D~~U~1~t ~1 iacri_~r~PA3.4-197U3930Ci7 g imand EE.3 DOW- E _a I A

X~. sAd~T~ wa ct~Gi,,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.
MODE 3 with RCS average temperature (Tavg) 2 500'F.

. ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
.J

A. DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131

;- 1. 0 P~i ~jfll.

------------ Note------------
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.

A. 1 Verify DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131
within the acceptable
region of
Figure 3.4.1E6-1.

IPA3.4-197I

Once per 4 hours

48 hours

AND

A.2 Restore DOSE -
EQUIVALENT 1-131 to
within limit.

L I
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4.1r6

CONAITIONn REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIMEACTIONS (con inued)

B. Gross specific
activity of the
reactor coolant not
within limit.

P-ft--rm - D - a, 1 h A 0_C1
1. 1 I r~rarm fl ') AL I h -

U. . -d tA _ .- .X .

AND

B.[, Be in MODE 3 with
Tavg < 5000F.

TA3.4-201

6 hours

1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __I

(continued)

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A
not met.

OR

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131
E-peclac4Wft31 in
the unacceptable
region of
Figure 3.4.1E6-1.

C.1 Be in MODE 3 with
Tavg < 500F.

6 hours

PA3.4-202 I

_I _ ._.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR *3.4.1E6.1 Verify reactor coolant gross specific 7 days
activity • 100/E uCi /gm.

WOG STS. Rev 1. 04/07/95 3.4.17-2 Markup for PI ITS Part E
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4. 1,6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.1E,6.2 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Only required to be performed in MODE 1.

Verify reactor coolant DOSE EQUIVALENT 14 days
I-131 specific activity • 1.0 uCi/gm.

AND

Between 2 and
6 hours after a
THERMAL
POWER change of
2 15% RTP
within a 1 hour
period

(continued)

SR 3.4.1Z6.3 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed until 31 days
after a minimum of 2 effective full power
days and 20 days of MODE 1 operation have
elapsed since the reactor was last
subcritical for 2 48 hours.

-IPA3.4-203 I

184 daysDetermine E from a g-t2@gSS sample
t'lak en i1n 1'199E I after a mfinimfumf of

HlOBE 1.6pelpauo have elapsed sincee the
, sub'e-'l wauo last suer itieal f-e

0An . .
C -1bu MewU
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RCS Specific Activity
3.4. 1E6

11 Ift",�,a--mi9�-P-t",�,t�ft=imigrt-n-o!z

300

E

0
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-J
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0
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0
w
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0
0
0

0
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0
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iI I I I

THIS FIGURE FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY.
DO NOT USE FOR OPERATION.

iUNACCEPTABLE
OPERATION

I I CDE 3

ACCEPTABLE
OPERATION

_ _ ~ I _ _I_ _ _ _

o L
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 -- 100

PERCENT OF RATED THERMAL POWER

Figure 3.4.16-1 (page 1 of 1)
Reactor Coolant DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 Specific Activity

Limit Versus Percent of RATED THERMAL POWER
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RGS4 iodlate eap Startup
.. 4.18

B.4 REAGTOR 6O9LANT SYSTEM- (RGS) ICL3.4-204|

3.4.18 RCJ IsOOated LOOP StartUtP

IG IA.1 n ah RG isolate reo shall r em;Ai1n4^{ nisolated, h .

a. The hat and old loeg isolation valveos lOsed if Iorn
concentration of the isolated loop is leoss than boron
eeflcnntrati1n of the oprrating leaps: and

b. The -old leg isolation valve 1losed if the oAld lhg
-teomperature of the isolated loop is > [20]OF below the
highest eold leg temfperature of the operating laoops.

APPLIGABILITY- -MODES-5 an~d 6.

cY AGTE)NSI Tnl
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nr'c - I
TUJ OVjIU6.U LJULU JI.UI ILUA

3.4.18

RODIIN QEUREE9-AGeT-Io -GeMPLETiGN N-IE

A. Isolated loop hot or A.1 NOT[
cold leg isolation Only required if
valve open wiith LCO boron concentration
* -. u irI its not fet. r e4ui r I it not met.

Close hat and old 4imafflediate~y
leg isolation valves.

GR

A.2 NOTE
Only required if
tefflperature
roguiromont not met.

Close cold leg Imffmediately
isolation valve.
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nr~ t T - AI - A- I .. L. _g

I=.. itbULA. LtOup tLdrLUp

5 3.4.18

SURVEIALANGE REQRIR9494__

SURVEILLANCE -FREQUERGY-

SR 3.4.18.1 Verify eold leg teperature of IsolatdW
loop is , [L0]0F below the highest cold leg 30 mffinut-e
temperat1ure of the operating loops. prio to

opening thc
eold leg
isolation valve
in isolated
4eep

SR 3.4.18.2 Verify boron concentration of isolated loop Within 2 hours
is greater than or equal to boron perior to

1P YlCULCI IU[ IUh operatn loops. ~ lIR
concentration of the operating loops. opcning-the hat

et- cold leg
isolation valve
in isolated
1 oop
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RCS Loops -Test Exceptions
3.4.1§9

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.1§9 RCS Loops -Test Exceptions

LCO 3.4.1W9

APPLICABILITY:

The requirements of LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2."
may be suspended, with THERMAL POWER < P-7.

MODES 1 and 2 during startup and PHYSICS TESTS.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. THERMAL POWER 2 P-7. A.1 Open reactor trip Immediately
breakers.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR -3.4.1E9.1 Verify THERMAL POWER is < P-7. 1 hour

SR -3.4.1gi9.2 Perform a COT for each power range neutron
flux-low and intermediate range neutron
flux channel and P-7.

With-in 2

.prior to
initiation
of startup ar
PHYSICS TESTS

TA3.4-206

---...

�WOG StS. Rev 1.. 04/07/95 3.4.18-1 Markup for P1 ITS Part E
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RCS Pressure, Temperature. and Flow E DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

JPA3.4-101E

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) JPA3.4-211

B 3.4.1 RCS Pressure, Temperature. and Flowed Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB) Limits

BASES

BACKGROUND These Bases address requirements for maintaining RCS
pressure, temperature, and flow rate within limits assumed
in the safety analyses. The safety analyses (Ref. 1) of
normal operating conditions and anticipated operational
occurrences assume initial conditions within the normal
steady state envelope. The limits placed on RCS pressure,
temperature, and flow rate ensure that the minimum departure
from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) will be met for each of
the transients analyzed.

The RCS pressure limit is consistent with operation within
the nominal operational envelope. Pressurizer pressure
indications are averaged to come up with a value for
comparison to the limit. A lower pressure will cause the
reactor core to approach DNB limits.

The RCS coolant average temperature limit is consistent with
full power-operation within the nominal operational
envelope. Indications of temperature are averaged to
determine a value for comparison to the limit. A higher
average temperature will cause the core to approach DNB
limits.

The RCS flow rate normally remains constant during an
operational fuel cycle with LIUtI pumps running. The
minimum RCS flow limit 5 CL3.4-102|
corresponds to that assumed for DNB analyses. Flow
rate indications are averaged to come up with a value for
comparison to the limit. -A lower RCS flow will cause-the
core to approach DNB limits.

WOG STS, Rev 1, 04/07/95 B 3.4.1-1 Markup for PI ITS Part E



RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow E DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

|PA3.4-101 ||PA3.4-211|

BASES

Backround
(continued)

Operation for significant periods of time outside
these DNB limits increases the likelihood of a fuel cladding
failure in a DNB limited event.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The requirements of this LCO represent the initial
conditions for DNB limited transients analyzed in the plant
safety analyses (Ref. 1). The safety analyses have shown
that transients initiated from the limits of this LCO-will
result in meeting the DNBR criteri on of t [1.3]. This 1CL3.4-212

Wne dcceptdnce limit Top the R(bb INU paramfetcr. Changes to
the unit that could impact these parameters must be assessed
for their impact on the DNBR criteria. The transients
analyzed-fer include loss of coolant flow events and dropped
or stuck rod events. A key assumption for the analysis of
these events is that the core power distribution is within
the limits of LCO 3.1._i7, "Control Bank Insertion E
Limits"; LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)": and T
LCO 3.2.4. "QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (QPTR)."

L4-213

The pressurizer pressure limit of E22003 psig and-the RCS TA3.4-109
average temperature limit r FMf1 tDGWblef [53i]- I

'9ll\,i-' 1;n~s OF rn~ n;'Edrr~r^2Or .on ; oCL3.4-214~

safety analyses. with allowance for 3
td measurement rrFprsuneefrti-t'i-ty.E

W S W srn I$~CL3.4-215

The RCS DNB parameters satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRG Policy

(continued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow E DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

IPA3. 4-101 PA3.4-211 I

LCO This LCO specifies limits on the monitored process
variables -pressurizer pressure,. RCS average temperature.
and RCS total flow rate -to ensure the core operates -
within the limits assumed in the safety analyses. hie2E |TA3.4-109|
Fnd M 1 75 bOperating
within these limits will result in meeting the DNBR
criterion in the event of a DNB limited transient.

ICL3.4-2151RCS total flow rate contains a measurement ceror of
[2.01% based on performing a precision heat balance and
using the.result to calibrate the ReS flow rate indicatoas.
Potential fouling of the feedwater venturi, which might not
bc detected, eould bias the result from the prcision heat
balance in a nonconservative manner. Therefore. a penalty
of [0.1]% for undeteetoed fouling of the fcedwater venturi

BASES

LCO
(continued)

raises the nomfinal flow mneasureffent allowance to E2:1]% for
no fouling. -

Any fouling that might bias the flow rate measurement
greater than [0-11% ran bc detict.d by hmnitaringand
trending various plant performance parameter. sIf detectcd,
either thc effcet of'the fouling shall be quantified-and
ecomepensated for in the floW rate c e mcasurcmcnt or the
venturi shall'be cccaned to eliminate the fouling. TA3.4-109

The LGO-numerical values for pressure, temperature, and:flow
rate N oji in-ltSiOL]IB are-given for the measurement
location Ebt-t have ieat-been adjusted for instrument error.

-(continued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow E DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

I PA3.4- 101PA3.4-2111

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1. the limits on pressurizer pressure. RCS coolant
average temperature. and RCS flow rate must be maintained
during steady state operation in order to ensure DNBR

RASFS

APPLICABILITY
(continued)

criteria will be met in the event of an unplanned loss of
forced coolant flow or other DNB limited transient. In-all
other MODES., the power level is low enough that DNB is not a
concern.

A Note has been added to indicate the limit on pressurizer
pressure is not applicable during short term operational
transients such as a THERMAL POWER ramp increase > 5% RTP
per minute or a THERMAL POWER step increase > 10% RTP.
These conditions-represent short term perturbations where
actions to control pressure variations might be
counterproductive. Al-e. Evince '8 L Pi
reptesent-transients Ueinitiated from power levels L
< 100% RTP, an increased DNBR margin exists to offset.the
temporary pressure variations. V I.91 We}

Yh~cTw i ~s~FNR ap l

\3.4-216

Another set of limits on DNB related parameters is provided
in SL 2.1.1. "Reactor Core SLs." Those limits are less
restrictive than the limits of this LCO, but violation of a
Safety Limit (SL) merits a stricter, more severe Required-;,
Action. Should alviolaaionf 4this L ou tho PA3.4-219
operator must check 'whether or' not an Sl may have boeen
eFeeeded-

ACTIONS I--

RCS pressure and,,RCS average temperature are controllable---
and measurable'parameters. With one or both of-these'

(continued)i cj
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow E DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

IPA3.4- 101 PA3.4-211I

parameters not within LCO limits, action must be taken to
restore parameter(s).

RCS total flow rate is not a controllable parameter and is
not expected to vary during steady state operation. If the
indicated RCS total flow rate is below the LCO limit, power
must be reduced, as required by Required Action B.1, to

RARFS

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

restore DNB margin and eliminate the potential for violation
of the accident analysis bounds.

The 2 hour Completion Time for restoration of the parameters
provides sufficient time to adjust plant parameters, to
determine the cause for the off normal condition, and to
restore the readings within limits, and is based on plant
operating experience.

B.1

If Required Action A.1 is not met within the associated
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the
plant must be brought to at-least MODE 2 within 6 hours. In
MODE 2, the reduced power condition eliminates the potential
for violation of the-accident analysis bounds. The
Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable to reach the
required plant conditions in an orderly manner.

-SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

-Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of
* 2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits.

(continued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow E DNB.Limits
B 3.4.1

-PA3.4-101 |PA3.4-2111

the 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for pressurizer pressure
is sufficient to ensure the pressure can be restored to a
normal operation. steady state condition following load
changes and other expected transient operations. The
12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess for potential degradation and
to verify operation is within safety analysis assumptions.

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of
2 hours to restore parameters that are not within limits,
the 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS average
temperature is sufficient to-ensure the temperature can be
restored to a normal operation, steady state condition
following load changes and other expected transient
operations. The 12 hour interval has been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for
potential degradation and to verify operation is within
safety analysis assumptions.

SR 34.1.-3 CL3.4-103|

The 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS total flow rate is
performed using the installed flow instrumentation. The
-1.hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess-potential degradation and to
verify operation wihin safety analysis assumptions.

SR 3.4.1.64

Measurement of RCS total flow rate by performance of a PA3.4-1061
precision calorimetric heat balance once every
X- f+8j months allows the installed RCS flow instrumentation X3.4-107

(continued)
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RCS Pressure. Temperature, and Flow E DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

|PA3.4-1O1 PA3.4-2111

to be calibrated and verifies the actual RCS flow rate is
greater than or equal to the minimum required RCS flow rate.

The Frequency of gfI8] months reflects the importance of
verifying flow after a refueling-outage when the core has been
altered, which may have caused an alteration of flow
resistance.

This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into MODE 1.
without having performed the SR. and placement of the unit in
the best condition for performing the SR. The Note-states
that the SR is not required to be performedEY1hiTF7X3.4-14 |
Pyutil i24- heurs after reacRll7 90%J RTP. This
exception is appropriate sinceEthe heat balance requires the
plant to be at

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.64 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

a minimum of 090%i RTP to obtain cUrWattethe-5ta7ted RCS flow
SThe Surveillan1e shall be pet-farmed within
24 hours after reaching [90%] RT-P.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, ISection PLf-15.
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RCS Minimum Temperature For Criticality
B 3.4.2

|PA3.4-2111

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality

BASES

BACKGROUND This LCO is based upon meeting several major considerations
before the reactor can be made critical and while the
reactor is critical.

-_ ICL3.4-217
The first consideration is MZ ~ -, fledepateb
temperature coefficient ([MTC). LCO 3.1.E4, ITA3.4-213
"tKMte =ma.MedeftA- Temperature Coefficient (EMTC)." In
the transient and accident analyses, the EMTC is assumed to
be in a range from slightly positive to negative and the
operating temperature is assumed to be within the nominal
operating envelope while the reactor is critical. The LCO
on minimum temperature for criticality helps ensure the
plant is operated consistent with these assumptions.

The second consideration is the protective instrumentation.
Because certain protective instrumentation (e.g., excore-
neutron detectors) can be affected by moderator temperature,
a temperature value within the nominal operating envelope is
chosen to ensure proper indication and response while the
reactor is critical.

The third consideration is the pressurizer operating
characteristics. The transient and accident analyses assume
that the pressurizer is within its normal startup and
operating range (i.e., saturated conditions and steam bubble
present). It is also assumed that the RCS temperature is
within its normal expected range for startup and power
operation. Since the density of the g2water, and-hence
the response of the pressurizer to transients, depends upon
the initial temperature of the moderator, a minimum value-
for moderator temperature within the'nominal-operating

(continued)
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B 3.4.2

|PA3 .4-211|

BASES

BACKROUND envelope is chosensECr7- MO]l
(continued)

The fourth consideration is that the reactor vessel is above
its minimum nil ductility reference temperature when the
reactor is critical.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Although the RCS minimum temperature for criticality is not
itself an initial condition assumed in Design Basis
Accidents (DBAs), the closely aligned temperature for hot-
zero power (HZP) is a process variable that is an initial
condition of DBAs, such as the rod cluster control assembly
(RCCA) withdrawal, RCCA ejection, and main steam line break
accidents performed at zero power that either assumes the
failure of, or presents a challenge to, the integrity of a
fission product barrier.

All low power safety analyses assume initial RCS loop
temperatures PA3.4-2181
'~EgUgfr the HZP temperature of 5471F (Ref. 1). The

minimum temperature for criticality limitation provides a
small band, gEGF, for critical operation below HZP. This
band allows critical operation below HZP during plant-
startup and does not adversely affect any safety analyses
since the [HTC is not significantly affected by the small
temperature difference between HZP and the minimum
temperature for criticality.

The RCS minimum temperature for criticality satisfies
Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy'Statement[Q7 1

LCO Compliance with the LCO ensures that the reactor will nottbe
made-or maintained critical (keff 2 1.0) at-a temperature

(continued)
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B 3.4.2
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less than a small band below the HZP temperature, which is

BASES -

LCO
(continued)

assumed in the safety analysis. Failure to meet the
requirements.of this LCO may produce initial conditions
inconsistent with the initial conditions assumed in the
safety analysis.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1 and MODE 2 with keff 2 1.0, LCO 3.4.2 is applicable
since the reactor can only be critical (keff 2 1.0) in these
MODES.

The special test exception of LCO 3.1.±gf, "OO9ES 2 TA3.4-213
PHYSICS TESTS ExceptionsV,,OD.E t" permits PHYSICS TESTS
to be performed at 5 5% RTP with RCS loop average
temperatures slightly lower
than normally allowed so that fundamental nuclear
characteristics of the core can be verified. In order for
nuclear characteristics to be accurately measured, it may be
necessary to operate outside the normal restrictions of this
LCO. For example, to measure the JMTC at beginning of
cycle, it is necessary to allow RCS loop average
temperatures to fall below Tno bad. which may cause RCS loop
average temperatures to fall below the temperature limit of
this LCO.

ACTIONS LAI

If the parameters that are outside the limit cannot be
restored, the plant must be brought to a MODE-in-which the
LCO -does not apply. -To-achieve this status. theplant must
be brought to MODE M ? E 5 T within 30 minutes. TA3.4-108
Rapid reactor shutdown can be readily and practically
achieved'within a 30-minute period." The allowed time is

.(continued)
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reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3a
EV, UK in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1 T 41
REQUIREMENTS

RCS loop average temperature is required to be verified at
or above f54 TF every rT T
deviation. lo lw T ] alarm not reet and an- C loop

- evg [54712 Fr.

The Note modifies the SR. When any RGS loop averagce
tempFrature isay [5471F'F and the T d ot lo1
lew -Ts alarm is alarming. RCS loop average temperatures
could fall below the LGO requirement without additional
warning. The SR to verify RCS loop average temperatures
every 30 minutes is frequent enough to prevent the
inadvertent violation of the LC L o t

M W:iT hng ~ t m I m Y, IMMU E *IM vfM M t IMI2. ,9"tEI -

REFERENCES - 1. 2-FSAR. SectionV.'4f1&---3j.
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

PA3.4-211

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)-

B 3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits

BASES

.BACKGROUND All components of the RCS are designed to withstand effects
of cyclic loads due to system pressure and temperature
changes. These loads are introduced by startup (heatup) and
shutdown (cooldown) operations, power transients, and
reactor trips. This LCO limits the pressure and temperature
changes during RCS heatup and cooldown, within the design
assumptions and the stress limits for cyclic operation.

The PTLR contains P/T limit curves for heatup, cooldown,
inservice leak and hydrostatic (ISLH) testing, and data for
the maximum rate of change of reactor coolant temperatures
asd R

Each P/T limit curve defines an acceptable region for normal
operation. The usual use of the curves is operational
guidance during heatup or cooldown maneuvering, when
pressure and temperature indications are monitored and
compared to the applicable curve to determine that operation
is within the allowable region.

The LCO establishes operating limits that provide a margin
to brittle failure of the reactor vessel and piping of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). The vessel is the
component most subject to brittle failure, and the LCO
limits apply mainly to the vessel. The limits do not apply
to the pressurizer, Which has different design
characteristics and operating functions.

10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 2). requires the establishment
of P/T limits for specific material fracture toughness
requirements of the RCPB materials. Rcfercnce Egge

(continued)
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B 3.4.3
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BASES

BACKROUND requires an adequate margin to brittle failure during normal
(continued) operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and system

hydrostatic tests. It mandates the use of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code, Section III.
Appendix G (Ref. 3).

The neutron embrittlement effect on the material toughness
is reflected by increasing the nil ductility reference
temperature (RTNDT) as exposure to neutron fluence increases.

The actual shift in the RTNDT of the vessel material CL3.4 -2221
J5eAAil-lbe established g.7gperiodically-by removing and
evaluating-the irradiated reactor vessel material specimens,
i nf aeeardaene with ASTPI [ 185 (Ref. 4) and Appendix H elf-
10 GFR 50 (Ref. 5). The operating P/T limit curves lERM
:illw4- be adjusted, as necessary, based on the evaluation

findings and the recommendations of Ma r =.o.
R , Re>ulatUy Guide 1.99 (Ref. 6).

The P/T limit curves are composite curves established-by
superimposing limits derived from stress analyses of those
portions of the reactor vessel and head that are the most
restrictive. At any specific pressure, temperature, and
temperature rate of change, one location within the reactor
vessel will dictate the most restrictive limit. Across the
span of the P/T limit curves, different locations are more
restrictive, and, thus, the.curves are composites of the
most restrictive regions.

The heatup curve represents a different set of restrictions
than the cooldown curve because the directions of the
thermal gradients through the vessel wall are reversed.- The
thermal gradient reversal alters the location of the tensile
stress between the outer and inner walls.

The criticality limit curve includes the Reference.2
requirement that it be 2 400F above the heatup curve or the

(continued)
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BASES

BACKROUND
(continued)

cooldown curve, and not less than the minimum permissible
temperature for ISLH testing. However, the criticality
curve is not operationally limiting; a more restrictive
limit exists in LCO 3.4.2. "RCS Minimum Temperature for
Criticality."

The consequence of violating the LCO limits is that the RCS
has been operated under conditions that can result in
brittle failure of the RCPB, possibly leading to a
nonisolable leak or loss of coolant accident. In the event
these limits are exceeded, an evaluation must be performed
to determine the effect on the structural integrity of the
RCPB components. The ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E
(Ref. 7), provides a recommended methodology for evaluating
an operating event that causes an excursion outside the
limits.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The P/T limits are not derived from Design Basis Accident
(DBA) analyses. They are prescribed during normal operation
to avoid encountering pressure, temperature, and temperature
rate of change conditions that might-cause undetected flaws
to propagate and cause nonductile failure of the RCPB, an
unanalyzed condition. Reference 1 establishes the
methodology for-determining the P/T limits. Although the
P/T limits are not derived from any DBA, the P/T limits are
acceptance limits since they preclude operation in an
unanalyzed condition.

RCS P/T limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy

(continued)
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BASES

LCO The two elements of this LCO are:

a. The limit curves for heatup, cooldown. and ISLH
testing; and

b. Limits on the rate of change of temperature.

The LCO limits apply to all components of the RCS. except
the pressurizer. These limits define allowable operating
regions and permit a large number of operating cycles while
providing a wide margin to nonductile failure.

The limits for the rate of change of temperature control the
thermal gradient through the vessel wall and are used as
inputs for calculating the heatup. cooldown. and ISLH
testing P/T limit curves. Thus. the LCO for the rate of
change of temperature restricts stresses caused by thermal
gradients and also ensures the validity of the P/T limit
curves.

Violating the LCO ]imits places the reactor vessel outside
of the bounds of the stress analyses and can increase
stresses in other RCPB components. The consequences depend
on several factors, as follow:

a. The severity of the departure from the allowable
operating P/T regime or the severity of the rate of
change of temperature;

b. The length of-time the limits were violated (longer
violations allow the temperature gradient in the thick
vessel walls-to become more pronounced): and

c. The existences, sizes, and orientations of flaws in
the vessel material.

-(continued)
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BASES

APPLICABILITY The RCS P/T limits LCO provides a definition of acceptable
operation for prevention of nonductile failure in accordance
with 10 CFR 50,-Appendix G ERef.2). Although the P/T limits
were developed to provide guidance for operation during
heatup or cooldown (MODES 3, 4, and 5) or ISLH testing,
their Applicability is at all times in keeping with the
concern for nonductile failure. The limits do not apply to
the pressurizer.

During MODES 1 and 2. other Technical Specifications provide
limits for operation that can be more restrictive than or
can supplement these P/T limits. LCO 3.4.1, "RCS Pressure,
Temperature, and Flow - Departure from Nucleate Boiling
(DNB) Limits": LCO 3.4.2. "RCS Minimum Temperature for
Criticality": and Safety Limit 2.1, "Safety Limits," also
provide operational restrictions for pressure and
temperature and ma.imum pressure. Furthermore, MODES 1
and 2 are above the temperature range of concern for
nonductile failure, and stress analyses have been performed
for normal maneuvering profiles, such as power ascension or
descent.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Operation outside the P/T limits during MODE 1, 2, 3. or 4
must be corrected so that the RCPB is returned to a
condition that has been verified by stress analyses.

The 30 minute Completion Time reflects the urgency of
restoring the parameters to within the analyzed range.
violationsuwill not-be severe, and the activity can be
accomplished in this time in a controlled manner.

Most

Besides restoring operation within limits, an evaluation is

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

required to determine if RCS operation can continue. The
evaluation must verify the RCPB integrity remains acceptable
and must be completed before continuing operation. Several
methods may be used, including comparison with pre-analyzed
transients in the stress analyses, new analyses, or
inspection of the components.

ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E \*RefI. j7, may be used to
support the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to
evaluation of the vessel beltline.

The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable to accomplish the
evaluation. The evaluation for a mild violation is possible
within this time, but more severe violations may require
special, event specific stress analyses or inspections. A
favorable evaluation must be completed before continuing to
operate.

Condition A is modified by a Note requiring Required
Action A.2 to be completed whenever the Condition is
entered. The Note emphasizes the need to perform the
evaluation of the effects of the excursion outside the
allowable limits. Restoration alone per Required Action A.1
is insufficient because higher than analyzed stresses may
have occurred and may have affected the RCPB integrity.

B.1 and B.2

If-a Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A are not met, the plant must be placed in a lower
MODE because either the RCS remained in an unacceptable P/T
region for an extended period of increased stress or a

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

sufficiently severe event caused entry into an unacceptable
region. Either possibility indicates a need for more
careful examination of the event, best accomplished with the
RCS at reduced pressure and temperature. In reduced
pressure and temperature conditions~pck~require ;3eu9
L-e-i2-qULt__. the possibility of propagation Efwith -
undetected flaws is decreased.

If the required restoration activity cannot be accomplished
-within 30 minutes, Required Action B.1 and Required
Action B.2 must be implemented to reduce pressure and
temperature.

If the required evaluation for continued operation cannot be
accomplished within 72 hours or the results are
indeterminate or unfavorable, action must proceed to reduce
pressure and temperature as specified in Required Action B.1
and Required Action B.2. A favorable evaluation must be
completed and documented before returning to operating
pressure and temperature conditions.

Pressure and temperature are reduced by bringing the plant
to MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 with RCS pressure
< £500] psig within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(continued)

Actions must be initiated immediately to correct operation
outside of the P/T limits at times other than when in
MODE 1. 2, 3. or 4, so that the RCPB is returned to a
condition that has been verified by stress analysis.

The immediate Completion Time reflects the urgency of
initiating action to restore the parameters to within the
analyzed range. Most violations will not be severe, and the
activity can be accomplished in this time in a controlled
manner.

Besides restoring operation within limits, an evaluation is
required to determine if RCS operation can continue. The
evaluation must verify that the RCPB integrity remains
acceptable and must be completed prior to entry into MODE 4.
Several methods may be used, including comparison with
pre-analyzed transients in the stress analyses, or
inspection of the components.

ASME Code. Section XI. Appendix E (Ref. 7), may be used to
support the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to
evaluation of the vessel beltline.

Condition C is modified by a Note requiring Required
Action C.2 to be completed whenever the Condition is
entered. The Note emphasizes the need to perform the
evaluation of the effects of the excursion outside the
allowable limits. Restoration alone per Required Action C.1
is insufficient because higher than analyzed stresses may
have occurred and may have affected the RCPB integrity.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that operation is within the PTLR limits is
required every 30 minutes when RCS pressure and temperature
conditions are undergoing planned changes. This Frequency
is considered reasonable in view of the control room
indication available to monitor RCS status. Also, since
temperature rate of change limits are specified in hourly
increments, 30 minutes permits assessment and correction for
minor deviations within a reasonable time.

Surveillance for heatup. cooldown. or ISLH testing may be
discontinued when the definition given in the relevant plant
procedure for ending the activity is satisfied.

This SR is modified by a Note that only requires this SR to
be performed during system heatup. cooldown, and ISLH
testing. No SR is given for criticality operations because
LCO 3.4.2 contains a more restrictive requirement.

REFERENCES 1. .

2. = R qFR 57,-Appendix :G CL3.4-222

-3e AS1E, Boiler and Pressure Veasel Gede, Setietn,1II.
Appendix- C. ,

4. ASTEI [ 185 82, July 1982.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix 11.

6.' RegUlatory Guide 1-990 Revisions May 1988.

7 ASi[, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Seetion Xi,
Jppendo x F f
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B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.4 RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary function of the.RCS is removal of the heat
generated in the fuel due to the fission process,-and
'transfer of this heat, via the steam generators (SGs), to
the secondary.plant.

The secondary functions of the RCS include:

a. Moderating the neutron energy level to the thermal
state, to increase the probability of fission:

b. Improving the neutron economy by acting as a
reflector;

c. Carrying the soluble neutron poison, boric acid:Ean~d

d. Providing a second barrier against fission product
release to the environment--aifdE.

-j - -4- 44- t, ,4 -- -u -on -soso4-- 4- 4-ot- C.- A- 4 + A

PA3 .4-223|
%1. 1\1-1110V 1119=11a-liCar, 9M IC I El C= I 11 M IC I t1t 1 MIC CO 1 1:3:3 1 Ur I

product deeay fellawing a unit shutdowtt-.-

The reactor coolant is circulated through Ew:feurj loops
connected in parallel to~the reactor vessel, each containing
aft SG. a reactor coolant pump (RCP), and appropriate flow
and temperature instrumentation for both control and
protection. The reactor vessel contains the clad fuel. The
SGs.provide the heat sink to the isolated secondary coolant.
The RCPs circulate the coolant through the reactor vessel
and SGs-at .a sufficient rate to ensure proper heat transfer
and prevent fuel.damage. This forced circulation of the
reactor coolant ensures mixing-of the coolant for proper
: borationand chemistry control.-

.(continued)
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BASES

-APPLICABLE Safety analyses contain various assumptions for the design
SAFETY ANALYSES bases accident initial conditions including RCS pressure,

RCS temperature, reactor power level, core parameters, and
safety system setpoints. The important aspect for this LCO
is the reactor coolant forced flow rate, which is
represented by the number of RCS loops in service.

Both transient and steady state analyses EIj2ihave-been
pepfaimed _

to estabsi-h the effect of flow on the departure from CL3.4-224
nucleate boiling Ea:,=t(DNB.). The transient and accident
analyses for the plant have been performed assuming
,E-Rsfed3 RCS loops are in operation. The majority of the
plant safety analyses are based on initial conditions at
high core power or zero power. The accident analyses that
are most important to RCP operation are the tb~f-ur] pump
coastdown, single pump locked rotor. IN' single
pump (broken shaft or coastdown), and rod withdrawal events
(Ref. 1).

Steady state DND analysis has been performed for the [four]
nesPry :fn rgXneck1^>;h

RCS loop operation. For [four] RCS leap0 oration. the
steady state 9NB analysis, which generates the pressure and
t*fmlperature Safety Lfiit (GL (ie.. the departure from
nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) limit) assumes a maximum power

levl o 102 RP. This is the design everpower-condition
far Efour] RCS loop operation. The v'alue for the aeeident

-analysis setpoint of the nuclear overpower (high flux) trip
is 107% and is basoed on an analysis assumption that bounds
poassible instrumfentation errors.- The BNBR limfit defines a: ..us r- ofprssure and tofmpnrature points that result in a

*~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~p -4a -"eatuI1wou l1 b11u u H o6 u ObI1 fux
-minimum D9NBR greater than or equal to the critical heat flux

- -- correlation limit.

The plant is designed to operate with I51 RCS loops in
- -operation to maintain DNBR above the &L.7 during all normal

(continued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE operations and anticipated transients. By ensuring heat
SAFETY ANALYSES transfer in the nucleate boiling region, adequate heat
(continued) transfer is provided between the fuel cladding and the

reactor coolant.

RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2 satisfyILge Criterion 2 of the NRC
Peol4y Statefflert.Lg/gtT'O)C'RO D-) X.

LCO The purpose of this LCO is to require an adequate forced
flow rate for core heat removal. Flow is represented by the
number of RCPs in operation for removal of heat by the SGs.
To meet safety analysis acceptance criteria for DNB.
1t=wfofet pumps are required at rated power.

An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of an OPERABLE RCP in
operation providing forced flow for heat transport and an
OPERABLE SG in accordance with the Steam Generator Tube
Surveillance Program:

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the reactor is critical and thus has the
potential to produce maximum THERMAL POWER. Thus, to ensure
that the assumptions of the accident analyses remain valid.
nota44 RCS loops are required to be OPERABLE and in
operation in these MODES to prevent DNB and core damage.

The decay heat production rate is much lower than the full
power heat rate. As such, the forced circulation flow and
heat sink requirements are reduced for lower, noncritical
MODES as indicated by the LCOs for MODES 3. 4. and 5.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO 3.4.5. "RCS Loops -MODE 3";

(continued)
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BASES

APPLICABILITY LCO 3;4.6, "RCS Loops -MODE 4";
(continued) LCO 3.4.7. "RCS Loops -MODE 5. Loops Filled":

LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Not Filled":
LCO 3.9.5. "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation -High Water Level" (MODE 6);. and
LCO 3.9.6. "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation -Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

ACTIONS A.1

If the requirements of the LCO are not met, the Required
Action is to reduce power and bring the plant to MODE-3.
This lowers power level and thus reduces the core heat
removal needs and minimizes the possibility of violating DNB
limits.

The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience; to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
safety systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.4.1

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that each RCS
loop is in operation. Verification My~includesa flow rate,
temperature.-or pump status monitoring, which help ensure
that forced flow is providing heat removal while maintaining
the margin to DNB. The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient
considering other indications and alarms available to the
operator in the control room-to monitor RCS loop
performance.
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REFERENCES 1. PjFSAR Section tfo.
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B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.5 RCS Loops- MODE 3

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 3, the primary function of the FG§§eractcr coolant is
removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat, via the
steam generator (SG). to the secondary plant-fluid. The
secondary function of the reactor coolant is to act as a
carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric acid.

The reactor coolant is circulated through &fettei RCS
loops, connected in parallel to the reactor vessel, each
containing an SG, a reactor coolant pump (RCP), and
appropriate flow, pressure, level, and temperature
instrumentation for control, protection, and indication.
The reactor vessel contains the clad fuel. The SGs provide
the heat sink. The RCPs circulate the water through the
reactor vessel and SGs at a sufficient rate to ensure proper
heat transfer and prevent fuel damage.

In MODE 3. RCPs are n =rPiyused to provide forced ICL3.4-1171
circulation for heat removal during heatup and cooldown.
The MODE 3 decay heat removal requirements are low enough
that a single RCS loop with one RCP running is sufficient to
remove core decay heatLn lglpon
m LHowever, ftwoi RCS loops are required
to be-OPERABLE to ensure redundant capability for decay heat
removal.

, LCL3.4-117|
tmtmtIflesft xr

lfrr_5FMW? r w w =;~~i-I-

.- 7_~ ,Uzzi I S, L [l Avv I)~

(continued)
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Whenever the reactor trip breakers (RTBs) are in the closed
position and the control rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs) are
energized, an inadvertent rod withdrawal from
subcritical, resulting in a power excursion, is possible. CL3.4-226
Such a transient could be caused by a malfunction of the rod
control system. In addition. the possibility of a-power
excursion due to the ejection of an inserted control rod is
possible with the breakers closed or open. Such a transient
could be caused-by the mfechanical failure--of a GRBM-.-

Therefore. in MODE 3 with RTCBs in the closed position andITA3.4-118
Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal, accidental
control rod withdrawal from subcritical is postulated and
requires at least Etwoj RCS loops to be OPERABLE and in
operation to ensure that the accident analyses Ef |CL3.4-227|

- pu3E-tffli± are
APPLICABLE met. For these conditions When the Red Control Systefli5

( SAFETY ANALYSES not capable of rod withdrawal, two RCS loops are required to
(continued) be OPERABLE but only one RGS leap is required to be-in

operation to be consistent with H9ODE 3 accident analyses.

Failure to provide decay heat removal CL3.4117|
~ may result

in challenges to a fission product barrier. The RCS loops
are part of the primary success path that functions or
actuates to prevent or mitigate a Design Basis Accident or
transient that either assumes the failure of. or presents a
challenge to, the integrity of a fission product barrier.

RCS Loops -MODE 3 satisfya~ Criterion 3 of the NRC- Pol4ey
- ' -- YRR5- g - CXPFI '

I

- - -. (continued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 3
B 3.4.5

IPA3.4-211|BASES

LCO The purpose of this LCO is to require that [liat-1-ea-st
[taceo RCS loops be OPERABLE. In MODE 3 with the RJB- in l________
the closed position and Rod Control System capable of rod TA3-4118
withdrawal, lUttftwej RCS loops must be in operation. fTwo3
RCS loops are required to be in operation in MODE 3 with
EeRTBs closed and Rod Control System capable of rod
withdrawal due to the postulation of a power excursion
because of an inadvertent control rod withdrawal. The
required number of RCS loops in operation ensures that the CL3.4-227|
tffls z 3 Safety =tmtt criteria will be
met. for all of the postulated aeeidents.

WieWith the RTFs in the open position. or the CRDqs ITA3.4-118
de-energized-, the Rod Control System is not capable of rod
withdrawal: therefore. only one RCS loop in operation is
necessary to ensure removal of decay heat from the core and
homogenous boron concentration throughout the RCS. An
additional RCS loop is required to be OPERABLE to ensure

analyses limits arc met.

The Note permits bitht%+4 RCPs to D be j ffn_
de energized-for < 1• hourS per 8 hour periodit Uf fil

Qa -Fi nae.

13.4-227

KA.-116|
CL3ii-11

OFiThe purpose of the Note is to ELQFperformW feotests
that are designed to validate various accident analyses
values. One of these tests is validation of the pump JPA3.4-228
coastdown curve used as input to a number of accident
analyses including a loss of flow accident. This test 4-a-
generally performed in MODE--3- during the initial startup
testing program, and a such shoud only be
performed once. If. however, changes are made to the.RCS
that would cause a change to the flow characteristics of the
RCS. the input
values of the coastdown curve must be revalidated by
conducting the test again. Another test performed during

LCO
(continued)

(continued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 3
B 3.4.5

PA3.4-2111
BASES

the startup testing program gi+- the validation of rod drop
times during cold conditions, both with and without flow.

-~UW5fTt-e no flow test may be performed in MODE 3. 4,
or 5 and requires that the pumps be stopped for a short
period of time. The Note permits t-4
e-f the pumps in order to perform this test and validate TTA34-116
the assumed analysis values. As with the validation of
the pump coastdown curve. this test should be performed PA3.4-228f
only one unlesthe flw harateristics ICL3 .4-1171
changed. The 1 hour time period spccified is adequate to
porform the dsired tcsts. and operating ry; has
-hown that boron stratification is not a problem during this
short period with mn farced flowE.

41 1u b uslvvWI is JT1 I uIv e

U&Tgtt Amp'df~ih

Utilization of the Note is permitted provided the-following
conditions are met, along with any other conditiosP3.-2
fimposcd by Iniia tartup test procedurcs-:

a. No operations are permitted that'would dilute the .RCS
boron ~ITA3 .4-115

rg n tFCL3M esi1171
f1U thereby maintaining~the ~margin tocriticality. C341

Boron reductionmT~h o"'=t~oo cncn~~n

prohibited 'tg";re--l mT~
WUIt `h~cjeea eaui form
coneefntrat~e~i stionnh~u~~. t h eamo

SC' t l n

c -,,tions edw en in natura aci rclati onditiony and

.(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 3
B 3.4.5

PA3.4-211BASES

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10OF
below saturation temperature. so that no vapor bubble
may form and possibly cause a natural circulation flow
obstruction.

An OPERABLE RCS loop consists of one OPERABLE RCP and one
OPERABLE SG in a; Xrdane with thc StCam CGnerater Tubc
Surveillance Program, which has the minimum water level PA3.4-232
specified in SR 3.4;5.2. An RCP is OPERABLE if it is
capable of being powered and is able to provide forced flow
if required.

APPLICABILITY

APPLICABILITY
(continued)

In MODE 3. this LCO ensures forced circulation of the
reactor coolant to remove decay heat from the core and to
provide proper boron mixing. The most stringent condition
of the LCO, that is. two RCS loops OPERABLE and two RCS
loops in operation, applies to MODE 3 with E_____TA3.4_118

elosed pe5itien.. The least stringent condition, that is.
two RCS loops OPERABLE and one RCS loop in operation.
applies to MODE 3 with the -
Oprathionr B inope ni e

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO

3.4.4,
3.4.6,
3.4.7.
3.4;8.
3.9.5.

"RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2";
"RCS Loops -MODE 4";
4"RCS Loops -MODE 5. Loops Filled":
"RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Not Filled":
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation -High Water Level" (MODE 6): and
."Residual. Heat Removal-(RHR) and Coolant
Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6).'

LCO 3.9.6.

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 3
B 3.4.5

BASES IPA3.4-211

ACTIONS ALo ICL3.4-113I

If one requirted RCS loop is inoperable, redundancy for heat
removal is lost. The Required Action is restoration of the
required RCS loop to OPERABLE status within the Completion
Time of 72 hours. This time allowance is a justified period
to be without the redundant. nonoperating loop because a
single loop in operation has a heat transfer-capability
greater than that needed to remove the decay heat produced
in the reactor core and because of the low probability of a
failure in the remaining loop occurring during this period.

B.1

If restoration is not possible within 72 hours, the unit
must be brought to MODE 4. In MODE 4. the unit may be
placed on the Residual Heat Removal System. The additional
Completion Time of 12 hours is compatible with required
operations to achieve cooldown and depressurization from the
existing plant conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

C.1 and C.2

If Y e RCS loop is not in operation, and the
X RTBs are closed and Rod Control System Mcapable of rod TA3.4118
withdrawal.

ACTIONS C.land C.2- (continued)' CL3.4-113

- the Required Action.is either to restore the-required RCS
loop to operati on or 3

oUE 0 Do TA3.4 118|

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 3
- B 3.4.5

BASES _ 2111-PA3.4-211

de-energize all CRDMs by opening the RTBs or de-energizing
the motor generator (MG) setsj. When the RTBs are in the
closed position and Rod Control System Ecapable of rod ITA3.4-118|
withdrawal, it is postulated that a power excursion could
occur in the event of an inadvertent control rod withdrawal.
This mandates having the heat transfer capacity of two RCS
loops in operation. If only one loop is in operation, the
g
MO mrst be opned. The Completion Times of
1 hour to restore the required RCS loop to operation or

angiz 'all CRDaz is
adequate to perform these operations in an orderly manner
without exposing the unit to risk for an undue time period.

D.1. D.2. and D.3

If [ -twoe RCS loops are inoperable or no RCS loop is in
operation, except ae-during conditions permitted by the Note
in the LCO section. io -I-a CRDMs must be

4I.TA3.4-118|
DITUDU de-energized by opening the RTBs or

de-energizing the MG setsa. All operations involving e
ofg Egoi ffit RCS thboron ITA3_4-1151

concentration By M A
r : must be suspended, and action to restore one CL3.4-117|

of the RCS loops to OPERABLE status and operation must be
initiated. Boron dilution requires forced circulation for PA3.4-229
proper mffixilng, and opening the RnTBs or de enrgizing the MG
sets removes the possibility of an inadvertent rod

wthdaS _o

pa ._ tr;- tomm u ,.
U=__

--- 

-------

- -The immediate Completion Time

(continued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 3
B 3.4.5

-BASES PA3.4-211|

reflects the importance-of maintaining operation for heat
removal. The action to restore must be continued until one
loop is restored to OPERABLE status and operation.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the
required loops are in operation. Verification Mygincludesa
flow rate, temperature, neefd pump status monitoring, which
helpS' ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal.'
The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient considering other
indications and alarms available to the operator in the
control room to monitor RCS loop performance.

SR 3.4.5.2

SR 3.4.5.2 requires verification of SG OPERABILITY. SG
OPERABILITY is verified by ensuring that the secondary side
narrow range water level is 2 § t17]-% bod, - X3.4-1211
321.a XUW1-l for Kt2hieq}i-red RCS loops.

If the SG secondary side narrow range water level is
< Pf ~f1t T~k.yj the tubes may
become uncovered and the associated loop may not be capable
of providing the heat sink for removal of the decay heat.
The 12 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of
other indications available in the control room to alert the
operator to a loss of SG level.

SR 3.4.5.3

Verification that Goethe required RCP- teet OPERABLE TA3.4125
ensures that safety analyses limits are met. The
requirement also ensures that an additional RCP can be C3j227
placed in operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat
removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification is

(continued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 3
B 3.4.5

IPA3.4-211|
BASES

performed by verifying proper breaker alignment and power
availability to M -the required R

.h eurdR~.
_T-A-n __-V" ?;x_"_ = =-

V a IR s11tHi-t iPtU H!D L

M:UTSUt I t1$_
HWon M

TA3.4-125

REFERENCES
NEn my9O oHy

NanO ,Q

CL3.4-117
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RCS Loops -MODE 4
B 3.4.6

JPA3 .4-211|
B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.6 RCS Loops -MODE 4 -

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 4, the primary function of the reactor coolant is
the removal of decay heat and the transfer of this heat to
either the steam generator (SG) secondary side coolant or
the component cooling water via the residual heat removal
(RHR) heat exchangers. The secondary function of the
reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron
poison, boric acid.

The reactor coolant is circulated through woE-fewu- RCS
loops connected in parallel to the reactor vessel, each 4eep
containing an SG. a reactor coolant pump (RCP), and
appropriate flow, pressure, level, and temperature
instrumentation for control, protection, and indication.
The RCPsorN RMEMOs' circulate the coolant through the
reactor vessel and SGsUrt F HL R ngj*ftqcl'ers at a
sufficient rate'to'ensure proper heat-transfer and-to
prevent boric acid 7i1 ngstra tton.

In MODE 4, either RCPs or RHR Mf-s+eep5 can be used to
provide forced circulation; The intent of this LCO is to
provide forced.flow from.at least one RCP ioop or one RHR
loop for decay heat removal and.transport. The flow
provided by one 'RCP§.loop or RHR loop is'adequate for decay
heat removal. The other intent of this LCO is to require
that two paths be available to provide redundancy for decay
heat removal.

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 4
B 3.4.6

IPA3.4-211|

BASES

APPLICABLE In MODE 4. RCS circulation F~Jljeaeisconidc neh
SAFETY ANALYSES determination-of the time available for mitigation of

ffhie accidental boron dilution event. The RCS and RHR
- loops provide this circulation.

JCL3.4-237|

RCS Loops-MODE 4 have been identified in the NRC Policy
Statement as important contributors to risk

.

LCO

LCO
(continued)

The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two
loops be OPERABLE in MODE 4 and that one of these loops be
in operation. The LCO allows the two loops that are
required to be OPERABLE to consist of any combination of RCS
loops and RHR loops. Any one loop in operation provides
enough flow to remove the decay heat from the core with
forced circulation. 'An additional loop is required to be
OPERABLE to provide redundancy for heat removal.

Note 1 permits all RCPs or RHR pumps to A~be l ITA3.4-116|
as e-eiiinegj-led for • 1 hour per 8 hour period. The

purpose of the Note is to permit tests that are-designed to
validate various accident analyses values. One of the tests
performed during the startup testing program M4s-the JPA3_4-2281
validation of rod drop.times during cold conditions, both P.2
with and without 'floW.

s rrirc~ ~nrTP~~
-- -=
STS _ w

~ -TUS E no flow test may be performed in
MODE 3. 4. or 5 and requires that-the pumps,;be-stopped for a
short period of time. iThe Note permits o inh-
deo nergizing of the pumps in order to perform this test and
validate the'assumed analysis values. If changes arc made
4- I ho n/re 4-L-- h- .1t Cota i A 4_h ago J. .
X.Vj ti I%.-. I ~-j .u Iv uL. WV WuLuAu UU..) U -U '. IuIy A.V L.U; I IUVV

* I . . . - L . . . * ... :

(continued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 4
B 3.4.6

IPA3.4-211|

BASES

characteristics of the RGS, the input values must be
revalidated bV co nuc i IIfting the tezt again.- The 1 hour time
period is adequate to perform the test, and operating
experience has'shown that boron stratification is not a
problem during this short period with no forced flow.

Utilization of Note 1 is permitted provided the following
conditions are met along with any other conditions imposed
by i-ni-t4a-startup test procedures: JPA3.4-228|

a. No operations are permitted that would dilute the RCS
boron concentration13w1 i TA3.4-115|
--n tratTUfOR1
R21W, therefore maintaining the margin to

criticality. Boron reductionmmi o

ftU1TWM1 is prohibited EM ICL3.4-1171
~because

a uniform concentration distribution throughout the
RCS cannot be ensured when in natural circulation
[ g; and

b. Core outlet-temperature is maintained at least 10OF
below saturation temperature, so-that no vapor bubble
may formiand possibly cause a natural circulation flow
obstruction.-

Note 2 requires, E bCL3.4-123
,Erthat the secondary side water temperature of each SG be
- '50JOF above-each of the RCS cold leg temperatures before
the start of-an RCP with any RCS cold leg temperature

fS bTA3.4 11RI
.- 5-r-F. - DteaXorqa

-0-D a-. IallJ2}g~lSrestrainti-4-s-+eprevent a'low
temperatureloverpressure event due to a thermal transient
when an RCP is started.

(continued)
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IPA3.4-211|

BASES

:S

(continued)

An OPERABLE RCS loop 9 an OPERABLE RCP
and an OPERABLE SG in accordanee with the Steam Generatep
Tube - |PA3.4-232|
Surveillance Program, which has the minimum water level.
specified in SR 3.4.6.2.

Similarly for the RHR System, an OPERABLE RHR loop
LeefflpPiee5 an OPERABLE RHR pump capable of providing forced
flow to an OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger. RCPs and RHR pumps
are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered and are
able to provide forced flow if required.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 4. this LCO ensures forced circulation of the
reactor coolant to remove decay heat from the core and to
provide proper boron mixing. One loop of either RCS or IPA3.4-238
RHR provides sufficient circulation for these purposes.
Hlowever, two loops coneiating of any, combination of RCS and
R1lR loops are required to be OPERABLE to meet single failure

conzieratianz.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO

3.4.4,
3.4.5.
3.4.7,
3.4.8,
3.9.5,

"RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2";
"RCS Loops-MODE 3":
"RCS Loops -MODE 5. Loops Filled":
"RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Not Filled";
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6): and

"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation -Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

LCO 3.9.6,

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS A.1 CL3.4-113

ACTIONS

If one required RCS loop is inoperable and two RHR loops are
inoperable, redundancy for heat removal is lost. Action
must be initiated to restore a second RCS or RHR loop to
OPERABLE status. The immediate Completion Time reflects the
importance of maintaining the availability of two paths for
heat removal. OEEM 1bA

h7Z R' A'
onsenkvzts

B.1E

If one required RHR loop-is OPERABLE and in operation and
there are no RCS loops OPERABLE, an inoperable RCS or RHR
B.1 (continued)

loop must be restored to OPERABLE status to provide a
redundant means for decay heat removal.

If the parameters that are outside the limits cannot be
restored, the unit must be brought to MODE 5 within
24 hours. Bringing the unit to MODE 5 is a conservative
action with regard to decay heat removal. With only one RHR
loop OPERABLE, redundancy for decay heat removal is lost
and, in the event of a loss of the remaining RHR loop, it
would be safer to initiate that loss from MODE 5 (• 200'F)
rather than MODE 4 (200 to 3A400F). The Completion Time of
24 hours is a reasonable time, based on operating
experience, to reach MODE 5 from MODE 4 in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)

.3.4-113

3.4-239
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BASES

on M: nC fI RC X3.4-124

W--W

C.1 and C.2

If no loop is OPERABLE or in operation, except during
conditions permitted by Note 1 in the LCO section. all
operations involving ai Pedue-tieRML .TrUnb oftEEhIit. TA3 4-115
IM05- RCS Mh'boron concentration l

ust be suspended and
action to restore one RCS or RHR loop to OPERABLE status and
operation must be initiated. Boron dilution requires foreed
circulation for proper mixing, and t[he margin to
criticality must not be reduced in this type of operation.s

~atT~h~Th~iUt__ efd Ut_0e __
1- madM

The immediate Completion Times reflect the importance of
maintaining operation for decay heat removal. The'action to
restore must be continued until one loop is restored to
OPERABLE status and operation.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

-This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one:.RCS.or
RHR loop is in operation. Verification M3mincludea flow
rate, temperature, or pump status monitoring,-. which help
ensure that forced flow is providing heat.removal. The
Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient considering other

(continued)
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indications and alarms available to the operator in the
control room to monitor RCS and RHR loop performance.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
-(continued)

SR 3.4.6.2

SR 3.4.6.2 requires verification of SG OPERABILITY. SG
OPERABILITY is verified by ensuring that the secondary
side narrow range water level is 2 PO % 121
= If the SG secondary side
narrow range water level is < 3n
~aen~ieyj1, the tubes may become uncovered and the
associated loop.may not be capable of providing the heat
sink necessary for removal of decay heat. The 12 hour
Frequency is considered adequate in view of other
indications-available in the control room to alert the
operator to the loss of SG level.

SR 3.4.6.3

Verification that Shathe required pump is OPERABLE ensures
that an additional RCS or RHR pump can be placed in l
operation, if needed.-to maintain decay heat removal and TA3.4-125
reactor coolant circulation. Verification is performed by
verifying proper breaker alignment and power available-to
Mqgthe required pump. '

Le Frequency of 7 days is'
considered'reasonable in view of other administrative
controls'available and hasbeen-shown to'be acceptable by
operating-experience.

(continued)
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REFERENCES L :, a_ C M7 lCL3.4-117
Nene- ; J
' - .
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RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

IPA3.4-211|
B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.7 RCS Loops -MODE 5. Loops Filled

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the RCS loops filled, the primary function of
the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat and
transfer EUthis heat either to the steam generator (SG) T 4 6
secondary side coolantYZn a--nzJeti ro cUA3-4-2f61
or the component cooling water via the residual heat removal
(RHR) heat exchangers. While the principal means for decay
heat removal is via the RHR System, the SGs
U~flr~ I W are specified as a backup means for redundancy.
Even though the SGs cannot produce steam in this MODE. they
are capable of being a heat sink due to their large
contained volume of secondary water. As long as the SG
secondary side water is at a lower temperature than the
reactor coolant, heat transfer will occur. The rate of heat
transfer is directly proportional to the temperature
difference.'

39 la he secondary function of the reactor coolant
is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric
acid.

In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, the reactor coolant is
circulated by means of two RHR loops connected to the RCS,
each loop containing an RHR heat exchanger, an RHR pump, and
appropriate flow and temperature instrumentation for
control, pioteti-eb and indication. One RHR pump ICL3.4-247
circulates the water through the RCS at a sufficient rate
to-,prevent boric acid stratification.

The number of loops in operation can vary to suit the
operational needs. The intent of this LCO is to provide
forced.flow from at least one RHR loop for decay heat
removal and transport. The flow provided by one RHR loop is
:adequate for decay heat removal. The other intent of this

(continued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 5. Loops Filled
*B 3.4.7

-PA3.4-2111

BASES (continued)

LCO is to require that a second path be available to provide
redundancy for heat removal.

The LCO provides for redundant paths of decay heat removal
capability. The first.path can be an RHR loop that must be
OPERABLE and in operation. The second path can be another
OPERABLE RHR loop or maintaining _tve SGe with secondary __________

side water levels above QEff+7%w1cI37Fang to provide an TA3.4-246
alternate method for decay heat removalVTatuimi:

m=-.

"'APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES-

In MODE 5. RCS circulation Ljerasess onseidered-ift-the
determination of the time available for mitigation of
nthe accidental boron dilution event. The RHR loops

provide this circulation.

ICL3.4-2371

RCS Loops -MODE 5 (Loops Filled) have been identified in the
NRC Policy Statement as important contributors to risk
Pedueti enSWD ) .

LCO The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least one-ef
the RHR loops be OPERABLE and in operation with an
additional RHR loop OPERABLE or _t-e SGe with secondary side
water level 2 L One RHR loop provides
sufficient forced circulation to perform the safety
functions of the reactor coolant under these conditions. An
additional RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE to P---d
ed UInyeet single failure consideration. However, if

the standby RHR loop is not OPERABLE. an acceptable
alternate method is twe SGs with their secondary side water
levels -F17-]4. Should the operating RHR loop fail. the ITA3.4-2461
SGe could be used to remove-the decay heatgMnSura

(continued)

cy
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RCS Loops- MODE 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

IPA3 .4-211|
BASES (continued)

.Note 1 permits all RHR pumps to fltbe Ipgi:L1Qn TA3.4-116|
de-enetgized • 1 hour per 8 hour period. The purpose of
the Note is to permit tests designed to validate various
accident analyses values. One of the tests performed during
the startup testing program M1-s-t+he validation of rod _PA3_4-228

drop times during cold conditions, both with and without P.4* 9
flow. p

[Oa9le-4-he no flow test may be performed in MODE 3. 4. or 5
and requires that the pumps be stopped for a short period of
time. The Note permits §tgp0Tde-energiing of the pumps
in order to perform this test and validate the assumed
analysis values. If changes are made to the RCS that would
cause a change to the flow characteristics of the RCS. the
input values must be rcvalidated by conducting the test
again. The 1 hour time period is adequate'to perform the
test, and operating experience has shown that boron
stratification is not likely during this short period with
no forced flow.

Utilization of Note 1 is permitted provided the following
conditions are met, along with any other conditions - PA3.4-2281
imposed by initial startup test procedures:

LCO a. No operations are permitted that would dilute the RCS
(continued) boron concentrationsw: pco1.re~lDD ri TA3 4-115|

Pm.-therefore maintaining the margin to
criticality. Boron reductionEtlF oo.tt5bono3i

EKr~tffi is prohibited Lff,
t ,'beeattsCL3.4-1171

a uniform concentration distribution-threugheu-t" heL -
RCS cannot be ensured when in natural circulations '
WLf2: and

(continued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

|PA3.4-211
U BASES

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10OF
below saturation temperature, so that no vapor bubble
may form and possibly cause a natural circulation flow
obstruction.

Note 2 allows one RHR loop to be inoperable for a period of
up to 2 hours, provided that the other RHR loop is OPERABLE:
and in operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests
to be performed on the inoperable loop during the only.time
when such testing is safe and possible.

Note 3 requires *CL3.4-123
Erthat the secondary side water temperature of each SG be
• f50O°F above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures before
the start of a reactor coolant pump (RCP) with an RCS cold__________
leg temperature • i TA3.4a119

~ rcstrietion is to
preventS a low temperature overpressure event due to a
thermal transient when an RCP is started.

Note 4 provides for an orderly transition from MODE 5 to
MODE 4 during a planned heatup by permitting removal of RHR
loops from operation when at least one RCS loop is in
operation. This Note provides for the transition to MODE 4
where an RCS.loop is permitted to be in operation and.
replaces the RCS circulation function provided by the RHR
loops.

RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they aretcapable.of being-powered
and are able to-provide flow if required. An OPERABLE'SG TA3.4-246
can perform as-a heat-sink -. when it.
has an 6dequatf5tiah-77mh n water1level :d-1-s-9OERAG E--'in IP A34232 1

, aceerdanceewith-the;-St aff.6en 4at e-,u urzv64ilancee -

(continued)
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RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Filled
-B 3.4.7

DPA3.4-211|

BASES

APPLICABILITY

APPLICABILITY
(continued)

In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, this LCO requires forced
circulation of the reactor coolant to remove decay heat from
the core and to provide proper boron mixing. One loop of
RHR provides sufficient circulation for these purposes.
However, one additional RHR loop is required to-be OPERABLE,
or the secondary side water level of at least Etwei SGe is
required to be 2 pff3%

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO

3.4.4.
3.4.5.
3.4.6,
3.4.8.
3.9.5,

"RCS Loops -MODES 1 and 2";
"RCS Loops -MODE 3":
"RCS Loops -MODE 4";
"RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Not Filled";
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation -High Water Level" (MODE 6): and
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation- Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

LCO 3.9.6,

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If one RHR loop is inoperable and the required SGs have
secondary side water levels < 3 redundancy
for heat removal is lost. Action must be initiated
immediately to restore a second RHR loop to OPERABLE status
or to restore-tm he Fequired SG secondary side water levela.
Either Required Action A.1 or Required Action A.2 will
restore redundant heat removal paths. The immediate
Completion Time reflects the importance of maintaining the
availability of two paths for heat removal.

(continued)
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RCS Loops -MODE 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

-PA3.4-211]

BASES (continued)

B.1 and B.2

If no RHR loop is in operation. except during conditions
permitted by Note 1. or if no loop is OPERABLE, all
operations involving arte od ICe)oo F T)
fD3MtEh5 RCS Mrl~boron concentration 1ge.t11ani be

' ustbe suspended and
action to restore one RHR loop to OPERABLE status and
operation must be initiated. To prevent boron dilution.
forAed Airculation is required. to provide proper mixing and
. th omlEl eargi on t o critclity in this typo, Vaf 4oratih
preserve the miargin to criticait inti ype of operation

9fqn-dj-K" M WfM~fM SW

\3.4-115

: T`I= a=~ - ; -- -_ -Zr I_ _- X __-~~"-
- =ie r I-- -W - -- _ h-=7~ -_ 13IOW -i Ii

pp :ti n Y~W~ n ed1w ge

The immediate Completion Times reflect the importance of
maintaining operation for heat removal.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.7.1

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the
required loop is in operation. Verification.TM-includes
flow rate, temperature, or pump status monitoring, which
helps ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal.
The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient considering other
indications and alarms available to the operator in the
control room to monitor RHR loop performance.

SR 3.4.7.2

Verifying that at least ,ebtwe SG5-are PEfOPERABLE by
ensuring .there secondary side narrow range water leveles~

Ž 3 i% IX.4-121
EIVT ensures an alternate decay heat-removal method | A34e 1. . in the event that the second RHR loop
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RCS Loops- MODE 5. Loops Filled
B 3.4.7

|PA3.4-211|

BASES (continued)

is not OPERABLE. If both RHR loops are OPERABLE, this

Surveillance is not needed. The 12 hour Frequency is

considered adequate in view of other indications available
in the control room to alert the operator to the-loss of SG

level.

SR 3.4.7.3

Verification that FalirisJIede-seeend RHR pump is FT

OPERABLE ensures that an additional pump can be placed in

operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat removal and

reactor coolant circulation. Verification is performed by

verifying proper breaker alignment and power available to

the~bRjljf RHR pump. 1c n

If secondary side water

level is 2 2 2 in at least gtwe SGe. this
Surveillance is not needed. The Frequency of-7 days is

considered reasonable in view of other administrative
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by

operating experience.

\3.4-125

�3.4-125
erqmp2M

FT)

REFERENCES El J7,
-UA~ I-t rnvnc ~tvlatu ~I

TA3.4-246

..
~~~~~~. 1 _.~ .

H. w 'ICL3.4-117
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RCS Loops -MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

IPA3 .4-2111
B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.8 RCS Loops -MODE 5. Loops Not Filled

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the RCS loops not filled, the primary
function of the reactor coolant is the removal of decay heat
generated in the fuol. and the transfer of this heat to the
component cooling water via the residual heat removal (RHR)
heat exchangers. The steam generators (SGs) are not
available as a heat sink when the loops are not filled. The
secondary function of the reactor coolant is to act as a
carrier for the soluble neutron poison. boric acid.

In MODE 5 with loops not filled. only RHR pumps can be used
for coolant circulation. The number of pumps in operation
can vary to suit the operational needs. The intent of this
LCO is to provide forced flow from at least one RHR pump for
decay heat removal and transport and to require that two
paths be available to provide redundancy for heat removal.

::
g~i2 ~ fo t.l71;4

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES-

In MODE 5. RCS circulation En eas osMi% intho CL3.4-237
determination of the time available for mitigation of
*the accidental boron dilution event. The RHR loops

provide this circulation. The flow provided by one RHR loep
is adequate for heat removal and for boron mixing. -

RCS E4oopsE -n--MODE 5Q(E1oops Uhiot ,-filled) have been
identified in the NRC Policy Statemfnt as important E I
contributors to risk i s k e d 4 +METlV5ET3-ge-s5L1U° T

(continued)
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RCS Loops- MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

IPA3.4-2111

BASES

LCO The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two RHR
loops be OPERABLE and one of these loops be in operationaT--
An OPERABLE loop is one that has the capability of
transferring heat from the reactor coolant at a controlled
rate. Heat cannot be removed via the RHR System-unless
forced flow is used. A minimum of one 0o-Wtl cp:n ff'r g RHR
pump meets the LCO requirement for one loop in-operation.
An additional RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE to id&

EDiTf y c t i g o a l r c n i der ti n

LCO

(continued)

Note 1 permits all RHR pumps to A be IIT CratTS TA3.4-116|
de e,,erg.ed for
• 15 minutes when switching from one loop to another. CL3.4-131
The circumstances for stopping both RHR pumps are to be
limited to situations when the outage time is short fand
core outlet temperature is maintained > 10'F below.
saturation temperatures. The Note prohibits boron dilution

W ~ t h 7 c o ~ I a n ~ t ' b o r n ~ c n c e t T ~ ~ n s ~ t a n w c i u r e ~ t | T A 3 .4 -1 1 5 |
M 'i or draining operations when RHR

forced flow is stopped.

Note 2 allows one RHR loop to be inoperable for a period of
• 2 hours, provided that the other loop is OPERABLE and in
operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be
performed on the inoperable loop during the only time when
these tests are safe and possible.

An OPERABLE RHR loop is comprised of an OPERABLE RHR pump
capable of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE RHR heat
exchanger. RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of
being powered and are able to provide flow if required.

(continued).
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RCS Loops- MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

|PA3.4-211

BASES

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops not filled, this LCO requires core heat
removal and coolant circulation by the RHR System.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO

3.4.4.
3.4.5,
3.4.6.
3.4.7.
3.9.5,

"RCS Loops- MODES 1 and 2";
"RCS Loops - MODE .3":
"RCS Loops -MODE 4";
"RCS Loops- MODE 5. Loops Filled";
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant
Circulation -High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR)-and Coolant
Circulation -Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

LCO 3.9.6.

ACTIONS A. 1

If only one RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operation.
redundancy for RHR is lost. Action must be initiated to
restore a second loop to OPERABLE status. The immediate
Completion Time reflects the importance of maintaining the
availability of two paths for heat removal.

ACTIONS
(continued)

B.1 and B.2

If no required RHR loops are OPERABLE-or in operation.
except during conditions permitted by Note 1, all operations
involving r RCS bT 115|
2_iboron concentration ,
5 must be suspended and action-must-

be initiated immediately-to restore an RHR loop to OPERABLE
status and operation. Boron dilution roguirco frccd
circulati for ,A uniform di uti n,,and 7The margin to
criticality must not be reduced in this type of.operation.

d e '
Pen,
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RCS Loops- MODE 5. Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

PA3 .4-211

BASES

. .te: coe77WVr

The immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of
maintaining operation for heat removal. The~action to
restore must continue until one loop is restored to OPERABLE
status and operation.

, , X, =,,,, ,,,e -ICL3.4-1321

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one loop
is in operation. Verification agffincludea flow rate,
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which-helpg ensure
that forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency
of 12 hours is sufficient considering other indications-and
alarms available to the operator in the control room to
monitor RHR loop performance.

SR 3.4.8I2

Verification that Ea"the required number ef-pump[ae- -
OPERABLE:ensures that oadditional pumps can be placedin TA3.4-125
operation,,.if needed, to.maintain decay heat removal;.and-
reactorcoolant.circulation. Verification is performed by'.
verifying proper breaker alignment and power -availableto-'
the ' required pumps. -

he.Frequency of 7 daysjis.. -
considered reasonable in view of other administrative' :
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B 3.4.8
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BASES

controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by
operating experience.

-TA3.4-125
5j3t~gui reot t;

REFERENCES None.
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

) |PA3.4-211

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.9 Pressurizer

BASES

BACKGROUND The pressurizer provides a point in the RCS where liquid and
vapor are maintained in equilibrium under saturated
conditions for pressure control purposes to prevent bulk
boiling in.the remainder of the RCS. Key functions include
maintaining required primary system pressure during steady
state operation, and limiting the pressure changes caused by
reactor coolant thermal expansion and contraction during
normal load transients.

The pressure control components addressed by this LCO
include the pressurizer water level, the required heaters,
and their controls and, emergency power supplies.
Pressurizer safety valves and pressurizer power operated
relief valves are addressed by LCO 3.4.10, "Pressurizer
Safety Valves," and LCO 3.4.11, "Pressurizer Power Operated
Relief Valves (PORVs)," respectively.

The intent of the LCO is to ensure that a steam bubble
exists in the pressurizer prior to power operation to
minimize the consequences of potential overpressure
transients.- The presence of a steam.bubble is consistent
with analytical assumptions. Relatively.small amounts of
noncondensible ,'gases1
can inhibit-the condensation-heat transfer between the
pressurizer spray and the steam, and diminish the spray L

effectiveness'for pressure control.11a m s

PA3.4-257]

-meri th .1 o. rsect.io--Dn - - X

Electrical immersion heaters, located in the lower section
-.of the pressurizer, vessel,-keep:the.water-in the pressurizer
at saturation temperature and maintain a constant operating.

.(continued)
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

IPA3.4-211|

BASES

pressure. A minimum required available capacity of CL34-134
pressurizer heaters ensures that the RCS proesure nbc

maintained-.-The capability to maintain and control system
pressure is important for maintaining subcooled conditions
in the RCS and ensuring the capability to remove core decay
heat by either forced or natural circulation of reactor'
coolant. Unleso adequate heater eapacity is availabic. the
hot, high pressure condition eannot be maintained
indefinitely and still provide the required subcooling
margin in the primary system. Inability to control the
system pressure and maintain subcooling under conditions of
natural circulation flow in the primary system could lead to
a loss of single phase natural circulation and decreased
capability to remove core decay heat.VOej2o2pi:o1]

a:nnJtumj
mirii t r~~imm oEL . fl .S - .

BACKGROUND
..(continued)

-_-L-q

rptgeui rer ou ve dW :~Iu; I jU 0 cIuj-UTpMbUVAtdY.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

In-MODES 1, 2, and 3. the LCO requirement for a steam bubble
is reflected implicitly in the accident analyses. Safety
analyses performed for lower MODES are not limitingTt

. All analyses performed
from-a critical reactor condition assume the existence of a.
steam'bubble-and saturated conditions in the pressurizer.
In making this,'assumption. the analyses neglect the small
*fraction of noncondensible gases normally present..

Safety analyses.presented in the WFSAR (Ref. 1)-do not take
credit for-pressurizer.heater operation: however, an
implicit'initial'condition assumption of the safety analyses
is that-the RCS is operating at normal pressure.

The maximum pressurizerwater level limitE C r TA3.4-256
X satisfies' .

(continued)
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BASES

Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy StatementapDI.FR
EqnT 61,iT D . Although the heaters are not specifically
used in accident analysis, the need to maintain subcooling
in the long term during loss of offsite power. as indicated
in NUREG-0737 (Ref. 2)..is the reason for providing an LCO.

LCO The LCO requirement for the pressurizer to be OPERABLE.with
a water volume • [1240] cubic feet, which is equivalents C1L4 1
te-o 9223%!ffl J ensures that a steam bubble'exists.
Limiting the LCO maximum operating water level preserves the
steam space for pressure control. I

q LCO has been established to ensure the
capabi'lity to establish and maintain pressure control for
steady state operation and to minimize the consequences of
potential overpressure transients. Requiring the presence -
of a steam bubble is also consistent with analytical
assumptions.

The LCO requires two groups of OPERABLE pressurizer heaters,
each with a capacity t [125] kW. capable of being powered
from either the offoite power source'or theTU emergency

power supply. .. - E
nr ess Iri e-

.3.4-134

[; -= _
I .. U> II~c 1 A I L'&j ii JI c 4 fd . U J t I B V !JPV 7 N V HP J I ~ U J 1 j10- rUj

DP tnimum heatcr
capacity required is sufficient-to maintain theRCe noar-
normal -operat'ing pressure when abc6unting for heat lasses
through thI pres urizcr insulation'. By maintaining the
prcsoure ncar .theoperating
conditions''. a, wide 'margin to subcooling~can be obtained in
the loop a Thccxa'ct dcLig .valuc of [125 kW is derived
from the use.of sven heaters rated at 17.9 kW each]. The
a amount necded {o.maintain prcssure-is' decndent on the heat

LCO -
.(continued)

(continued)
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BASES
., .

loese5-.

APPLICABILITY The need for pressure control is most pertinent when core
heat can cause the greatest effect on RCS temperature,
resulting in the greatest effect on pressurizer level and
RCS pressure control. Thus, applicability has been
designated for MODES 1 and.2. The applicability is also
provided for MODE 3. The purpose is to prevent'solid water
RCS operation during heatup and cooldown to avoid rapid.
pressure rises caused by normal operational perturbation.
such as reactor coolant pump startup.

In MODES 1. 2. and 3, there is need to maintain the
availability of pressurizer heaters, capable of being
powered from an emergency power supply. In the event of a
loss of offsite power, the initial conditions of these MODES
give the greatest demand for maintaining the RCS in a hot
pressurized condition with loop subcooling for an extended
period. For MODE 4, 5, or 6, it is not necessary to control
pressure (by heaters) to ensure loop subcooling for heat
transfer when the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System is in
service, and therefore, the LCO is not applicable.

ACTIONS A.1FWMAF3 and A. -

Pressurizer water-level control malfunctions or other plant
evolutions may result in a pressurizer water level above the
nominal upper limit, even with the plant at steady state
conditions. Normally the plant will trip in'this event
since the upper limit of this LCO-is the same as the
" " i ' 1-l ' Pressurizer ,VMWater

* Level - Trip.:

(continued)
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BASES

If the pressurizer water level is not within the limit.
action.must be taken to. u TA3.4-2561

:crestare the plant to operation
v within the bounds of Vhe safety analyset 'To achieve this
status, ou tTr .fie unit must be brought to MODE 3.
with 01T MyEUMM2 ITA3.4-118I

rea r trip
breakers open, within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours.
This takes the unit out-of the applicable MODESE -

ACTIONS A.1AF2g AN3 and A .g (continued)

and restores the unit to operation within the bounds of ITA3.4-256
the safety analyses.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

B.1 __ _ _ _

ICL3.4-1101

If one required group of pressurizer heaters is inoperable.
restoration is required within 72 hours. The Completion
Time of 72 hours is reasonable considering the anticipation
that a demand caused by loss.of offsite power would be
unlikely in this period. Pressure control-may be maintained
during this-time using normal station powered heaters.

C:1 and C.2

If one group of pressurizer heaters .[riv-e inoperable and
cannot be restored in the allowed Completion Time of
-Required Action B.19 'the plant must be brought to a'MODE in
which:the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the
plant .mustbe brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4

(continued)
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BASES

within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.'

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANeE
REUIREIENTS

SR 3.4.9.1

This SR requires that during steady state operation.
pressurizer level is maintained below the nominal upper
limit to provide a minimum space for a steam bubble. The
Surveillance is performed by observing the indicated level.
The Frequency of 12 hours corresponds to verifying the
parameter each shift. The 12 hour interval has been shown
by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess
level for any deviation and verify that operation is within
SR 3.4.9..1 (eantEinued)JlX J,^tJ. 4VIIIIIU;UrPA.

safety analyses assumptions. Alarms are also available for
early detection of abnormal level indications.

\3.4-258

SR 3.4.9. -ICL3.4-137

The SR is satisfied when the power supplies are demonstrated
to be capable of producing the minimum power and the
associated prcssurizer heaters are verified to be at their
design rating. This may'be done by testing the pow'er supply
output and by performing an electrical cheek on heater
element continuity and resistance. The Frequeney, of 92 days
is considered adequate to-deteet heater degradation and has
been shaow by operatilng cxpe.i en to be acceptableU .

.(continued)
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BASES
*~~ -+i. A

SR 3.4,9X3

This SR is not applicable X'E 4W -r. upiIAi-fhe heaters
r-7 34fe permanently powered by SClass lE

power supplieea.

This Surveillance demonstrates that the P~-o 2heaters can
be manually transferred from the normal to the emergency IX3_4-136
power supply and energized. The Frequency of gig8 months X34 6
is based on a typical fuel cycle and is consistent with : .
similar verifications of emergency power supplies.

REFERENCES 1. PFSAR, Section -E14i.

2. 9
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

PA3.4-211
B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves

BASES -

BACKGROUND The pressurizer safety valves provide, in conjunction with
the Reactor Protection System, overpressure protection for
the RCS. The pressurizer safety valves are totally enclosed
pop type, spring loaded, self actuated valves with
backpressure compensation. The safety valves are designed
to prevent the system pressure from exceeding the system
Safety Limit (SL). f2735J psig, which is 110% of the design
pressure.

Because the safety valves are totally enclosed and self
actuating, they are considered independent components. The
Th3Thm relief capacity for each valve, f3258G,000J lb/hr.
is based on postulated overpressure transient conditions
resulting from a complete loss of steam flow to the turbine.
This event results in the maximum surge rate into the
pressurizer, which specifies the minimum relief capacity for
the safety valves. The discharge flow from the pressurizer
safety valves is directed to the pressurizer relief tank.
This discharge flow is indicated by an increase in
temperature downstream of the pressurizer safety valves or
increase in the pressurizer relief tank temperature or
level.

Overpressure protection is required in MODES 1. 2. 3. 4.
and 5:,however, in MODE 4. with one or more RCS cold leg ITA3.4-1191
temperatures s
U LTR[27-53F, and MODE 5 and MODE 6.with the reactor vessel
head~on,''overpressure protection is provided by operating
procedures-and by meeting the requirements of LCO3.4.12,
"Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP)Y2§lIS CL3.4-162

-(continued)
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� Lg;0W IM IM-11 IIITORMISR!
F --1-' -- ,77, DI-

!!C .. § mm

The Us-77-fftiupper and lower pressure limits are based on the
+ 1% tolerance requirement (Ref. 1) for lifting pressures
above 1000 psig. The lift setting is for the ambient
conditions associated with MODES 1, 2. and 3. This requires
either that the valves be set hot or that a correlation
between hot and cold settings be established.

BACKGROUND
(continued)

The pressurizer safety valves are part of the primary
success path and mitigate the effects of postulated
accidents. OPERABILITY of the safety valves ensures that
the RCS pressure will be limited to 110% of design pressure.
The consequences of exceeding the American Society of.
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) pressure limit (Ref. 1) could
include damage to RCS components, increased leakage, or a
requirement to perform additional stress analyses prior to
resumption of reactor operation.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

All accident and safety analyses in the -PSAR (Ref. 2) that
require safety valve actuation assume operation of iUtthtee
pressurizer safety valves to limit increases in RCS
pressure. The overpressure protection analysis (Ref. 3) is
also based on operation of EtTftht ee- safety valves.
Itnans5fi 6eeiden-ts that could result in overpressurization
if not properly terminated include:-

a. Uncontrolled rod withdrawal from full-power;

b. Loss of reactor coolant flow;

c. Loss of external electrical load;

d. Loss of normal feedwater:

(continued)
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e. Loss of all AC power to station auxiliaries: and

f. Locked rotor.

Detailed analyses of the above transients are contained in
Reference 2. at valv arouation is re vi4edvi
event;s , d, and e (above) to limit the pressure
inc~easee Compliance with this LCO is consistent with the
design bases and accident analyses assumptions.

Pressurizer safety valves satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRG
Paliey Gtatbeffle1ntE Qj_ 5§T2)fF j

CL3.4-261|

LCO

LCO
(continued)

The t&three] pressurizer safety valves are set to open at
the RCS design pressure (W48525OO psipe), &id-within Athe
ASHE speeied3gT tolerance, to avoid exceeding the maximum
design pressure SL. to maintain accident analyses
assumptions, and to comply with ASME requirements. The
upper and lower pressure tolerance limitsE.3OMM9
are based on the ± 1% tolerance requirements (Ref. 1) for
lifting pressures above 1000 psig.
The limit protected by this Specification is the reactor
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) SL of 110% of design
pressure. Inoperability of one or more valves could result
in exceeding the SL if a transient were to occur. The
consequences of exceeding the ASME pressure limit could
include damage to one or more RCS components, increased
leakage, or additional stress analysgts being required prior
to resumption of reactor operation.

APPLICABILITY. In MODES 1. 2. and 3. and portions of MODE 4 above the EEPS
bFg% LTOP arffling temperature. OPERABILITY of Ruwtheej
valves is required because the combined capacity is-required

(continued)
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to keep reactor coolant pressure below, 110% of its design
value during certain accidents. MODE 3 and portions of
MODE 4 are conservatively included, although the listed
accidents may not require the safety valves for protection.

The LCO is not applicable in MODE 4 when 2y&H4 RCS cold ITA3.4-1191
leg temperatures are.< F.,

5RP' E75PF or in MODE 5 because'LTOP is
provided. Overpressure protection is not required in MODE 6
with reactor vessel head detensioned.

The Note allows entry into MODES 3 and 4 with the lift
settings outside the LCO limits. This permits testing and
examination of the safety valves at high pressure and'
temperature near their normal operating range, but only
after the valves have had a preliminary cold setting. The
cold setting gives assurance that the valves are OPERABLE
near their design condition. Only one valve at a time will
be removed from service for testing. The t564i hour
exception is based on 18 hour outage time for each of the
AJA[three valves. The 18 hour period is derived from
operating experience that hot testing can be performed in
this timeframe.

ACTIONS A.1

With one pressurizer safety valve inoperable, restoration
must take place within 15 minutes. The Completion Time of
15 minutes reflects the importance of maintaining thie-RCS
P9verpressure PProtection System. An inoperable safety
valve

(continued)
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ACTIONS AL1 (continued)

coincident with an RCS overpressure event could challenge
the integrity of the pressure boundary.

B.1 and B.2

If the Required Action of A.1 cannot be met within the
required Completion Time or if t pressurizer
safety valves are inoperable, the plant must be brought to a
MODE in which the requirement does not apply. To achieve
this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 4 with any RCS cold leg
temperatures s TAj-19
fe &7 7] within g4±2 hours. The allowed CompletionTA3.4-139
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach the required plant conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems. With any RCS cold leg temperatures at or
below P
EILE27-SR-2 , overpressure protection is provided by the LTOP
Etg@Sy tem The change from MODE 1. 2. or 3 to MODE 4
reduces the RCS energy (core power and pressure), lowers the
potential for large pressurizer insurges, and thereby
removes the need for overpressure protection by [Fthee]
pressurizer safety valves.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

SRs are specified in the Inservice Testing Program.
Pressurizer safety valves are to be tested in accordance
with the requirements of Section XI of the ASME Code
(Ref. 4). which provides the activities and Frequencies

(continued)
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necessary to satisfy the SRs. No additional requirements
are specified.

The pressurizer safety valve setpoint is ± f33% for
OPERABILITY: however, the valves are reset to + 1% during
the Surveillance to allow for drift.

REFERENCES 1. ASME. Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section IIIE

2. WFSAR. Ghapter Eei g-53.

REFERENCES 3. WCAP-7769, Rev. 1, June 1972.
(continued)

4. ASME[ Bailer and Pressure Veszel Code, Scetion XI.

(continued)
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B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)

BASES

|PA3.4-211

BACKGROUND The pressurizer is equipped with two types of devices for
pressure relief: pressurizer safety valves and PORVs. The
PORVs are air operated valves that are controlled to open at
a specific set pressure when the pressurizer pressure
increases and close when the pressurizer pressure decreases.
The PORVs may also be manually operated from the control
room.

Block valves, which are normally open, are located between
the pressurizer and the PORVs. The block valves are used to
isolate the PORVs in case of excessive leakage or a stuck
open PORV. Block valve closure is accomplished manually
using controls in the control room. A stuck open PORV is,
in effect, a small break loss of coolant accident (LOCA).
As such, block valve closure terminates the RCS
depressurization and coolant inventory loss.

The PORVs and their associated block valves may be used by
plant operators to depressurize the RCS to-recover from
certain transients if normal pressurizer spray is not
available. Additionally, the series arrangement of the
PORVs and their block valves permitg performance of
surveillances on the valves during power operation.

The PORVs may also be used for feed and bleed core cooling
in the case of multiple equipment failure events that are
not within the design basis, such as a total loss of
feedwater.

The PORVstheir block valves, and their controlsare
powered from the vital buses that normally receive power
from offsite power sources. but are also capable-of being;

-(continued)
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powered from emergency power sources in the event of a loss
of offsite power. Lhf-wee PORVs and their associated block
valves are powered from two separate safety trains- -Ref. 1).

The plant has two PORVs 7 each havi-ng a relief capacity of
7,q24}G,000 lb/hr at 2335 psig. The functional design of the
PORVs is based on-maintaining pressure below the Pressurizer
L9 jPressure- H+gh feactor It1rip setpoint following a step
reduction of EL5EO of full load with steam dump. In
addition.
the PORVs minimize challenges to the pressurizer safety
valves and also may be used for low temperature overpressure
protection ([TOP). See LCO 3.4.12 CL3.4 162
"|Lorg TeAN perat Ad OvrpVress | e npew;eViAt I TOP ICL I12LU Ij M.lX U 9 llM UIX IIU ; DII Ll r

_7T n 'yte

BACKGROUND
(continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Plant operators employ the PORVs to depressurize the RCS in
response to certain plant transients if normal pressurizer
spray is not'available. For the Steam Generator Tube
Rupture (SGTR) event,'the safety analysis assumes that.
manual operator actions are required to mitigate the event.
A loss of offsite power is assumed to accompany the event,
and thus, normal pressurizer spray is unavailable to reduce
RCS pressure. The PORVs are assumed to be used for RCS
depressurization, which is one of the steps performed-to
equalize the primary and secondary pressures in order to
terminate the primary to secondary break flow and the
radioactive'releases from the affected steam generator.

The PORVs are )iMiWdne3xl't5ed in safety analyses-for TA3.4:267
events that result in increasing RCS pressurejfor which
departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) criteria are- '
criticall@j2'. ;By assumingPORVmanual ac'tuation-. the
-primary pressure remains below the high pressurizer pressure.
trip setpoint: thus,. the DNBR calculation is more ~-: .'

(continued)
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conservative. |lTA3.4-267|

vet that assumne
this condition include a turbine trip and tel sO of normal
feedwater (Ref. 2).

Pressurizer PORVs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NR Poli4cy
aeey

LCO The LCO requires the PORVs and their associated block valves
to be OPERABLE for manual operation to mitigate the effects
associated with an SGTR.

By maintaining two PORVs and their associated block valves,
OPERABLE. the single failure criterion is satisfied.: The
block v'alves are ava;iabito iEolate the flow path . TA3.4-267
through either a failed open PORV or a PORV with cxcive:

le ka e . .j.

~ .oe ,.:n

-- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -D& In . -- T 0.

.--l TA3.4-2671

1b p m7 -i1ed U m MSbe e

Satisfying.-the LCO helps- inie challengesto fission-r
product barriers .:-b.'f'. ,

- .a ' . .- - - (continued)n ': -
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APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2. andr3. the PORVE and its block valvo are:
required to be OPERABLE -ITA3.4-2671
ESGTR o limit th4-c t, -ttial fr a small broak LtnA

through the flow path. The most likely aus _o for A_-OV.
small to_>lo IOGA is a result of a>pres e i e JA_ - PA3.4-2681
translont that causes the PO V to open. Imbalanees in -i
the cnergy outputE of the corc and heat removal by.the. :
secondary system-can causc thc RCS pressureto increase to
thc PORV' opening setpoint. The most rapid incercases will
occur at the higher operating power and pressure conditicn.
e{-MGDE&-±-1and 2.. The PORVa 3 are also
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1. 2. and 3 to

U f

i fnDVs't _te 'a zeD haln g 1 es tso ye esa s - ea K etor sa v'alve1s.^e,*1O11111V; mii izc l hl~lcngsO toU th1e pIr OuriHZcr I saoyvalVc

Pressure increases are less prominent in MODE 3 because the
core input energy-is.reduced, but the:RCS pressure is.high.
Therefore, the LCO is applicable in MODES.1. 2. and 3 PA3.4-268

§GTA. The LCO is not applicable in MODEQE 4i~ 2anc2 TA3.4-267
' I TOM mwhen .both'

pressure and.core-energy 'are.decreased and. :
= thc prc-suresurges become much le.sisignificeant. Thc

PARV sctp*iht i ed ted, for L'TOP in. MODES 4. 5, and 6 wih

vesszl head in plac. [CO 3.4.12 COg3XX hL U3addresses .
the.PORV requirements in these MODES. -CL:.4-1:

0 - 07 - 0; .. ICL3.4 1621
APPLICABILITY

Noteil. has bean added to clarifythat ��j�&i-i. pressurizer TA3.4144

ACTIONS Noe1~ has berded to clarify that EaE8F prssrier ITA3-414
:PORVe 5g are treated as; separate entities.

(continued)
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each with separate Completion Times (i.e.. the Completion
Time is on a component basis~tlPr__}dM
The exception for LCO 3.0.4. Note 2.-permits entry into
MODES 1. 2, and 3 to perform cycling of the.3PORVs or block
valves to verify their OPERABLE status. jnltig Fttr i -
TLesting Ea+s not 3erformed in .lower TA34-157
MODES. --. 3.

A.1

With-the-PORVs lyJ5tinoperable and capable of being ; -146j

LTo-tTnd,. either the PORVs must be restored or the'flow
path isolated within 1 hour. The soI j2block valves Es
g~trgir, e d heuld be closed, but power must be maintained to

the associated block valves. since'removal of power would
render the block valve inoperable.-Althoutgh-a-PORV.'may-be
designated inoperablecit maybe able to be manually.opened
and closed, and the'refore, able to perform its function.
PoRv'' inoperabili-ty.may be due to scat leakage. '
instrumentation problems, automatic control problems,.or .
abthcr causes that do not prc-VentE mfanual .use and do not_, _ i _oY A ^ r I- AEvle a puuso I~ Ulurwur ^z~ o % alu uu IL-4ese
create a possibility fora. small break LOCA. For these.
reasons, the blockvalve.may.be closed but.the.Action
requi es pocr bo ra i .;ined to the valve.i This CGo- ; tniA
is only intended .to permitg operation of the plant-UM I-fe
a limited periodi f timenot to c-ed the next: refueling,
outage (MODE 6) so-that-maintenance can be performed on the
PORVs to eliminate'the problem condition..-.Noirmally. the
PGRVs _shauld,'be ..,a aluble leau" He imti atin of -
overpressurc.eevents and should b'-e
-Az (continued) '

,.; eturnhed to OGPERABDLE status'.ppiair to. ent-eignta 4-:. :--
(01DE.4.::-0.- 2):- 2 .--0u ,: :,.--0:--X.X-

ACTIONS

. .- .'.(continued)'
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Quick access to the PORV for pressure control can be made
when power remains on the closed block valve. .The
Completion Time of 1 hour is based on plant operating
experience that has shown that minor problems can be
corrected or closure accomplished in this time period.

B.1. B.2. and B.3

If one Ear -twet-1PORVHs- is inoperable Lfvr, eas(P(S onr ____~hW:U .. .. r..
ESE Wl 1 B5F erC}- ' CL3.4-1471

it must be either restored2 or isolated by closing the
associated block valve and removing the power to the
associated blockjvalve. ..The Completion Times of.1 hour are
reasonable, based on rh aui ott f'or-challenges to
the PORVs during this time-period. and.provide the operator
adequate time to correct.the situation.- If the-inoperable
valve cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, it-must be.
isolated within the specified time. Because there is at
least one PORV that remains.OPERABLE, an additional 72 hours
is provided to restore the inoperable PORV to OPERABLE
status. If the PORV cannot be restored within this
additional time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in:.
which the LCO does'not apply, as required by Condition D.

C,1 and C.2

*Ifone block valve-is inoperable,' then it is necessary to-
either restore the block valve to OPERABLE status within the
Completion Time of. :hour. or place the associated PORV':in
:manual control. The prime Amportance for'the capabilityto
close the block valve is' to isolate a stuck openPORV. :
Therefore, --if the block'valve cannot be -restored to OPERABLE

-status within .1 hour, the 'Required Actio'n is to place the
PORV in manual control to preclude its..automatic'opening'for-
:an overpressure event .and to avoid-the potential for a stuck-

.(continued) -
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open PORV at a time that the block valve is inoperable. The
Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable, based on the small

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

potential for challenges to the system during this time
period, and provides the operator time to-correct the
situation. Because at least one PORV remains OPERABLE, the
operator is permitted a.Completion Time of'72 hours to
restore the inoperable block valve'to OPERABLE-status., The
time allowed to restore the block valve isbased upon the.
Completion Time for restoring'an inoperable'.PORV in
Condition B, since the 'PORVs .Mafe not 7_capable of
mitigating an overprcssure event- Flo ITA3.4-2671

l al'eantrol. If the
block valve is restored within the Completion Time of
72 hours- the p r iII be restored 1and 'the PORV An =7e
restored to tGPERABLE stetus. If it
cannot be restored within this additional time, the plant
must be brought to a MODE-in which the LCO.does not apply.
as required by Condition D.

] a:( F N red.'.TA3.4-1481

* -.. '. -a tr~sQ~oA~h~Th ocR ebedi

. .- Ufwm- - a: A'M- -o;

..- d M-

,- ;o~ noperSao1S
*OV(1~~~eu1re~ -eD -dK vai ve -o e;-oD ne ,:i, :- ed-R
pnc ~i;~i I o ---Seo..-I-0-f - .-e- -e * t ,o . sie0 . .ho

- hT .~ ;. :aD~1s .. 1~~ -0I~t ce . .t .ip ,; . ..- : -, .T
. il- ;---7-u.,0 Df.:

.(continued)
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D.1 and D.2

If the Required Action of Condition A. B. or C is not met.
then the-plant must be. brought to a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply: To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4
within 12.hours. The allowed Completion Times are;
reasonable, based 'onoperating experience, to reach'the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. ;In T -267
MODES 4 and 5, tDU31§Wffiai-taining-PORV OPERABILITY may [
be required. See 1CO 3.4.121'U a;3d-F n CQ'47

E.1. E.2. E.3. and E.4

ACTIONS

-If bhUtme-e-ethf-enePORVg~m3-i inoperable jgre2ons CL3.4-152
n t cPa l f eing manuall

eyeled. it is necessary-to either restore at least one valve
within the-Completion Time of 1 hour-or isolate the flow
path-by closing and removing-the power to the associated
block valves. The Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable.
based on the small potentialfor challenges to the system
during this-time and provides the operator time
E.1. E.2. E.3.-and E.4 --(continued) '

to correct thes ituation. If one PORV is restored and one
VORV remains inop'rabl. 'then the plant will be in ' TA3- -2l

. rAsq__ an:. .ii -st A 4m ,l,¢ ,, o,,,, , ;; , ITA3.4-2671Cndit B ith -the. time elockX . vstarted A the ariinI l
declaration of having two [or three]3 PORV inoperable. If
no PORVs -are restored within the Completion Time.,-then the
plant must be brought to a; MODE in-which the [CO does not
:apply.-' To achieve'this status, the plant must-be brought to
at least MODE-3-within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within--:'--
12 hours. .:The allowed Completion Times are reasonable,
'f based on operating experience ,to reach thbe required plant
-conditions from full dower conditions in an,,rderly manner: -.D-;A: 00 -} -f X As n, ro S.,1-i ,p ,owern- X ;:

-1. -I . -- - -. -. - - (continued)
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and without challenging plant systems. In MODES.4 and 5,
-ID qcra-4-ri ,gPORV -OPERABILITY may'be required. __________

See LCO 3.4.12E ffgOd3= '4l .L '.'-I *

F.1. F.2. and F.3

.-If r e block valveymre5-Ps inoperable. it is_____
necessary`to cither restore thc block valves within the TA3.4144
Completion Timc .of 1 hur.u rpl d ePORV i4n
manual control and restoremat least one block valve within-
2 hours Eand restore the m.eaining block Vu
72-heurs].-' The Completion Timea Lsae reasonable,.based on
the -small:potential forchallenges to~the system during this
time aridprovideE the operator time to correct the
situation.

- 0TA3 .4-148

hUthR~~~ndos1. [ Thessgggoesof Z:

G1':and '. 2

' on fb

~4Ip ant 'LCOe doesonot

.' Mst~ba bdTF t'i -to aM Ei w

pi)a JI?~ otr a c wer tt us'e( '-.-thewj~1 bebru1it

Iff th Reuie Acton of Codto-:aentmtte=h

appy. o ahieve'-thisstts, teplant must b ruh o

'(continued)
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at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE'4 within
12 hours. .The allowed Completion Times are reasonable.
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from- full power conditions in'-an'-.orderly manner TA3.4-267
and without challenging plant systems'.- In MODES.4 and:5,-

*a ' Mnt.....tecni ng PORV OPERABILITY may be required. CL3.4-162
SeeLCO:3.4.12Fgano1T3O -

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11.1
REQUIREMENTS

Block valve cycling verifies that the valve(s) can be e :
' iUnclosed if needed. The basis for the Frequency of' TA3 4267
92 days'is theASME Code.- Section XI (Ref. 3). i-f the-

_ .' .1E An l I n II A; ]<1 t ; - 1n |n n n \ || en |';,_ tEn T A 3 4A3.1415blUck VaIV1 iIUs Ol Ud to i s late a PORV that 1 s Uapablec oVIaf
being manually cycled,.the OPERABILITY of the block valve is
of i;mfportane. beeauso opening ;the bl ock 'valve is nocos sary
to permit' the PORV to be' used for manual control ofereactor

; prTssur1. If thctloek Valve is ciosed to is;late an'
.thcrwtc :inopcrablc'PORV. the 7maximum' Comlpctibn Time to
rctorc the .rORV.and open th6 block valve' is.72 hours. which

e, we 1 1W 4. 4 t _ a. l Ahle1'if;it5 (25%) t o xtend the.
.block valvc Frequeny of 92 days. Furthcrrmore, these test

regui remlnts 1Wat !%.A mlt eted by th reopening of a
recently closed b ck valve upon; restoration of the PORV to
OP[RABLE. statu (ic. cop-tin f hoouired Actioens

*''' :W Note 2modifies .this A34-157
SR by.:stating that-it'is not -required to be _Eeoefflet.
'with the block valve closed-,in accordance with the Required
Action'-.of t r inEtWI-5-hGO D

:L DM M =e '.6a -0-0- !-- L 2

' TA3.4-1571

.(continued)
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SR 3 4. 11.2.

SR 3.4.11.2 requires a-complete cycle of eachPORV.'.
.Operating a PORV-'.through-one complete cycle ensures that the
PORV can be manually- actuated for mitigation of an SGTR.
The Frequency of' gf5aJ months is based onja typical X3.4-136
refueling.cycle and industry accepted practice.

: TA3 .41 .5

1CL3. 4-158
Operating the Selenoid air eontrol valves and eheek val ves
on the air aeeumfulaters ens ure the PORV~ control sys-t-em
aetuates . rpoperlyiwhen call1ed upon. mc-h Frequoncyoff

[10]mnts isbased o7n :t~ial rOfueling teyle and-the
Frequeneyf 4. the other Surv~eill 1anees used to demonstrate
PR OPERAI

SRU3.4.1AN4E C. ." L3.4-1611
_~ ~ . D! . g 7

.... .. f .. - .

:inlsjurvelilanee 13 not requirec W.r plants wun permanent
iF* powersuppljes .tb the v ls vs. ;-

- URV I LLANC-E
. REQUIREMENRTS'

-WOG-STS,.:Re ;

.. 3 -3.4-. 1.4 ..ntinued>

Th -ueillane de8ohtrates that .eer poWer ean be

-. rc''idd a~d ~ prf~mcdty ranfering powder. efrom normnal-

(continue'd)
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Pressurizer PORVs
--B 3.4.11-

0|PA3 .:4-211|
f -) B (cot i .n ue

9s"---:;BASES '--0(continued)

t .cmcrgcncA zuppl y and eyliing-the v.l.c. Tc. Freqtency
of [18j mcnth: T baed on a typical -efucl ing cyclc and;

insill~t-, nr>^n .^-r nrn t . :- .
, . sus X, j . U �-'. IJJL,�..U �PJ�U'-L,

REFERENCES 1. ~ ci1 -onl2egulatery Guide 1.32. Fobruary 1977., -. . =,. .;7.

L.-FS1Arm\-Seet+if-E15723--

. -. r . n _ * . , _n . _I - l A I - I A - AA -Ia A- V/T
d . ARE.1L bei Icr.and i'res~tre Ve55e Loue,. tett (un At .

(continued)
C-).
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B''3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B.3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) Systefali .

BASES

BACKGROUND:- The LTOP. FV7 ItTZ ±effet~hfe4b RCS pressure at low
temperatures so the integrity of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary''(RCPB)'is not compromised by violating the
pressure 'and.temperature (P/T) limits of 10 CFR 50.
Appendix G.(Ref. 1).;U The reactor vessel is the :limiting
RCPB component-for demonstrating such,:protection. -

* he PTLR provides the maximum allowable :RP$
actuation logic'.:setpoints for'the'powor aopratod relief
valves.(PORVs'+and'the'maximum RCS pressure'.for the existing
RCS cold leg temperature during cooldown, shutdown, and
heatup to meet the'Reference.1_requirements during the LTOP
MODES.

ICL3.4-2721

.i1 n, 5]t
RGU : 'I sMbp -'

' LU:'he reactorvezsel matcr6ia l ..s lss tough at low'
-tcmpcraturesthan :tat normal a'perating .tcmpraturc.' A thc
'ecse! .'neutronva xpopure accumulatez. the material teughness
,decrcasesand becones less resistant to prssurostress at
: t~ow'mperatures (Rcf.2): 'RCS prosure. therofore. is

, maintaincdloJ atlow tempoeratures and is increased ohly as
-':temPrature iasincrbased. -

(continued)
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:BASES-

Thc potential4for vesscl oerprlssurization i most acute
when the RCS1.Aat r-olid. occurring ionly wh ilhutdo0n;-
- :ure flu*tuat ion cean beur -o Kquick than an
' operatorcan reactto rclieec the condition. Exceeding the.
RCSP/T limit-s 'by-a significant amount -could cause brittle
:,cracking of the'reactorKvessel. LCO 3.4.3,-'"RCSPressure.
and Temperature' '(P./T)-Limits." requires administrative..
control of RCS pressure and temperature during heatup and
cooldown to prevent.exceeding the PTLR limits':.

This LCO provides RCS overpressureprotection by CL3.4163|
- ' '1: teg '1T}flS# evng aminimum coolant input.capability and:
; -n-12hav4ng adequate pressure relief. capacity .'P-: OE0

':imiting coolant input capability requires':all-but Eonei-
Ehigh pressure inecto T~HP4±*j pump [anid onech rgin
pump]-incapable~of;injection-into the RCS and isolating the,
" :accumulators..-The
pressure relief capacityrequire either Itwo redundant RCSI
relicf. valves orp. adepressurized'RS' and'an'RCS vent of
'sufficicnt size. D 4
;.''e--tURpWne PORVRCS relief valve or the open RCS'vent
is -the overpressure protection device that acts -to 'terminate
an increasing pressureevent.

BACKGROUND.:' With m -inimu'm EfE:i1EBcoolant input capability ,gIues Lhe
-ability to:

:(continued) providecore coolant addition is restricted. The LCO does
"- not require the makeup control system deactivated-or the
s-. afety injection'(SI+.actuation circuits.blocked.; .Due to
the lower pressures Jin the LTOP MODES and the expected core'
-decay heat levels. the::tJgfljFmakeup.system can provide
ad equate flow via the m akeupcontro valve.: If conditons
require the use ofmore thanone HPI eharg i ngpump for.
makeup.in the event 'of loss of inventory, then pumps can be
.made available-through manual actions.;'

.0(continued)
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LTOP ';-,
ICL3.~4-16]IC-- 4-271 ;B 3.4.12-1

- :CL3.4-162||CL3.4-271||PA3.4-211|
BASES.

.- _______ The L-T0P py-1b f.

r , p-'era9eC pre'ssure relief consists of two PORVs with
reduced lift settings. or tkfol K.sidual heat romoval (R) CL34A272
- Luction rIlifa valves,' or one PORV and on" RIUR' suction e'
reli*f yalve. or Adcr es.Aurized RGS :and ran RA vent o.f
st ufficientsi.,.I Two QRyRGS. are.required'
'for redundancy.. One. G ef-al~e has-adequate..
relieving capability to pee overpressurization
for the-required 'coolant input capability.'

PORV Reauiremnt .

As designed for'the LTOP W,.Ui ,tU Syyteffl-each PORV is
signaled to open' YL-Zi if the RCS pressure approaches E

detcrmincd by the:LTOP actuation logic. The PRPS -.
,e-. ae tien'oge§4 monitors both RCS tempe'rature and RCS:
pressure andI T detpessre-nd.when a 'condition not
acceptable'in:the.PTLR limits is approached: _The wide range
-RCSitemperaturelE:L endicc3

'' . :OPPions .arc auctioneer'ed to'seeetltthe flowest
temperature signal'

;:The. lowest c mperatur signal is procesed'through a
function gencrator that calculates-a pressure limit for: that
,tcmperatur6.. ' Th'e-alculatcd pressurc limit-'is thencompared
with, the indicated RCS prcssure'from a wide range pressure

:~ff 6 : .fi : 4d jhn-i aTe pesur ffet -AJeeedstA| A+heA
-calculated value. a PORV is signaled to open.

The PTLR'presents0 the PP-R4setpoints forLTOP.-The
- '.Zs't sposarc normally staggeredso only enecvalve opcns 1  '
during i6 lowtemperature ovErpressurc transicnt.:' aving-th

.- to WE ,:; , :' : p4 CV IIOgI ,UUCII7 UI C Wl4ii Cll\ I -lrC ~lCI LR~H:e~its'oftot vel s within the 'limfitsLin .thc PTL
'', cnsure tht thc Rcference 1e limits will not bc exceeded in

any ' na'lyed event .

.

. . , t T , 0 . .

,, . -. j -

/,- .. .. f- ....... .

f 1.' ' f -- -- '' *' = - - ' 7

D \ r . ; . . -. . - - 0 ;
.. - . . . . t

.. . . S - . , . - -

27:-:--'-....WOG.STS,-Rev 1,-04/07/95
.: . * ; f

- - ' ,-,0 ., S ,{ . -t X . - S . :
- , . i . - . .:

. & . . R

* -, - , . - :, . 0 .: : .......................... |

* - - R i- .. ..

(continued)
. I ~ m. I -
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B 3.4.12

JCL3.4-162 JCL3.4-71PA3.4-2111
LJIJL.

. I -o-

BACKGROUNBD PO DRcgircs (oniud

'Whn aPR %isi opene in an increasin') 4 i prssue transient.
th,,,e rel eas.e- of ca'l antwIll A , caus thpressurc Inerease'to
~slow and reverse- As th=e-PORVY releases eo6ant.:the ,RCS
pressure deeereascs util a reset pr~sw is'rcaehed'and the
val ve is 6i gnaled'ta close. The pressure-eenti nues te
deercase belowe theretprsu aheal J

RUB uetin-PeicfValv Be ircmntJCL3:.4-272
Durinmg. LTOP~ M99ES.~ the RIB R System is rtdfr deay heat

R Rt sueti a CIalaion Vahves ,are open in the piping fa h
'R-GS ht -legst A the Thlets af thAU up:Wile those".
valves arape-pn -and the RuB 1 sueI.An vaIlves are cn. the' RHVB
suet Ian II reief. valves arep expaXsRed to the RCS and apreable taD
relieve 'pe r'tansients in tcRS

The RUB1 suction isolation vave And. the 'U sutn alves'

mus be cpcn' to mfake the RHR suetion. relief valves OPERABLE
for RC V-a verpress ure-mfitigation.- Aut~e!6sureit eak r
not lpermfitted to eause the RIUB -suet ioan isolhtion valves to
close. The KRU sueti n Pe lief. valves.are spring ~loaded.
.be! lows typ _aer rlief valve with pressure taleranees

~and aee mul ati elm-t1 establ ished by.,Section !II of the'
' 4eicn Socety io Me han I'Engineers (AME ode.'

(Bcef. 3)Y ferCas2'eifvle'

BCSVen Rguiemct1CL3.4-2721

Oncee th e RS isdpesurizEed. a vent expsed ito the
'<cntainment a tmosphe~re wIl ma~intain the RCS at eontainmfent

- fl'abi nt p~ressure in anBScep sure t-rans-iet fhe

(continued)
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B 3.4.12

CL3.4-162 ICL3.4-271 IPA3.4-211I

-BASES

roli vig reurmet f-the transient do net exced the.
caaiiisOf -tho ve Thus~,_ the' vont path mubst be

':v X ; -7. ;0' capdbleof rcliev~ing thte flow jrcsul ting'from the.'limiting:.*M * n . .- .n g

.TO m. .r horat.ainp irut t _ La and main i p ;; zsurc
below the rPT liaits Tho reguirod v'nt capacity may! be

vr 1oy oLne or mo..re rv_ paths.

For.an RGs ent tvooeet the flow cepacity requircmentf .:it
:rcuirc r-emosvinga prossurizer.safety valve. remolving~a
-- ,vs inernlsO.' anddisabling itsblock ia vavc in thle vopen

BAGKGRGUND- I I Or= land Q-�, -i -A%
ILI mT TU _J

position,' or simiIorly establishing aventby opening,:an -CS

vent X1 V.-1 Th n path(s) must 'be' above.the levl o1:f
reactor ctolant. s'e ad not to drain-the RC'ihen opon.

APPLICA[

SAFETY /

3LE - Safety analyses'.(Ref. E4) demon'strate that-the reactor
vessel:.

\NALYSES is adequately protected against exceeding the Reference 1I ______eedin theTA3.4-119
P/T limits..- In'MODES 1. 2. and 3. and in MODE: 4with.RCS
cold leg temperature exceeding-

R2 : 1'F..the pressurizer safety valves
will prevent RCS pressure:from exceeding the Reference'1.
.,limits. -At about rM _1

ethe8pRf^7']°F and -below. .overpressure prevention falls to
two OPERABLE -Pq.ylRG e ief .alves or to a depressurized- .:
.RCS -and a sufficiently sized RCS'vent. Each of these,,means;.0
has -a"limited overpressure reliefciapability.PL5CO£3 ;0.3

t u GICL3.4-1671

_The actual temperature'at which the pressure in the P/T
limit curve',,falls'below the pressur izersafety valve -

.C -I-p-U _.
.- : � :I.'

,(ontinued)
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B 3 4 12.

JCL3.4-1621 CL3.4-271] IPA3.,4-2111

~setpoint increases-as the reactor. vessl mtra togn s
,decrease's-vueIto'-neutron embrittlemeht .. Each time t'-he PTLR.,'
curves are revised, thie--LTOP &y5±emmust b e re-evaluated to'
ensure its~fu~nctional .requirements -can st'ill be me't using_____
,the LOR\VRGS i&4ef--'Q'al ve method or the deprecrurizced _,andC34

A n (- R e t t dtCr

The PTLR contain's the acceptance
requirements.- 'An chng to t
against the'Reference g4 analyses
the change on ,the LTOP'acceptancE

l1imit's tha't define the: LTOP,.,
RCS must -be:ev'alu'ated:
to determin~ethe im'pacts of~
limits-.

Tansients that.~arecapal ofoepessurzingt te RCS are

caegorized a ite mas rheat input tra-nsients.4' rjM
ex c;~4 p s of 4whi h e I El low %JV CL3.4-2721

-a -----j' nadvertent sadfety injection:-eiP

hagng

pi~ mps an~'~letdowdn Fsg ~ tflaw mfisomateh.'

THIOUh(hundifitd ried RV OR

J_ T.- _. .. L -r. .: - -- T-. - I- - . - - - 4.APPLICABLE~-
SAFETY-ANALYSES~
,(continued) i a. inad ertent a ct I- atioaI,4 n otprcz uriH P hoators;

e.----Reactor ~cool ant- pump (RCP) startup with temperatures
asymmetry- within the RCS or'between the RCS and steam~
generators.

T efollowing g ~ ~ o s a e r q ie ui g th e ] CL 3.4-2721
MD ensure-7

(otinued
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LTOP -
''B,3.4.12

-CL3.4 162||CL3.4 2711PA3-4 2111

that mass and heat:input transients [eDce}ssyI anis
:dbn sdo'not occur, which either of the' L4TOP

ovorprezzure protection meanz can notshandlc:

, a. :- Rendering:-a but one. ftfgIJ pump [and one charging
pttmp3-incapable of injection:;-

b. Deactivating the .GCSaccumulator discharge isolation
valves infitheir closed positions; :and

c. Disallowing start of:an RCP'if'secondary temperature
is more than- E50i'F above primary temperature in-any
one.loop., LCO 3.4.6. "RCS Loops -MODE=4," fid
.:LO-37477.:-"--RGS-Loops- M0DL 5,-:Lep's-Fi-lled--"provi deY
this protection.. -

The.Reference C41analyses demonstrate-that cither one CL3-272
PORVRCS relief valveior thc dcprczzurizcd RCS and RCS
-vent-can maintain RCS pressure below limits when only'one:
:H-1P pump fand nlpefie charging pumpE are3-4s- f iarei-J' -
actuated..- Thus,'the ICO allows only fone3 EfHPIi 3 pumpfafd-
one charging pump] OPERABLE during the "

o KM- .,>

Since nesther one FQORCVSrcIief valve nor.the RCSvent.
can___ handle the pressure transientr__Ue VITIMeed from. ' .-
accumulator injection,.when RCS temperature is low. the LCO
also requires thetaccumulator4 isolation when accumulator-
-.-:pressureisgreaterthanor equal ,to the maximum RCS:
pressure for the existing RCS-coldleg temperature ,allowed
inhthe'PTLR.

:u.'he isolated ;CCS2accumulators must have their discharge
valves'closed and the valve power supply breakers fixed;-in

':their :open positions. The analyscc show thcJcffcct of CL3.-4-2721
a-accu.mulator. di'Icharg& Thbver a, narrower RCtmperature .I

(continued)'

': ' . . - : * _. 'I'
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LTOP-. ,y.e,
B, 3.4. 12

ICL3.!4-162 |CL3.4-271| PA3-4-211|

'BASES'

f~fige H 71 d . e i. L

f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e .6w) }t - ; - f..-.. ' XS.,-.0',' .V- , D ' .

.:: APPLICABLE
.0 SAFETY --ANALYSES

I Ict-iput T* Ype Tranients (continued)

XFracture':mechanics analyses established the temperature ofTA34119
LTOPApplicability at O'

The consequences of a small breakiloss:of coolant accident
(LOCA) in LTOP MODE 4 ':b b:T'
conform to10 iCFR 50.46 'and 10.'CFR 50, Appendix K' Refs--. 'S
ea4ld-&6jrequirements by:having a maximum-of<Eone3 ft: :
pump:-[and one charging pump] OPERABLE and SI actuation
enabled. -

- Ierf manc

.. - PJQRV Pepfe mIIIUIIG

The fracture mechanics analyses show that the vessel is
protected when the-PORVs are set to open at or below..the
: limit shown in -the PTLR. The PdPSgsetpoints are derived by
analyses'that model the performance of-the L:TOP-S~ystem6,- .
assuming the limiting.LTOP transient of fonen: ftP.2 I pump
0 ,f-and Ejeie charging pumpJ injecting into the RCS. These
analyses'-consider pressure overshoot and undershoot-beyond'

'-the-PORV opening and closing, resulting'from signal
processing.-and valve stroke-ti~mes. ' The-LPSPOGRV 'setpoints
at-or belo-Ythe'derived :limit ensu'res-the Reference 1::P/T ::
'limits will ,be met.

J-: he 0P3PORV setpoints inthe PTLR-will be updated when the''.
revised P/T-limits conflictwith the LTOP analysis 'limits.- .
The PIT limits are.periodically. modified as'the reactor.:'`
' .vesselmaterial toughnesstdecreases due-to neutron . '

embrittlement caused by-neutron irradiation. Revised'limits-
:'are determined using :neutron fluence projections:and the

(continued
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-'BASES:.

results-of.examinations of the reactor vessel material
irradiation surveillance specimens. -The Bases for
LCO:3.4.3. "RCS Pressure and"Temperature.(PIT):Limits."
discuss these examinations.'

The IPBiVs arc cons idoed activeeompocnts. ThIus.. - .h ' -e
failure ,of one PORVis Iaumad to represcnt the worst casc,
Isingice acti Ye f6ilurc

I - C 272

~: :~ 4163

I APPLIABLE -
SAFETY-ANALYSES-

-- I ' -;- -- IF RI IR Si, intion Re! ief -Va I ve Per.,--y-�j

: -(eonti mueo. ;The RliR suction relief valves do not have variable preossure
--- and tempcrat'ure~ift'tpci nt liko the PORVo. Analyscs

mSt showf hat one RI R -suction, rPio vlv ith aston
-at or tetwpen ,[436.5] psigand [463.5] psig will pasf flow
grofater than ilhat rouired fbor the 'limting+LTOP tra-nsi46n

C-ur:v:.; Issuming'alP rOlif flow lFguir;fIonts d tho IR P'

lim-liting LTOR cuvent, an RI sucto ft l-l I va lIv willF
f '- .wintainih RCSpossur ct within Pth':limi ratod lft+-

tpnt plus aSn acu m ht!ieon 1 1% 'WI the ratod lftf

Althoug iac) I sucon rlief v a IV ;li m itsoelf moot
-i ng fn a I -ri cand loc at ion within

i:C - .: -2~ . :- I lrvIr< l' -slS ullll u wll~ 1 1 vu 7 4 1> lI I :-.

effl RUR e aoittomcolet si goalr

: . m>;_4-n;_ W n I 4W k, l ^ I I ;soV _Sm tLnl >ll -,:

- -ItU ILiA .Henm spUI RUR Wu I I islatio Ia I W I a v ur

ispst5to>Aso, as the RGS IT.. l im it> iro ecr~c

*i r- t t -hrn - 84 6P rselir^nef141;r:. So .-;s:-

. f'l'0. .- :-r' lc tihuh~ca'loss oftlougnesith re actorale ma'vcsclf ct-0'.'.

:.at . I a. _1 to noutro .1...t. ......... hcIIR ; Ition

, . .olllyl~~~Is IU.U , SU dII U igrue o v eulu. V~Il4~II:,

,'O-STS. Rev 1, 04/07/90:; ':-.-B:3..-9- :

-(continued)
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CL3. 4-162 |CL3.4-271 PA3.4-211

relief valves must be ahalyzed to still accommcdatcethc -'-E:I,-
'0 .: - 0'V -dcsign basis t'ransicnts for.LTor. �; -:-- * t 0-

:The RIR uction reliofe valvcs are considered activc.
componcnts. Thus. ithc; failurc'of 6n val'c is a-umcd to
:cprcsent the . 'ingl, atv fi*,rc:*

nrlcl Ileml- 64&44nee JCL3.4 2721

With thc RCe deprRGSurizcd, analyAcs show a'vent size of
.2.07 guarc inch\S is capab-acf mitigating thc 1lbwdd LT0P
ovcrprcs^DsooUrc transoeidnt. ThCe capacity of a lvct thi siz i,

-t ..- 0g'eatep~thanmthe .'fow, ofthe li nitig~trns'ie for14te+LTOP
configuration. [one]'IIPI pump[ -and,-one charging pumpj -' -
OP[RABLE.,.fmaintaining RCS -'rcs u- e les athan thc -maximum
pressr bo he~ P/T lmtcrc

The RGS.,vent size6wi l 1~~ crcvlu6ated fa r -omfplian-e c.ac-h
time the P/T lit c sec bas6 on the 'results
of the vessel 1 at ri 1 u uui v a. - . -- .

The RCS vent I - 1pas i h1c and is not Asbj1t to eativ.

. - 11lur4 ve. lL l. er ~,u ,~ .vi IISGw

I 7 'r

-APPLIGAPBLE-.
SAFE-TY--ANAPYS4

- L_: .; d
RGS Vefnt Performancee

.1 - -� I .-

_2 Th-L0. : TOP-, -, S Y f. ! 'i; f t:,,, : Of Il NR .,G --
*'-The-LTOP' If3 c32giogteffl satisfies Criterion 2 of . theNRC:
Pol icy Statement --T .

LC s j t a , -, - I: k- I, , v ;Ri, AL .I - L- , Io. :.- ,rP.

TLCO This-LCrOre're sthat the-LTOP y

coolant input'- U1P B17 pressure'
i'^ t relief capabilit"4e5 arc OPERABLI.!: FViolation of this LCO

(continued)
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BASES

could lead to.'the -loss ~of l ow temperature -overpressure..
mitiatin and'violation of the Reference iisa

resul ~of'an operational-transient.

To limit the coolant input capability te[Orequires T3.-6
IhaamamuuTfonei f44P§H Ipum [and inee hdrgin pump

Iicapable,'of injectngno-the RCST1 and all -
-accumultr dscharge isolation valves E7lse ndC3.-6

~~ifflfmmeb-il--i-ed--- ~24hen.accumu'lator pressure--iS,
graetaor.,equal to te-maximumRCS pressure for the

exi sti ng RCS:c~l d l eg temperature .allowed ,in the~PTLRE,.-

~CL.4-166

1 xst41I1W'S

:one in

N 0'~ I Wo hsoja iUS TA3 .4-71661

L=eu rede W

- (continued)'tcy
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-BASES

The. el eonts ~of the. LCO thatjB3: prvd o emperature
overpressure mitigation through pressure'Teliert[O

,E. R r.s ~ EAIE1PRBLp~ss

Ia.. . TwovlRCS rcli valves.' -as4 folws:1

-1. --- 9PERABLEPOR 9RV E

7-A'PORV'is OPERABLEJfor [TOP when its block ~valve
is -open. Alits: lifsetpoint-4e--seL.tv-t

I--~b~~ andtsigpve its -ability to
uapent at this setpaint. and [he

Feh FRAoti vc VoW..; is aVailabic~j to the two
va a Su an lk thir cmtro I ireuits I

E2.,~~:waGPRABE, R1-1% i~*i I -avU Iv %-): .CL 3.4-163

An. .... RHR suction relief valveils OPERABL[ for LTOV
whentsRIR~uctih iolaionValve' and its RII!R

sutin valve arc opcn I its~ U etpIIo in is-ato
betwoo E436.5 msgad,[463.53pig n

tctighakroe is a4ilit to4pc at this

.(conti nuedi

b. Adcprzuizcd-.RGS 'and an RCS

~ham area-e
ICL3 .4-2721

- IAnAfl RCG.veht.is~ OPERABLE wih4n.Eopef
- ? 0 7 i , r i n ~ -'h ~

4H

...eacha f t c e m thl U S 'o~ ~' cr r s ur r ve ni ohIWI.;ap bl
o fi m i i a iI~c, i n n LTA P t r n i n t

(Continhued
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LTOP e'-
~B:3.4.12

-ICL3.4-162 |CL3.4-271 |PA3.4-2111-1-

PA(Zrc

. ,

APPLICABILITY

- :

This LCO is applicable in-MODE 4,when anyRCS cold.leg; ____4_

temperature'is :g r,,,

~~- I4 all l5^t , #^rrcA;w.:L-n~ j .~ ,h _ i A % %. 1 ̂

vezcl hcad lS on.n The pressurizer safety valvesprovide CL3 4167
-overpressure protection that meets',the Reference 1
:P/T limits'above e- mP.. f=edi
[L2RT f2Th]F. Whon the reactor, veossl head is.
oEff. ovcrprc-surization cannot occur.

LCO 3.4.3 provides the operational P/T:limits'for all MODES.-
LCO-3.4.10,.="Pressurizer Safety Valves,"requires. the
OPERABILITY of the 'pressurizer safety val ves'that provide :
-overpressure.protection during MODES 1,.2., 'and 3,.and.f,:
MODE 44above .. IA3;4-19

ggfLrgorCL3- .4-167PTRfTh- :. '.4LPoiUIO~rc~ eet~T
: .:s na -- 4,. OD-..EX,,, r f. .|.¢,,,. , . ,. . , . .:a , ; .S -.

Low 'temperature overpressure prevention is most critical,-
during-shutdown 'when theRCS is water asolid, and amass or
heat input-transient can cause,.a very rapid increase in"RCS
pressure when little or, no time al.lows 'operatordaction to
mitigate':theevent.-

Thc Appicability~i modi'fied by aNotc otating that TA3.4-1661
a: -:-. eumulator isolation. 'izonl, rqu'ird whenathe'aeeurulator:

- I.wo- or ath m-Imum RCZ.... ,I presur ore thi ,.
1 ;4-4 - . ;-_- -LJ- - 4L ' I. _ / &

t..,: 0: -:Thio Notb'perrnt;-' thc'acumulator

Itmpaunne Wct Wns.. ;- q. u v,* U^&4 %-bu PV IW I u&stlI

~q~eharb~
iui~der,:the,

ioaticnvalv
i %-J u %A I I u

WOG STS. Rev, 1 04/07/95 ' B 3.4.12-13-', Markup
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LTOP, Sjs-ef
~B.3.4.12

]CL3.4-16211CL3.4-271] PA3.4-211

.BASES C

ACTIONSA1

With twoer M.-mei~-4 pumps capable ,of -injecting':into'the-
RCS. RCS over~pressurizationjs, possible.

TO immediately iniat atonto restore restricted coolant
* input capab'ility to the RCS .reflects the urgency ,of iremoving

the RCS 'from this -condition.s

Required ActionB Wi AS moifeRb * Nt that pcrmi ts ~tw TAV-6
h Rging; RVumpz. c apabc of iC injeetien~ for • 15 minutea.s_

to alwfrpm ~;

PG. iU. G91. and DO.2
An unisolated ~~acmulato reuie islt'ionwithi n

i-ho-ur.. This- is onlyrequired when:.the accumulator,-pressure
is at ormr ta hemxmm ~RCS pressure for the existing,
temperature all 1owed by-the PITl lImi t curves.

If. isolation is needed and cnnot'.-be accopished win hour.~
Reuired; ~t~yD1 and- Required Action' ~.B2 poide 'two

,options,. either of which must be performed'in'the'next''
12 ous Byi ncr asi the :RCS~:te~mperature ito A.-1:,12- our -ceasig'an
acuul ator pressure .of-f~EOOhpig ant -exceedthe LTOP

ff:~~ limits~ if, thle.accumul ators: are. fuljnjected.~.
* Depressuri zi ng theaccumulators ~belo th1LOPlMit fo
thePTLR .also gives this protection.

The Completio'n ~Times ~are~ bsed ooperatin'g experienc'e. hat-
* -hesacivities can be Laccompli she'di hsetm eid

(continued)'.~

.WOG STS. Rev. 1, 04/07/95` B3:4-.1244 Markup fr, PiITSL Part; E



LTOP u -,
3.. .12-.

;CL3.4 162 JCL3.4-2711 PA3.4-211

BASES

and on engineering evaluations indicating that an event
requiring LTOP=::is not-likely in.'thealloWed times.

DE 1

::In MODE 4 when 'any: RCS 'cold leg9temperatu'reis • TA3.4-119
: OF: 'with one.*

required vave' inoperable. RthePGQR 7&-re1ef

&''h .e must be.restored to OPERABLE.statusowithin'a'-

Completion:Time of.7Tdays. Two ric alves CL34-163

- ' nycombinationofthcePORVY and tho RIIR suction;rclif.

. :1-vel j are required to provide'-low-temperature overpressure
mitigation while withstanding a single failure of an active-

component.-,

ACTIONS
n .r 1

VUE (continued)~

The CompletionTime-considers%7the facts that onlyone of the
icf 'valve is required to mitigate an

overpressure.transient and that .the likelihood of an active
failure of the ,remaining valve"-path.'during this time period
is' very :,low.

'jhe consequences. ofeporational .events that w I ' CL3.4-167
ov rp ez u zfheflarc mre ,seyer~e at lowaber

temperature' (Ref. Thuo swith one -of the twao;'RCS relief :.

r valves inoerablin MODE 5 or-in MOD['.6 with the hea'd e on. 1

. ..the Completion Timo to'store:'two 'valve , to:OP[PABL LStatus.-

'Thc Completion Time rcprcsent a rca onable L i :i :e

.r-i,,vctigate M au d repa.l. vral..types of rief valve- . .

WOG --STS,
/ - r- . B

Re V 1. 04/ 07/9'''0i .B 3.4.12-lE Ma r up :f-

(continued)
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LTOP T

B,3.4.12-

:`'CL314-16211CL3.4-271]|PA3.4-2111

BASES

*4 I 1- - 4 IT I -; A A f ? : 4 0 f- - ;; 0i; i d

Vli LuLLs I\J; 4fis ~ V .I VA4WL4k UJLu L4; * I -'--,- ,U W44
; , -~AI W4 ' .- '.;. ' ';' '- -. ' aI' VV I L1 .wn .1 ' y '- ': n. e

OPVERAILE RX . ' 1X, , '; -1 .~UF ' ,'t i ' , w LI zUj '~ . -, . -su-
-even'ts R': . . : ::. ,, .' :f R- :

, .-. ,.,..-, ,._ - T:i ,'1
X '' 'r '' e~ ',f i'','1ff''ffS'''<Lf'f E' tPA3.4-168

MODE ;mur be zeereo-tEFhe RCS must-be depressurized and
a 'vent must be established within g8 hours-when: 1.T 139

a. Both R, are inoperable';-
or

b. A Required Action and associated Completion Timeof::
ConditionbA.>:g[G-,D, [;- orE ' LFis snot met'; or'-

c. 'The ;8P-Sys-tem is.'inoperable for any reason other
than CnU1dI Ion A. [ -I C. . .o a ar.

DThe ventmust be sized -2^-[^ square inches to. ensure
that the-flow-capacityjis greater,.than that required for:
the worst-case mass input.transient- reasonable during the
appl i cable- MODES.:-

JCL3.4-169|

2e .,on2:AgI wa re fofaljFUMVL: zttUKV mai ntai neda n ~nngs
.- .his action.
is needed :to protect the'RCPB:

-from a low temperature overpressure event and a. possible
-brittle-failure of the reactor vessel.

ACTIONS EG (continued)

The Completion'Time considers the time..required to-pace the
plant in`this Condition :a'nd the relatively I-low prtobability
*ofanoverpressure event cduring this' timeperod .due to-

^ .! :,;~:-increased: operator-'awareness of.:administrative'control'6 .
-requi rements.-,

WOG STS. Rev-1 4
.. i, ,

04/07/K9

- -n :(continued).
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LTOPa _7Mie e effl

B 3.4.12

-CL3.4-162 |CL3.4-271 |PA3.4-211
JCL, .4 162 -211 . .

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR '3.4.12.1. FGR- 3.4-.1-2.2. and SR 3.4.12.23--
REQUIREMENTS

To minimize the potential -for-a low-temperature overpressure -

event by::limiting the mass' input capability .x-ffiaxhff -ef _

' -:Eone3 .HPE pump.[and a imaximumnof on echalrging pump] CL3.4-163
eie verified incapable' 6of iinjecting intottheRCS and the
: :S t -accuru ato discharge' isolation valves are verified*
closed andU ebked- 4t'b.

The ftP2,I pump[Oi and chlarg'in g' pump[E] arc.:,rendered
incapable -of injecting into the','RCS'through removingqthe CL3.4-273

< 4;_;j I-F Nn +tIA 4 _273powr r~'tc pmp b rok hg h breakers' Emit 1u4dcr
adiitatv atrl n Iternate mcl~thed ofLTO P ntre

*. femay b cployed using E ~ z Ijng3atleast two ihdependent
means to-prevent':a-pump :start such that a single failure or
single action'will notlresult in ainjection' into'the RCS.
This may be-accomplished through the pump-control 'switch
beinig.placed in fpullm2 to loke] and at lweast hev vVc in.'
:the edicharge flowes pathbeing d

IVIWTm ir o~ v - ICL3.4-273I

El !ldi .afT . 0 . dt If ~ X3 .4-171

Ka~r T7-or , =s-n7=09-
S p R .. .- .....a.... ,'00'\_ '';'''-;.; 0' 5'''ow eid0W0;'~A 0' '

i..,The .Frecuenc'of 12 hodus. s,,.ufficient, consideringother
indications 'and-alarms:'available tothe operato rin the

:.- .

WOG; STS. .". - 1

-X .07 .... ... ;00- -0 0 .D -D- x Y 7 ........................... .) .; . . ...... ..

- . C-. -,- 0 .; ,-.:- : ., .-. X ; ; . i;

O4/O7295 S- >-- S $-- B 3. 4.12-17. -
... . D. .s L U. f; . t .. C X .

1 . X, ;' 0 S ;

... ... . .. . .. V

T . f . - .. ,., ,0 = - *D f P; S - -

.. s ... ... : : - - ... .. ... . X
X , ,, . . - . L . * £ 3 . X

.. . ,;. ., .. .... .. .. T. . ) -. . C- ; .

Marku
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LTO ~ i~erurSysteffl,,

B;3-4.12--*

GCL3.'46 ICL3.4-271] PA3.4-2111

(Q.ilj P)p

control room, to verify the required -status -of the
equipment.-,.

SR 3:4.12-.4 CL 4-6

Eahepqired 4RHRsuction rel icf Y~Ive shal edmntao
OP[-p~Al byverifying-nits RIIR suction val ve: and '4R suction

isolaIon Valv'ef5are E)p"on an yetn it in ao"'Ordanee
V'fi.th tho I hric&Tzti U1o.am (Refer' t SR 341..

fo h RRscto scai wal' cSurveillanc.')~ Th i a
SurvillIanee isol euirdt o efrdi thec4RH

sucetion r~e-i I v alve- is bei Mg, used tomeet thiFs Lee.

REQUIREMEN-TS-
T-:heRHlRs-uetien valvcei vo Ifi ed to#, be op.ned ever-Y
12 hours: Thcrqunc i onFdrcacquacini f

other 6dfninistrative 'controls Stch~ 6~ v~vcsttu
idications ~available totoooatorP i4n tho controlP room

that verify the Hensuc ovave roefnf oen

Th [o C.Sccio 4- V (Rf ) ctprIsric
AclicE'vLv mehncl Lad ymaui~ nie.-quirod.I adusin tho lift peont

-SR 34.44.12. 'JCL3.4-2721

ThIC e t f [ . 7 square inches ~'S' Proven OPER BL[E
b19rf ~ n t pp c ac n d i i n i h r
a O n I I 1 2 h o u r s f o a v a veh t c n o o ~ o k d

.12 1E-WOG STS; .Rev 1 04/07/95 B . . 2 1

(continued)
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~B 3.4.12

ICL3.'4-162 ICL3.14--271 IPA3.4-2111

BASES : -
f . . - - q.,

' :......... b. ;Once cvory 31 days for' a 1avc thati 1l ,d lcaled.
or courped npressurizor- afoty

- -- valv fitthi s ategory..

Thc passivce vent arrang mot must only, b, :opn to bc
P[ TRABL.' This. 5ur' .oilanco is rsquired to bc. pcrformcd if'

thc vent is b5eing used to aati-fythc prossure rolief
requironots o6f the LCO 3.4.12b.-

SR 3.4.12.6;:,

The PORV :block valve must-be verifie'd open-every 72 hours to

provide the flow path forieach-required PORV to-perform its
function.when actuated. The'.valve ' yfu -be remotely
verified open-in the main control room.' -EThi5 Sfre+illne.

- ~~~~~~0 , :-Opromcd lth;rn aiofl the LC. .........................i X0D:--a

The block.valve is a. remotelycontrolled, motor operated ':
- - valve. ; The power to the valve operator; iS not'requiredL.

' :removed,-and- themanual operato ris not required W1:b .

locked in the'inactive position. Thus, the-block valve can

- be closed in~the event the'PORV develops-excessive 'leakage

-.or does.not close (sticks open) after relieving an
overpressure situation.

SURVEILLANCE --- SR 3.4.12. 6 (continued):
REQUIREMENTS

-The 72-hour Frequency isconsidered adequate inyview.of
otheradministrative controls ,available -tothe operator in,

.the-control room. -such as valve position indication, that'
verif-ythat the.PORV block'valve remains open.-

_ CL3 .4 163

I , I � . ' _ , I - ,
I ; ;. � t i; - . - , ,
,: - I ,

:'(continued)
" . - .. .0

. WOGiGSTS;.Rev 1. 04/07/95 -. B 3.4.12-19
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.::-L TOP 0
B 3.4.12

CL3f4162 |CL3. 4-271 | IPA3.4-211
.Q BASES

D . iE . . . L D. .

ah, re R.-; ton rel le oh be demonstrated, UI UI U111\.Pue; IUI 01 s V U a V 04IU I 1. be .U Uf
Onrn[ni r v. iyn 4. : R ut ivn_1vc ah RHR s_.;i_::U V L.I\AULJL. UJ V 0l I IJ ,,, I 0 "ll U\I VU VUI iIIU~kVI
'isolation valvecar aopen andtI d tecting it in. accerdance'.'
with thc Inservi eeTheting PffrmK (Refcr to SR -3.4.12.4.
for, the RRsuction val ve urveillan e.andfor description
of the requiremfntOs-0of-th'In4serviee. Teti ng Program.) This
.Sur~v3illance.-i cr performed if the RIIR suction relief:.
7valve is being used to Aatisfythis LCO. -. - -

Every 31 day5 'the iRIR suction isiolation' valve I Yverifi dI
Pe i LA I .;%,%;I ,_ % i ll--oke bpcn.ufu~x~, with pil v.srt tv hes vual ve; pcratriu rcmoilvcd. bt

'-:cnsure that acc'idental e lbUrI e w ll ot'ocur.'4The "locked
open" va I ve sust be loeallJ .verified in itsor app uo poi ion - .-
kwith the.manual atuator locked in its inaetive position.
The 3da Freueny as based on eginee i
consistent with the procedural. control.governing valce
operatio. and i tOM .. a .

.SR! -3.4.12. 48 I

:Performatnce,6of a COT is'required-mithin'12 hours after<
deereasing RCStemperature to • 1275VF and every 31 days
on eah..rqe re-pGORPS to versify and,' as necessary.

-adjust Vflif-t .se toin t.',
0-~i red! t -- ''n~ d 'TA3 .4-3131

* f e f- hca~ z
'. . .i j-i jfi -~ srE~~ccl; gEpt - '

- _.Y 4~,~ 4 ' ~ - -'~~' . ,-
-W TW . -ET -Mh -Mt

l

�i

.. ......
El I- � �-_- A - �41

'571 -The COT will verify the;,
setpointj4- within the', PTLR allowed-maximum limits in
:thePTLR -.-XPORV actuation = es'n could -

depre'ssu'r~ize the RCSand is not required.

WOG STS,.!Rm.1,'
. .m :., - . .: -

04/07/95 -.i ; _� - � 1. :,.. t 3..4.12-'20. -G SS RMarkup for PI1ITS-Part E
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IC., ..4, -.1 0-3 , 4- B 3.4.1211
-: V:0..-m;f ;:CL3;'4'-162 CL3.4-271 PA3.4-211

BASES

The 12 hour Frcgucnoyconsiders the unlikelihood of a 'low"i

t empcraturc oecrp'ecsur c'bnt during thiz time.

A -: Notehasbeen added indicating that this SR is required TA3.4
to be * . d. 12 hours after decreasing RCS cold leg
temperatureto -'OsR |TA3.4-1191
Dhf - 5- -. The COT o
performed. -. the LTOP.
MODES whon the' eORV eliftsetpo'int.an"bc 'rducdto tho Lo : -
MO . LT .... *

.SURVEHLLANG&
DMrI IT nrEr-IdTC

-R 3N.4 . 2.. . .. +ee~t~rtueI

sctti ng. Tho test fnot be perfoArmod within 121hourzsaftor
e~iteitg- -TOP HODES . h2fl IY jnicos1d

LngmUnjioo :oI. otm~ pue roeiesu~ 55 everiu
Th-_: ., h. Wi cIw I .

.j r

SR 3.4,12.59,

Performance-'of-a.CHANNEL.CALIBRATION on P Peeh q
PORV actuation chaennel is required every QfI8j months to IX3.4-107
adjust the whole channel so that it responds.,and the valve .
opens-within-the-reqjuired rangeqand accuracy to known input.

,REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix: G.

-~~E - es f--E-- B l
2.. is

*-- ';. -A.' -:,',43. ASMlC' Boiler and Prossure'"csoel.Codc, ocetion III.:,:

; ' A- z'Pre n - ratp o- P r lc4 . I AR. Chatfr [15]

R .- 5. -.C . 50. S c :tio
-r- C A C -
UU79-07 -

... WOG�STS,'Rev . �04/07/95�_. `B 3-4.12-21'. I.-. GT R 10 /B 42Markup for PI ITS Part E



[ LTOP System
.B 3.4.12

BASES. (continued)

6. 1OCGFR 0.U Appond luI x K\.

8. ASTP:, Beiir. and Pressure V 'eSeeti6n XI.

ll.� - : -1 -,; 1

- ., . 1 : ,

WOG STS,' Rev 1 04/07/95

. I .v
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.1,3

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.1X3 RCS Operational LEAKAGE
IPA3.4-211I

BASES

BACKGROUND Components that contain or transport the coolant to or from
the reactor core make up the RCS. gRC__Gomponent joints are
made by welding, bolting, rolling, or pressure loading -afnd
halves isolate connecting systems from the RCS.

During plant life, the joint and valve interfaces can
produce varying amounts of reactor coolant LEAKAGE, through
either normal operational wear or mechanical deterioration.
The purpose of the RCS Operational LEAKAGE LCO is to limit
system operation in the presence of LEAKAGE from these
sources to amounts that do not compromise safety. This LCO
specifies the types and amounts of LEAKAGE.

. 4 ICL3.4-221
GDG 30(Ref. 1). requires means for deteotngi
and, to the extent practical, identifying the seuree -f
reactor coolant upuesuerbgoiindaT OdMtec{ LEAKAGE.

- r Cd 15 _ CL3.4-301

fnethedoeg)23fenient for seleeting leakage detection
i f

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely
depending on its'source. rate, and duration. Therefore,
detecting-and monitoring reactor coolant LEAKAGE into the
containment-area is necessary. Quickly separating the
identified LEAKAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE is
necessary to provide quantitative information to the
operators,'allowing them to take corrective action should a
leak. occur that-is detrimental to the safety of the facility
and the public.

(continued)
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RCS Operationa31 LEAKAGE
B 3.4.1a3

IPA3 . 4-211 I

BASES (continued)

A limited amount of leakage inside containment is expected
from auxiliary systems that cannot be made 100% leaktight.
Leakage from these systems should be detected, located, and
isolated from the containment atmosphere, if possible, to
not interfere with RCS leakage detection.

Thi LCO deals with prtction of th6 reactr oolant PA34-298
pressure boundary (RCPB) from degradation and the
ear {rem

inadequate cooling, in addition to preventing the accident
analyses radiation relcase assumptions from being exeeeded.
The eonoveuenesc of violating this LCO inelude t4h
possibility of a loos of coolant accident (LOCA).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Except for primary to secondary LEAKAGE, the safety analyses
do not address operational LEAKAGE. However, other
operational LEAKAGE is related to the safety analyses for
LOCA; the amount of leakage can affect the probability of
such an event. The safety analysis for an event resulting
in steam discharge to the atmosphere assumes a 1 gpm primary
to secondary LEAKAGE as the initial condition.

Primary to secondary LEAKAGE is a factor in the dose
releases outside containment resulting from a steam line
break (SLB) accident. To a lesser extent, other accidents
or transients involve secondary steam release to the
atmosphere, such' as a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR).
The leakage contaminates the secondary fluid.

The WASAR (Ref. E3) analysis for SGTR assumes the~pEMm CL3.4-299

r;ateis'ape MD~te1sIrcett~sa3f
] I.Qu f1; _I[Z Kmfin conda rAwS n t ffl-i-nated

s-eeendary fluidt is,'only briefly released via safety valves
and themajrity i sotceamed to the condenser.

17 OT rMacotnudhe )-gpffl

'- (continued)

71
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.1p3

-PA3.4-211

BASES (continued)

primary to secondary LEAKAGE is relatively ICL3.4-299
inconsequenti u e n

The SLB is more limiting for site radiation releases. The
safety analysis for the SLB accident assumes 1 gpm dolte77
f Ftprimary to secondary LEAKAGE in one generator as an
initial condition. The dose consequences resulting from the
SLB accident are well within the limits defined in
10 CFR 100 or the staff approved licensing basis (i.e.. a
small fraction of these limits).

The RCS operational LEAKAGE satisfies Criterion 2 of L07,E
OT3 M he NRC Paliey Statement.

LCO RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to:

a. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

No pressure-boundary LEAKAGE is allowed, being
indicative of material deterioration. LEAKAGE of this
type is unacceptable as the leak itself could cause
further deterioration, resulting in higher LEAKAGE.
Violation of this LCO could result in continued
degradation of the
ERCPBk. LEAKAGE past seals and gaskets is not
pressure boundary LEAKAGE.

- a: CL3.4-304

* - a Esrns ja

-1sca're S r- b( no eE =

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.1E3

PA3 .4-211

BASES

~ Ij CL3.4 -304
, ._I

LCO b. Unidentified LEAKAGE
(continued)

One gallon per minute (gpm) of unidentified LEAKAGE is
allowed as a reasonable minimum detectable amount that
the containment air monitoring and containment sump
level monitoring equipment can detect within a
reasonable time period. Violation of this LCO could
result in continued degradation of the RCPB. if the
LEAKAGE is from the pressure boundary.

c. Identified LEAKAGE

Up to 10 gpm of identified LEAKAGE is considered
allowable because LEAKAGE is from known sources that
do not interfere with detection of Fnidentified ITA3.4-302
LEAKAGE and is well within the capability of the-
RCS Makeup System. L43 _________

C L3 .4-305 U
St2Identified LEAKAGE includes LEAKAGE to the

containment from specifically known and located
sources, but does not include pressure boundary
LEAKAGE or controlled reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal
leakoff (a normal function not considered LEAKAGE).
Violation of this LCO could result in continued
degradation of a component or system.

Primnron ' t, Ad ndary I FAKAGF @thriiah All Stpaffld.
' -"- ''' *XCL3.4-173

Total primary to secondary LEAr4G[ amounting to 1 gpm
through all es produces acceptable offsite doses in

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4. 113

|PA3.4-211-

BASES (continued)

the SLB aceident analysis. Violation of this LGO
eauld exeeed the affeite dose limits for this
accident. Primary to secondary LEAKAGE must be
inlue in th .tot ,; h 1 1 a.; l ,alwa lifm; t fop ;ident ified
LEAKsAGE.

e. -Primarv to Secondary LEAKAGE through Any One 6t'=T
G,-ene-ri t GW

The f O±]5O22ga]1ons per day [UYlimit on one CL34-175
SG is based on thc assumption that a single crack *
lcaking hLis amoflunt rould not propagate to a SGT R
under the stress eonditions of a LOCA or a main stIam
line rupture. If leaked through many cracks. thc
cracks are very small, and the above assumiption is CL34-303
conservati ve 5N ~~

= 1¶exfr 1 bn:

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2. 3. and 4. the potential for RCPB LEAKAGE is
greatest when the RCS is pressurized.

In MODES 5 and 6. LEAKAGE limits are not required because
the reactor coolant pressure is far lower, resulting in
lower stresses and reduced potentials for LEAKAGE.

LCO 3.4.1§4, "RGS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage,"
measures leakage through each individual PIV and can impact
this LCO. Of the two PIVs in series in each isolated line.
leakage measured through one PIV does not result in RCS
LEAKAGE when the other is leak tight. If both valves leak
and result in a loss of mass from the RCS, the loss must be
included in the allowable identified LEAKAGE.

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.1al3

IPA3.4-211

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1

Unidentified LEAKAGE,:identified L[AKAC[. or primary CL3.4-174
to secondary LEAKACG in excess of the LCO limits must *
be PI t2l2Tj:or reduced to within limits within 4 hours.
This Completion Time allows time to verify leakage rates and
either identify unidentified LEAKAGE or reduce LEAKAGE to
within limits before the reactor must be shut down. This
action is necessary to prevent further deterioration of the
RCPB.

B. 1 and-B.24Rn- d BW2- 2

If any prpesurc boundary LFAKAC[ exizts. or if 41
unidentified LEAKAGE, ified LEAKAGE
ecoondary L[AKAC[ cannot be ITt1 _Y qca nnota } ireduced

to within limits within 4 hours, the reactor must be brought
to lower pressure conditions to reduce the severity of the
LEAKAGE and its potential consequences. It should be noted
that LEAKAGE past seals. &4-gasketsness__i, PA3 4-300 1
bf ytl' laives5se is not pressure boundary LEAKAGE.
The reactor must be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours

E oI CL3.4-174I ftmd-MODE 5 within
436 hours. This action reduces the LEAKAGE and also
reduces the factors that tend to degrade the pressure
boundary.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems. In MODE 5, the pressure stresses

(continued)
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RCS Operational
B

LEAKAGE
3.4.1Rl3

IPA3.4-211

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

acting on the RCPB are much lower, and further deterioration
is much less likely.

2. . E K A am . h T e s h
------ JCL3.4-174

day=rg :
3 ht 1o_5t .

_ sBznoe- U h-Tf
jlyr mi ~Thh~ R2 ?LShiW sgt hMr~a-e OD.n

DRTe :dMas-eM

- . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

rn .

I I CL3.4-174
r .

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.143.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying RCS LEAKAGE to be within the LCO limits ensures
the integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure-boundary

(continued)
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RCS Operationail LEAKAGE
B 3.4.1n3

|PA3.4-211

BASES

LEAKAGE would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and
can only be positively identified by inspection. It should
be noted that LEAKAGE past seals and gaskets is not pressure
boundary LEAKAGE. Unidentified LEAKAGE and identified
LEAKAGE are determined by performance of an RCS water
inventory balance. Primary to secondary LEAKAGE is also
measured by performance of an RCS water inventory balance in
conjunction with effluent monitoring within the secondary
steam and feedwater systems.

The RCS water inventory balance must be met with the reactor
at steady state operating condition t

: p jej~Jj ITA3.4-176

6, ftn operating pressure.
Therefore, his SR is not
required to be performed in -MODFS 3 and 4-until 12 hours
Tt -ab'3 DLiifi-nelf-steady state operationnear1 aepeat4fhg

pressure have been estabL'dIi 4 .shhogdS.

,ui EN NUI s lUvMyf tn- J15 c onZe:: E ,

Steady state operation is required to perform a ITA3.4-176
proper inventory balance =%-- calculations during
maneuvering are not useful and a Note requires the
Surveillanee to be nmet when oteady state is established.
For RCS operational LEAKAGE determination by water inventory
balance, steady state is defined as stable RCS pressure,-
temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup tank
levels, makeup and letdown, and RCP seal injection and
return flows.

An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or CL3,4-188
unidentified LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic.
systems that monitorlM t-he-containment atmosphere
radioactivity and the containffent sumfp level. It should be-

(continued)
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.1R3

IPA3.4-211|

BASES

noted that LEAKAGE past seals and gaskets is not pressure
boundary LEAKAGE. These leakage detection systems are
specified in LCO 3.4.116. "RCS Leakage Detection
Instrumentation." -

SURVEILLANGE-
REQUIREHEN-T&

The 72 hour Frequency is a reasonable interval to trend
LEAKAGE and recognizes the importance of early leakage
SRc 3.4A1,3. (continued)

detection in the prevention of accidents. A -Nte FT,
under the Frequency column states that this SR is L
required to be prfo,,,mU during steady state operation.

A3.4-176

SR 3.4.1413.2

This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG JPA3.4-179 I
OPERABILITY in an operational MODE. The requirement
to demonstrate SG tube integrity in accordance with the
Steam Generator Tube Surveillanee Program emphasizes the
importance of SG tube integrity, even though this
Surveillance cannot be performed at normal operating
conditions.

REFERENCES 1.10 GFR 'O. Appendix A. GDG' 30l'glac55l322c'E I 4--2211. I CL3.4*
C, _fLPla -

j yMFr h.
E~Z

2. Rogulatory Guido 1.45. Play 1.73fn.

-3-.--FSAR. Section L4¶f±53
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.1E4

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.1§4 RCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage JPA3 .4-211 I

BASES

BACKGROUND 10 GFR 50.2, 10 GFR 60.65a(e). and GDG 55 of 10 GFR-r |
Appendix A Refso. 1, 2. and 3). define RCS'PIVs ea-
any two normally closoed valves in series within the reactor
coolant pre~sure baindary (RGPB), which-separate the high
pressure RCS from an attached low pressure system. During
their lives, these valves can produce varying amounts of
reactor coolant leakage through either normal operational
wear or mechanical deterioration. The RCS PIV Leakage LCO
allows RCS high pressure operation when leakage through
these valves exists in amounts that do not compromise
safety.

The PIV leakage limit applies to each individual valve.
Leakage through both series PIVs in a line must be included
as part of the identified LEAKAGE, governed by LCO 3.4.1al3.
"RCS Operational LEAKAGE." This is true during operation
only when the loss of RCS mass through two series valves is
determined by a water inventory balance (SR 3.4.143.1). A
known component of the identified LEAKAGE before operation
begins is the least of the two individual leak rates
determined for leaking series PIVs during the required
surveillance testing; leakage measured through one PIV-in a
line is not RCS operational LEAKAGE if the other is
leaktight.

Although this specification provides a limit on allowable
PIV leakage rate, its main purpose is to prevent
overpressure failure of the low pressure portions of
connecting systems. The leakage limit is an indication that
the PIVs between the RCS and the connecting systems are
degraded or degrading. PIV leakage could lead to-
overpressur[tE3ye of the low pressure piping or

WOG STS, Rev 1. 04/07/95 B 3A.4.15- 1 Markup for PI ITS-Part E-



RCS PIV Leakage'
B 3.4.1E4

BASES -PA3 .4-211|

components. Failure consequences could be a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) outside of containment, an unanalyzed
accident, that could degrade the ability for low pressure
injection.

The basis for this LCO is the 1975 NRC "Reactor Safety
Study" (Ref. E4) that identified potential intersystem LOCAs
as a significant contributor to the risk of core melt. A
subsequent study (Ref. E5) evaluated various PIV
configurations to determine the probability of intersystem
LOCAs.

BACKGROUND PIVsEare provided to isolate the RCS from the following
(.wntinued) typisally connected s yst e

DN

JCL3.4-309
a. Riua Hea Reflva (R1R cy twefem.

b. iSafet injetio I ysteffIIV6l:-afl\ JUrd

C. Gerflealand alune Gntpl Syten.

The PIVs are listed in the l
<-A;+s-I f n -nP C 1Section [ J (\Ref. 6J.

Violation of this LCO could result in continued degradation
of a PIV, which could lead to overpressurization of a low
pressure system and the loss of the integrity of a fission
product barrier.

APPLICABLE Reference E4 identified potential intersystem LOCAs as a
SAFETY ANALYSES significant contributor to the risk of core melt. The

dominant accident sequence in the intersystem-LOCA category
is the failure of the low pressure portion of the esoW
ERHREW System outside of-containment. The
accident is the result
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of a postulated failure of the PIVs, which are part of the
RCPB. and the subsequent pressurization of the RHR System
downstream of the PIVs from the RCS. Beeau-ee- he low
pressure portion of the RHR System is typically designed for
600 psig,- L~overpressurization failure of the RHR low
pressure line would result in a LOCA outside containment and
subsequent teas@risk of core melt.

Reference E5 evaluated various PIV configurations, leakage
testing of the valves. and operational changes to determine
the effect on the probability of intersystem LOCAs. This
study concluded that periodic leakage testing of the PIVs
can substantially reduce the probability of an intersystem

-LOCA. --S"N:y
~ CL3 .4-309

RCS PIV leakage satisfies Criterion 2 of [07~TR
50g2gIFi3W§thc N4RC Policy Statement.-

_.':
. CL .4-1

LCO RCS PIV leakage is identified LEAKAGE into closed systems
connected to the RCS. Isolation valve-leakage is usually on
the order of drops per minute. Leakage that increases
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bGO significantly suggests that something is operationally wrong
(eeo�tnued) and corrective action must be taken. [

Plyed, fe~ r~te
RICL3.4-306

The [CO PIV leakage limit isfl0.5 gpm per nominal inch of
valve size with a maximum limit of 5 gpm. The previous
criterion of 1 gpm for all valve sizes imposed an
unjustified penalty on the larger valves without providing
information on potential valve degradation and resulted in
higher personnel radiation exposures. A study concluded a
leakage rate limit based on valve size was superior to a
single allowable value.

Reference a-.permits leakage-testing at a lower pressure
differential than between the specified maximum RCS pressure
and the normal pressure of the connected system during RCS
operation (the maximum pressure differential) in those types
of valves in which the-higher service press'ure 'Will tend to-
diminish the overall-leakage channel opening. In such
cases, the observed rate may be adjusted to the maximum
pressure differential by assuming leakage is directly
proportional to the pressure differential-to the one half
power.
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APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2, 3. and 4. this LCO applies because the PIV
leakage potential is greatest when the RCS is
pressurized. In [MODE 4, valves in the RHIR flow Path CL3.4-178
are not required to mect thl requirements of this
LCO when in. or during the transition to or from. the RHR
moAde of operation.

In MODES 5 and 6. leakage
the lower reactor coolant
potential for leakage and
containment.

limits are not provided because
pressure results-in a reduced
for a LOCA outside the

ACTIONS

ACTIONS
(continued)

The Actions are modified by two Notes. Note 1 provides
clarification that each flow path allows separate entry into
a Condition. This.is allowed based upon the functional
independence of the flow path. Note 2 requires an
evaluation of affected systems if a PIV is inoperable. The
leakage may have affected system operability, or isolation
of a leaking flow path with an alternate valve may have
degraded the ability of the interconnected system to perform
its safety function.

A.1 and A.2

The flow path must be isolated by two valves. Required
Actione A.1 and A. arels modified by a Note that the _

valves used for isolation must meet the same leakage CL3-192
.requirements as the PIVs and must be within the'RG"P-Ee -the -
high pressure portion of the system*.

Required Action A.1 requires that the isolation with one
valve must be-performedwithin 4 hours. Four hours provides
time to reduce'leakage in excess of the allowable limit and
to isolate:the affected system if leakage cannot be reduced.
The 4 hour Completion Time allows the actions and restricts..
the operation with leaking isolation valves. '
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Required Action A.2 specifies that the double isolation -
barrier of two vale be restored by cloiAng sreom other :YX3
valve qualified for isolation or restoring one leaking
PIVEb7s§reW1nZjttTtB. The 72 hour Completion Time
after exceeding the limit considers the time required to
complete the Action and the low probability of a second
valve failing during this time period.
vale ' a f

The 72 hour Completion Time after exceeding the limit allows
for the restoration of the leaking PIV to OPERABLE status.,
This timeframe considers the time required to complete this
Action and the low probability of a second valve failing
during this period. (Reviewer Note. Ttio options are
provided for Required Action A.2. The second option
(72 hour restoration) is appropriate if isolation of a
second valve would place the unit in an unanalyzed
eend; ie *

B.1 and B.2

If leakage cannot be reduced, fthe system isolatedj or the
other Required Actions accomplished, the plant must be
brought to a MODE in which the requirement does not apply.
To achieve this status. the plant must be brought to'MODE 3
B.1 and B.2 (continued)

B. 181 |

ACTIONS

within-6 ho'urs and MODE 5 within 36 hours. This Action may
reduce the leakage and also reduces the potential'for a LOCA
outside the containment. The allowed Completion-Times are'
reasonable-based on operating-experience. to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.
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The inoperability of the R1IR autoclosure interlock. renders
the RH1R suetion isolation valves incapable of isolating in
response to a high pre-sure condition and preventing
inadvErtent opening of the valves:at RCS pressures in CL3.4-1864ft.4eror ICIhoL31 ..4mrv^r- nn-186T h 1 ~
excess of the RHIR systemv s design pressure. If the uR l

autoe1osupre interlock is inoperable, operatio Aan mf;ay continue
as long as the affected RU1R suction penetration is elosed b:y
at least one closed manual or deactivated automatic valve
within 4 hours. This Action accomplishes the purpose of the
aute lo re r funti on._

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.164.1

Performance of leakage testing on each RCS PIV or IX3.4_181
isolation valve used to satisfy Required Action A.1-i" X3.4
Required Action A.2 is required to verify that leakage is
below the specified limit and to identify each leaking
valve.

The leakage limit of 0.5 gpm per inch of nominal valve
diameter up to 5 gpm maximum applies to each valve.
Leakage testing requires-a stable pressure conditionM ICL3.4-307

For the two PIVs in series. the leakage requirement applies
to each valve individually and not to the combined leakage
across both valves. If the PIVs are not individually
leakage tested, one valve may have failed completely and not
be detected if the other valve in series meets the leakage
requirement. In this situation, the protection provided by
redundant valves would be lost.

Testing is to be performed WIT91
.. . - - .- ; - e-

V E'every fI&JL4 months.--a typical 'refueiing 'cyclep,

ICL3.4-184
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IaTge OD a's
W OeR p a or e

plant docs not go into HOD[ ' for at least 7 days.

The [4-8-gimonthi Frequency is consistent with
10 CFR 50.55a(g) (Ref. -) as contained in the Inservice
Testing Program, is within MTh2frequency allowed by the -
Amoriean SoCiety of Meehanieal Engineres (ASME) Code-
Seetien XI +Ref rTeneŽ-:-7+. and is based on the need to
perform such surveillances under the conditions that apply
during an outage and the potential for an unplanned
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the
reactor at power. r=
flZadW 'ti a Mt :CL 3.4-305
C - C= - : _ W , , __ ___ _ _

1 111 d I1 1 ! 4 U I [( U d W V IJ dLACL [) eu 2 Il
~ r e s ~ a u p p rf , ?t ! b

~ . i~sZcap~J- _

U Me coMI M Itm~~Ie ~ e cr ~T ~

In addition, testing must be performed once after the valve
has been I _ ' | CL3.4-184
opcned by flow or exercised to ensure tight reseating.-
PIVs disturbed in the performa n 1f this Surveillanee
should also be tc ested unless documlentation shows that an
infinite testing loop cannot practic lly be avoided.
Testinj mlust, be perfarmned'within 24 hours after the. valvc
has becn reseated. Within 24 hours is a reasonablc and -
praeltlcal timl. limnit for performning this test, aftcr opening
or reseating a valve.

The leakage limit is to be met at the RCS pressure . C
associated-with MODES 1 and 2. This permits leakage ICL3.4-307
testing at high differential pressures with stable
conditions not possible in the MODES with lower pressures. E
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siu fi t ~ t

Entry into MODES 3 and 4 is allowed to establish the
necessary differential pressures and stable conditions to
allow for performance of this Surveillance. The Note that
allows this provision is complementary to the Frequency of
prior to entry into MODE 2 whenever the unit has been in
MODE 5 for 7 days or more, if leakage testing has not been
performed in the previous 9 months.. In addition; this
Surveillance is not required to be performod on the R IR CL3.4-178
Sysem w.h_ en th RR yselm is g~ne 1 the nRG in the

shutdoawn cooling mode of operation. PIVs contained in the
RHR shutdown cooling flow path must be leakage rate tested
after RHR is secured and stable unit conditions and the
necessary differential pressures are established.

SURVEILLANCE
REQU±REMENT-S

SR 8.4.14.2 and SR 3.4.14.3 |CL3.4-186 I

Vcrifying that the RIR autaelsure intcrleks ar n rnPEABL

ensures that RGS ppessure will net pressurize the RIIR system
beyond 125. of i-s design pressure of [600] i
The interlocksestpoint that prevents the valves from being
opened is set so the actual R re ur m11 ust I [ 5
psig to open the valves. This setpoint ensures the RIIR
design pressure will nat UbCeCxeCCUU anu the RHR rIclidf
valves will not lift. The [18] month Frequency is based on
the need to perform the .Surveillance under eonditi ns that
appl dupin a pl ant. ̂  uEg Trhe E13Eolntho Frequeney
also acceptab cI'basd on consideration of the design
rcliability (and confirming operatinge xperi^n;e) of the
equipffenit.

These.SRs'are modified by Naotesallowing thc RIIR-- auteelaue fumetief to b6 dis A . tn .CL3.4-186

suction relief valves for cold overprcssure protcction in
: accordan.c 'With SR 3.4.12.7. ]
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REFERENCES 1. 10 GFR 502-,

2. 10 CFR 50.55a(c).

3. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, Sectien V. GDG 55.

4. WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014). Appendix V. October 1975.

E5. NUREG-0677. May 1980.

Uat~A2O98 [Deeurflet eontaining list of

0. ~ A mSMEt,
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI.

a. Co GR 59.55a't~'
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-B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4;145 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation IPA3.4-211 I

BASES

BACKGROUND 2EG~DC [§ 30 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1) _CL _ 4
requires Ma means M C .-221

ap Pr u rg unar R detecting and, to
the cxtcnt practical, identifying the location of the souree
e{-RCS LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45(Reff .ce 2+ ICL3.4-310 I
describes aeeeptable methods Jjedgfor seleeting -C
leakage detection systems.

Leakage detection systems must have the capability to detect
significant reactlr coolant pressure boundary4 RCPB
degradation as soon after occurrence as practical to
minimize the potential for propagation to a gross failure.
Thus, an early indication or warning signal is necessary to
permit proper evaluation of all unidentified LEAKAGE.

Industry practice has shown that water flow changes of 0.5
to 1.0 gpm can be readily detected in contained volumes by
monitoring changes in water level, in flow rate, or in
the operating frequency of a pump. The containment sump ICL3.4-311

jmnT-Vfue tocoll eect:3 -1 -
undniidLAAEH]Fr n air cooler condensate

flow rate monitor] [are] instrumented to alarm for increases
of 0.5 to. 1.0 gpm in the normal flow rates. This
sensitivity is aceeptable for-Em:Y u5'dW detecthng
increases in unidentified LEAKAGE.

The reactor coolant contains radioactivity that. when
released to the containment, can be detected by radiation
monitoring instrumentation. Reactor coolant radioactivity
levels will be low during initial reactor startup and for a
few weeks thereafter. until activated corrosion products
have beenformed and fission products appear from fuel
element.cladding contamination or cladding defects.

(continued)
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Instrument sensitivities of 10-9 pCi/cc radioactivity for
particulate monitoring and of 10-6 pCi/cc radioactivity for
gaseous monitoring are practical for these'Kleakage detection
systems. Radioactivity detection systems are included for
monitoring both particulate and gaseous activities because
of their sensitivities and rapid responses to RCS LEAKAGE.

An increase in humidity of the containment atmosphere would
indicate release of water vapor to the containment. -Dew
point temperaturegh1Thghgh3Y measurements can thus-be used CL3.4-319
to ̂ o-nitor hum;idity level s of the eontainment atfmolsphere
as an

=1=itgiVindicator of potential RCS LEAKAGELT:R
Q. A 10F increase in dew JCL3.4-319
point is well within the sensitivity range of available
inthuffle9t-s---

BACKGROUND

(continued)

Since the humidity level is influenced by several factors. a
quantitative evaluation of an indicated leakage rate by this
means may be questionable and should be compared to observed
UaIgegsF~h increases in liquid flow into or from the

containment sumpi t rjniiLifand condensateflow from
e+p eeealetsl. Humidity level monitoring is considered ICL3.4-311
most useful as an indirect alarm or indication to alert the
operator to a potential problem. Humidity monitors are not
required by this LCO.

Air temperature and pressure monitoring methods may also be
used to infer unidentified LEAKAGE to the containment.
Containment temperature and pressure fluctuate slightly
during plant operation, but a rise above the normally
indicated range of values may indicate RCS leakage into the
containment. The relevance of temperature and pressure
measurements are affected by containment-free volume and.
for temperature,,detector location. Alarm signals from
these instruments can be valuable in recognizing rapid and

(continued)
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sizable leakage to the containment. Temperature and
pressure monitors are not required by this LCO.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The need to evaluate the severity of an alarm or an
indication is important to the operators. and the ability to
compare and verify with indications from other systems is
necessary. The system response times and sensitivities are
described in the PFSAR (Refl. g EdV3). Multiple instrument
locations are utilized, if needed, to ensure that the
transport delay time of the leakage from its source to an
instrument location yields an acceptable overall response
time.

The safety significance of RCS LEAKAGE varies widely
depending on its source, rate, and duration. Therefore,
detecting and monitoring RCS LEAKAGE into the-containment
area is necessary. Quickly separating the identified
LEAKAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE provides quantitative
information to the operators, allowing them to take
corrective action should a leakage occur detrimental to the
safety of the unit and the public.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES
(continued)

RCS leakage
detection instrumentation satisfies Criterion*1 F
of .ID he NRC Policy Statement.

L3.4-321

n _m---- Em -
!Z:a= -_j2; f- "111�11��=I�A -, - - - - - - - --

____ ___ - ----- -__ _ __ __ -

E C UmeTa t e7SM Un-TYL4 '0 t 1

LCO One method of protecting against large RCS leakage derives
from the ability of instruments to rapidly detect extremely

(continued)
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small leaks. This LCO requires instruments of diverse
monitoring principles to be OPERABLE to provide a high
degree of confidence that extremely small leaks are detected
in time to allow actions to place the plant in a safe
condition, when RCS LEAKAGE indicates possible RCPB
degradation.

The LCO is satisfied when monitors of diverse measurement
means are available I
Thus, the containment sump amonitor3pun2 t2me

Rllt1ment0Qf . in combination with a rg1ti 3n |CL3.4-188 |
UDa .To U dgascous or particulate radioactivity monitor
-and a rontainmont air e c;_dsat..r c sat flow rte a CL3.4 189
monitor. provides an acceptable minimum.

~ RW CL3.4-323

APPLICABILITY Because of elevated RCS temperature and pressure in MODES 1.
2, 3, and 4. RCS leakage detection instrumentation is
required to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 5 or 6, the temperature is to be • 2000F and
pressure is maintained low or at atmospheric pressure.
Since the temperatures and pressures are far lower than
those for MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4. the likelihood of leakage
and crack propagation are much smaller. Therefore. the
requirements of this LCO are not applicable in MODES 5
and 6. -

(continued)
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ACTIONS TA3.4-194 |

yesi --,I'
a a .e oeabh~h

A.1 and A.2

With the required containment sump monitor inoperable, noICL3.4-188
other form of sampling can provide the equivalent
information: however, the containment VjTfU ITi
atmosphere radioactivity monitor will provide indications of
changes in leakage. Together with the -gi
atfflesphepe-monitor, the periodic surveillance for RCS water
inventory balance, SR 3.4.1a3.1.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

must be performed at an increased frequency of 24 hours to
provide information that is adequate to detect leakage.M:5

ITA3.4 176

E: V *n

E eEMU:1-Cft! UM I ; =Ua-

Restoration of the required sump monitor to OPERABLE status
within a Completion Time of 30 days is required to regain
the function after the monitor's failure. This time is
acceptable, considering the Frequency and adequacy of.the
RCS water inventory balance required by Required Action A.1.

(continued)
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Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note that ITA3.4-194 I

that the provisions of LCO 3.0.4.are not applicable. As a
result, a MODE ehange is allowed when the eontainment sump
monitor is inoperable. This allowance is provided because
oth ver vimnstruffnlentaton is amvailblt flnoser leakage.

B.1.1. B.1.2. " IiB.2.1. and B.2.2

containment 1 fm d atmosphere radioactivity monitoring
instrumentation channels Minoperable. alternative
action is required. Either grab samples of the E
containment atmosphere must be taken and analyzed or
water inventory balances, in accordance with SR 3.4.143.1.
must be performed to provide alternate periodic information.

With a sample obtained and analyzed or water inventory
balance performed every 24 hours, the reactor may be
operated for up to 30 days to allow restoration of the
required containment gFi2°d }Rlee Phefe
na~d4eaetvti+ty monitors. Alternatively. continued[

operation is allowed if theaair cooler condensate flow
rate monitoing system is OPERABL[, provided grabsamples
are taken every 24 hours.

,L:

3.4-1881

3.4-1881

13.4-189

The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that is
adequate to detect leakage. The 30 day Completion Time
recognizes at least one other form of leakage detection is
available.

Required Action B.i and Required Action B.2 are modified
by a Note that indicates that the provisions ofA3.4194
LCO 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a result, a HODE change is
-allowed when the gaseous and particulate containment

(continued)
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ntmn^AhAr,. rAi. .4-4-4i-, rcnnitnjrgj rh4nl rine^
UbilUap I I; I Is I UU I UU V., I VI I lIJ i I /I '.A.%,I lJI is g.. I ` --- III - -

Thi allowance -
*n'l I n A, A, ,A n ' , -, - 4- 4 -..- A F rA3.4-194 I

AGTIONS U . I . 1 . V . -L uilu TWu I I, IIIUU L.

is provided because other instrumcntation is available to
fenit4er fop GS LEAKAGE-.

r-I t r, ..

I F. l Lu . I
SA V, {_

I 1: - r_ r, _ . _ I - 11 - - _: _ 1 . - --- ,1_~C l ._ .I-1A
r�'iIIl rr"1 �"nr,, flTW2flTj1 r I 2F �

I IA I L�I II.. I I I �.4 SS.JI I LAA I I IIII�.I I L,�U I I %��I�* �

rate molanitor inoperable, alternative action is aganu-4,
- r4m4-t,-- I A . _ ; Y'l A A

Int venU tIO b nIainventory balaulesu, inl aeeardanee wlith SRx v.4.-v.1, flust
k - <_o 4-- A---,,r d_ --- ,- nrno_ nnin4rA or4_i

ICL3.t-189 I
LiD F%' T ItVf I II1ttU 4,V Tv V V i uU- U i i,%.i iI iUL - P%.; -ii VU I Iv TITI-V I vI IU LI I VI &
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operation mnay continue while awaiting restoration of the
containment air cooler condensate floaw rate monitor to
OPERABLE-status.

Tl - A A 1 __ - _ - ._ - -. - __ --- -I.- Z_Ihe 4 nour interval provides perioulc ifn rlih a.Iui t ItL 13
adequate te deteet RGS LEAKGE-

I 12 Il b I. . _t - _4 _m+-mIrl
.lorn rn_ rnnzrnA; rAnr.RRnmnEr .RrmnnnPrS r.Rrlen.Hr-l s*/11 v

VI I L'I I Ls 1%. I _qUI -c| -I

m_ 44-- n,-A I h, __

kuHII U I IIIFII L, U LIlv.3PI II %;LV I U/ ILWULLL, I V I LyJ
- . - - - .-I - --- __ …._ - 1 -- -

-1 .1 - - -
rsrilillr .Irl(l IrlY r�elillre-el

hIIvI IL~U) UllIU LI1 IG 
9

UII ;U UUII L.IIIII Ull.. avlb vv -v a a

flow rate moanitor inoperable, the only mfleans of detecting.

dcteetian. The Required Action is to restore nither-af the
ioperable required monitors to OPERABLE status within

�-189

_ . . > s * I
-,n --.._ 1^ _4 -A- -- 1:__ -- sho 1 ^ndr -rl ~ ~ .rrtn di.r- -- I
vU UdJo tU l.jU III IIt- 111iCyUCU uIUuiL VilU IVI F-., I ty .

Trk-AOn A- P - - -1 4hi± 7T. thrlnlj: 1 1ii1 np'1
- Ik:.%U U j %ulpI-,IV sI. IIIJ _j I i k %.,I IC VI". I I Wl I I II- _

(continued)
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be operated in a reduced configuration for a lengthy time
peHied.

GE.1 and GE.2

If a Required Action of Condition A-. TB-E, [C].or-D3
cannot be met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which
the requirement does not apply. To achieve this status, the
plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and
to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
[.1 and [.2 (continued)

required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

With all required monitors inoperable, no automatic means of
monitoring leakage are available, and immediate plant
shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is required.

AGTIGNE

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4. 165.1

SR 3.4.1§5.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of
the required containment F5Tlhou-1T naiatuphee |CL3.4-188|
radioactivity-monitor. The check gives reasonable
confidence that the channel is operating properly. The
Frequency of 12 hours is based on instrument reliability and
is reasonable for detecting off normal conditions.

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.1E5

IPA3.4-211 I
BASES

SR 3.4.165.2

SR 3.4.1.5.2 requires the performance of a COT on the
required containment Ef -YTYAs
radioaetivity monitor. The test ensures that the

- -i … : - -..-- - t - 4 -A - - - - - -

ICL3.4-188

monitor can perTorm LtS iUNCLIurn IN Uie Uetl-eU u1aililetl
dTA3.4-313

~ ~ xt ~ ~ I¶! N he test
verifies the alarm setpoint and relative accuracy of the
instrument string. The Frequency of 92 days considers
instrument reliability, and operating experience has shown
that it is proper for detecting degradation.

SR 3.4.165.3. [SR 3.4.15.4. and SR 3.4.1UX5--S4 JCL3.4-189

These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
for each of the RCS leakage detection instrumentation
channels. The calibration verifies the accuracy of the
instrument string. including the instruments located
inside containment. The Frequency of Lf-I8j months is IX3.4-187
a typical refueling cycle and considers channel-
reliability.- Again, operating experience has proven CL3.4-322
that this Frequency is acceptabic.

(continued)
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.1ES

JPA3.4-211 1

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. AM9r JClCL3 .4-221 1
EofLstR O Apendix A. Seetionu'I IBG . I

I1~1 v vu, 50 ApnIx A. A, UtU IVA , CDC 30 .

2 . UB l 777",Regulatery Cuide 1.45.

3. FSAR. Section E-g5f--]-.
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16Z

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.16Z RCS Specific Activity IPA3 .4-211 I

BASES

BACKGROUND The maximum dose to the whole body and the thyroid that an
individual at the site boundary can receive for 2 hours
during an accident is specified in 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1). The
limits on specific activity ensure that the doses are held
to a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 limits during analyzed
transients and accidents.

The RCS specific activity LCO limits the allowable
concentration level of radionuclides in the reactor coolant.
The LCO limits are established to minimize the offsite
radioactivity dose consequences in the event of a steam
generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident.

The LCO contains specific activity limits for both DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131 and gross specific activity.The allowable
levels are intended to limit the 2 hour dose at the site
boundary to a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose
guideline limits. The limits in the LCO are standardized.
based on parametric evaluations of offsite radioactivity
dose consequences for typical site locations.

The parametric evaluations showed.the potential offsite dose
levels for a SGTR accident were an appropriately small
fraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits. Each
evaluation assumes a broad range of site applicable
atmospheric dispersion factors in a parametric evaluation.

APPLICABLE The LCO limits on the specific-activity of the-reactor
SAFETY ANALYSES coolant ensures that the resulting 2-hour doses at the site

boundary will not exceed a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100

(continued)

I >
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.1E6

|PA3.4-211 |

(U BASES

dose guideline limits following a SGTR accidentEfWj:,i----The
SCTR safety analysis (Ref. 2) assumes the specfic activity
of the rcactor coolant at thc LCO limit and an
existing reactor coolant steam generator (SG) tube ICL3.4-324
leakage rate of.1 gpm. 3DIE o :

_ _. _. , s, n m, t '

F 111 ~~ InVU~R~o~t~o
-- -----

1rl1_C._HInfrl 7+H ?-vQl.ea1a1ln. lrt;l ljcLHl1;sUBUavv^ M<
,� - � -- -1 4. .1 - - A, - . .- .1 - - .- . .- . -11 I- "-,, �. 1. � - .�, A -1 - . .- I:-...- -- .--- 11:

:~-

flU ~Ri7i27n safet anchalsis ass~jUdjime the THPIfi

activity of the secondary coolant at its limit of 0.1 pCi/gm
DOE CQUIVALCNT I-131 from LCO 3.7.6. "Scondary Speeifie
Aetivity.'..

APPLICABLE The analysis for the 1CTR accident establishes the

SAF[TY ANALYS[S acceptane,.limits for RCS specific activity. .Reference to

(continued) this analysis is used to assess changes to the unit
that could affect RCS specific activity, as they ICL3.4-324
relate to the acceptanee limits.

The analysis is for two cases of reactor coolant specific
activity. One casc assumes specific activity at .1.0 pCi/gm
DO tQUIVALt NT 1a 1 withc 4131 largavi odinct i -'-
50ike that incecases'thc I-131 activity in the , CL.4

-

324,

reactor coolant by a factor of about 50 immediately after
the accident. The econd case assumes the initial reactor
coolant iodine activity at.60.0 #Gi/gmf DSEC EQUIVALENT I1431
due to a pre accident iodine spike caused by an RCS
transient. In both cases. the noble gas activity in the
reactor coolant assumes 1% failed fuel. which closely equals
the LCO limit of 100/n pCi/gm for gross specifie activity.

The analysis also assumes a lo of offsite powier. at the'-
same time as the SCTR event. The SCTR causes a reduetion in
reactor coolant inventory. The reduction initiates a I - -

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.1E6

-PA3 .4-211
(AJ BASES

reactor trip from a low prcssurizer pressure signal or an
RCS overtemperature &T signal.

The coincident loss of offsitc power causcs the stcam dump
valves to close to protect the condenser. The rise in
pressure in the ruptured SG discharges radioactivcly _ _ _

contaminated stcam to the atmosphere through th eC ICL3.4-324
power operated relief valves and the main steam safety
valves. Thc unaffected SCs removc corc-decay heat by
venting stcam to thc atmospherc until the cooldown cnds.

The safety analysis showds the radiological consequences of
an SCTR accident are within a small fraction of the'
Reference 1 dose guideline limits. Operation with iodine
spec'ific activity levels greater than the LCO limit is
permissible. if the activity levels do not exceed the limits
showtn in Figure 3.4.16-1, in the applicable specification.
for more than 48 hours. The safety analysis has coneurrent
and prc accident iodinc spiking levels up to 60.0 pCi/gm
DOSE EQUIVALENT --131-.-

The remainder of the above limit permissible iodinc levels
shown in Figure 3.4.16 1 are acceptable because of the low
probability of a SCTR accident occurring during the
established 48 hour time limit. The eeeurrenec of an CL3.4-324

APPLICABLE aeeident at these permissible levels could increase thc site

SAFETY ANALYS[S boundary dose levels, but still be within 10 CFR 100 dose
(continued) guidelinc-limits.

The limits on RCS specific activity are also used;for
establishing standardization in radiation shielding and
plant personnel radiation protection practices..

RCS specific activity satisfies Criterion 2 of EFR

() -'(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.1Ef6

|PA3.4-211I

BASES

LCO The specific iodine activity is limited to 1.0 pCi/gm DOSE

EQUIVALENT 1-131, and the gross specific activity in the

reactor coolant is limited to the number of pCi/gm equal-to

100 divided by E (average disintegration energy of the sum
of the average beta and gamma energies of the coolant
nuclides). The limit on DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 ensures the

2 hour thyroid dose to an individual at the site boundary

during the Design Basis Accident (DBA) will be a small

fraction of the allowed thyroid dose. The limit on gross

specific activity ensures the 2 hour whole body dose to an

individual at the site boundary during the DBA will be a

small fraction of the allowed whole body dose.

The SGTR accident analysis (Ref. 2) shows that the 2 hour

site boundary dose levels are within acceptable limits.

Violation of the LCO may result in reactor coolant

radioactivity levels that could. in the event of an SGTR,

lead to site boundary doses that exceed the 10 CFR 100 dose

guideline limits.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature
2 5000F, operation within the LCO limits for DOSE

EQUIVALENT I-131 and gross specific activity are necessary

to contain the potential consequences of an SGTR to within

the acceptable site boundary dose values.

For operation in MODE 3 with RCS average temperature

< 5000F, and in MODES 4 and 5. the releasewof radioactivity
in the event of a SGTR is unlikely since the saturation

pressure of the reactor coolant is below the lift pressure
settings of the main steam safety valves.

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16&Z

PA3.4-211

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A Polte to the ACTIONS excludes the [D[ change
restriction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows TA3.4-314

entry into the applicable M1ODE(S) while relying

on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may eventually
require plant shutdown. This exception is aceeptable due to

the significant conservatism incorporated into thc specific.

activity limit. thc low probability of an event which is

limiting due to exceeding this limit, and the ability to

restore transient specific activity excursions while the
plant remains at. or proceeds to power operation.

A.1 and A.2

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 reater [PA3.4-1971

than the LCO limit, samples at intervals of 4 hours must

be taken to demonstrate that the limits of Figure 3.4.16Z-1

are not exceeded. The Completion Time of 4 hours is

required to obtain and analyze a sample. Sampling is done

to continue to provide a trend.

The DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 F l-gcifWWVI, ust-be restored

to within limits within 48 hours. The Completion Time of

48 hours is required, if the limit violation resulted from

normal iodine spiking.

W 
CL3 .4-325

* WEQUJYA EfI~ '1fY

W~~iM~TneSi V~IA IAIfP W RTPui MZ(OMTtr~pc
MUEN-

R si~~~~JT ~~1own~o~f~ 3 1ds~b

~~ ~~~F1Oia I "teJ u

.(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16Z

PA3.4-2111
BASES (continued)

-u-d -~e-s~ ieH MOD E Fi

~fI t~T I~~ 3 ica 0DEVS53 Ti eU i m v M R1U T i O N

_ _ _ _ _10

TA3 .4-314

n!�l 
11

! I " I u d . .- I---. - U4 I . - M .z - .-'*_ -- 1 -
&JL I t41 I" J_;

B. 1-and-E72

With the gross specific activity in excess of the allowed ITA3.4-201

limit,.
g an analysis mflust be perform

within 4 hours to determiine DOSE EQUIVALE-NT I 11. The
Completion Timc of 4 hours is required to obtain and analyze

a saffmple.

The change within 6 hours to MODE 3 and RCS average
temperature < 500 0F lowers-the saturation pressure of the
reactor coolant below the setpoints of the main steam safety

valves and prevents venting the SG to the environment in an

SGTR event. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
below 5000F'from full power conditions in an orderly manner
ftd-without.challenging plant systems.

ACTIONS
(continued)

C.1

If a-Required Action and the associated Completion Time :-|PA3.4-202

of Condition A is not met or if the DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16Z

BASES |PA3.4-211

pTaGiThYfgD E77L~is in the unacceptable region of
Figure 3.4.1EZ-1, the reactor must be brought to MODE 3 with
RCS average temperature < 5000F within 6 hours. The

Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable. based-on operating

experience, to reach MODE 3 below 5000F from full power

conditions in an orderly manner e&d-without challenging

plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.167.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.16Z.1 requires performing a gamma isotopic analysis
as a measure of the gross specific activity of the reactor

coolant at least once every 7 days. While basically a

quantitative measure of radionuclides with half lives longer

than 15 minutes, excluding iodines. this measurement is the

sum of the degassed gamma activities and the gaseous gamma

activities in the sample taken. This Surveillance provides

an indication of any increase in gross specific activity.

Trending the results of this Surveillance allows proper

remedial action to be taken before reaching the LCO limit

under normal operating conditions. The Surveillance is

applicable in MODES 1 and 2. and in MODE 3 with Tayg at least

5000F. The 7 day Frequency considers the unlikelihood of a

gross fuel failure during the time.

SR' 3.4.167.2

This Surve'illance is performed in MODE 1 only to ensure PA3.4-197
tdineS: remains-
within limit' during normal operation and following.fast
power changes when fuel failure is more apt to occur. The'

14 day-Frequency is adequate to trend changes in the.

-(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16Z

[PA3.4-211 |

BASES (continued)

iaiig activity level,
considering gross activity is monitored every 7.days. The
Frequency, between 2 and 6 hours after a power change
2 15% RTP within a 1 hour period, is established because
the iodine levels peak during this time following fuel
failure; samples at other times would provide inaccurate
results.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.4.16X.3

A radiochemical analysis for E determination is required

every 184 days (6 months) with the plant operating in MODE 1

equilibrium conditions. The E determination directly

relates to the LCO and is required to verify plant operation

within the specified gross activity LCO limit. The analysis

for E is a measurement of the average energies per
disintegration for isotopes with half lives longer than

15 minutes, excluding iodines. The Frequency of 184 days

recognizes E does not change rapidly.

This SR has been modified by a Note that indicates sampling

isirequired to-be performed within 31 days after a minimum

of 2 effective full power days and 20 days of MODE 1
operation have elapsed since the reactor was last
subcritical for at least 48 hours. This ensures that the

radioactive materials are at equilibrium so the analysis for

E is representative and not skewed by a crud burst or. other

similar-abnormal event.

REFERENCES 1. .-10CFR 100;11, 1973.

2. t¶.0 M CL3 4-324
- I0PSAR Section - -- . .- .

,j EFSAR, Secti on z1.3]- --
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RCS Loops -Test Exceptions
B 3.4.189

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.1E9 RCS Loops -Test Exceptions
IPA3.4-211 I

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary purpose of this test exception is to provide an

exception to LCO 3.4.4. "RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2." to

permit reactor criticality under no flow conditions during

certain PHYSICS TESTS (natural circulation demonstration.
station blackout, and loss of offsite power) to be performed

while at low THERMAL POWER levels. Section XI of 10 CFR 50,

Appendix B-(Ref. 1), requires that a test program be

established to ensure that structures. systems, and

components will perform satisfactorily in service. All

functions necessary to ensure that the specified design

conditions are not exceeded during normal operation and

anticipated operational occurrences must be tested. This

testing is an integral part of the design. construction, and

operation of the power plant as specified in fig

GDC V1 1, "Quality Standards and Records" ICL3.4-221

(Ref. [2

The key objectives of a test program are to provide

assurance that the facility has been adequately designed to

validate the analytical models used'in the design and

analysis. to verify the assumptions used to predict plant

response, to provide assurance that installation of

equipment at the unit has been accomplished in accordance

with the design, and to verify that the operating and

emergency proceduresiare adequate.' Testing is performed

prior to initial criticality, during startup, and following

low power operations.

The tests will inlude vri fying the ability to establish PA3A4-327
-2 * _4 - 4 £,an" manltai naturL~ cirueatit n follo,. ing a plant trip

betwe~en 10O and 20% RIP. performing natural circulation

eoeldown oncmorgeny pokwer. ad during the eooldown.

-(continued)
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RCS Loops -Test Exceptions
B 3.4.1E9

IPA3.4-211 I

BASES

showing that adequate boron mixture occurs and that

can be controlled using auxiliary spray and prcssurizcr
heaters powered from the emergnecy powcr sources.

IPA3.4-327 I

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

APPLICABLE -
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

The tests describcd above requirc geperating the plant
without-forced convection flow Elandas such are not bounded
by any safety analyses. However, operating experience has

demonstrated this exception to be safe under the present

applicability.

RCS-l4eaps-test cxeeptions satisfy Critcrion 3 of the NRG

Policy Statement ITA3.4-316

ffm.)ICs ~provi de Tl-eb flT 7 t'_fTm

_,op

: :~

LCO This LCO provides an exemption to the requirements of

LCO 3.4.4.

The LCO is provided to allow for the performance of PHYSICS

TESTS in MODE '2 (after a refueling). where the core cooling

requirements are significantly different than after the core

has been operating. Without the LCO. plant operations would

be held bound to'the normal operating LCOs for reactor

coolant'loops-and circulation (MODES 1 and 2), and the

appropriate-tests could-not be performed.

In MODE 2..whhere core power level is considerably lower and

the associated PHYSICS TESTS must be performed, operation is

(continued)
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RCS Loops-Test Exceptions
B 3.4.1F9

-PA3.4-211 I

BASES (continued) -

allowed under no flow conditionsprovided THERMAL POWER

is • P-7 and the reactor trip setpoints of the OPERABLE ICL3.4-326

power level channels are set
RTP. This ensures, if some

problem caused the plant to enter MODE 1 and start

increasing plant power. the Reactor Trip System (RTS) would

automatically shut it down before power became too high. and

thereby prevent violation of fuel design limits.

The exemption is allowed even though there are no bounding

safety analyses. However, 'these tests are performed under

close supervision during the test program and provide

valuable information on the plant's capability to cool down

without offsite power available to the reactor coolant

pumps.

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable when performing low power PHYSICS

TESTS without any forced convection flow. This testing is

performed to establish that heat input from nuclear heat

does not exceed the natural circulation heat removal

capabilities. Therefore. no safety or fuel design limits

will be violated as a result of the associated tests.

ACTIONS A.]

When THERMAL POWER is 2 the P-7 interlock setpoint-7G-.- [CL3.4-326

the only-acceptable action is to ensure the reactor trip

breakers (RTBs) are opened immediately in accordance with

Required Action A.1 to prevent operation of the fuel beyond

its design limits.- Opening the RTBs will shut down the

reactor and prevent operation of the fuel outside of its

design limits.
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RCS Loops -Test Exceptions
B 3.4.189

IPA3.4-211 I

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.189.1

Verification that the power level is < the P-7 interlock CL3.4-326

setpoint (10- ) will ensure that the fuel design criteria I

are not violated during the performance of the PHYSICS
TESTS. The Frequency of once per hour is adequate to ensure

that the power level does not exceed the limit. Plant
operations are conducted slowly during the performance of
PHYSICS TESTS and monitoring the power level once per hour

is sufficient to ensure that the power level does not exceed

the limit.

SR 3.4.189.2

The power range and intermediate range neutron

£jrrL ht s-s and the P-7 interlock setpoint must be

verified to be OPERABLE and adjusted to the proper value. ITA3_4_2061

A COT is performed within 12 hours prior to initiation of A42

the PHYSICS TESTS. This will ensure that the RTS is

properly aligned to provide the required degree of core

protection during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS. E

W T i TA3.4-313

limfit of 12 heurs is sufficicent ta ensure that the
instrurnoentation is OPERABLE shartly before initiatiing
PHYSIGS TESTS.
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RCS Loops -Test Exceptions
B 3.4.1§9

IPA3. 4-211 |
BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 1. Ah : ;~lnk Ic~

m ICL3.4-221

2g10 CUR 50, Appendix B. Scetion XI.

2. 10 CUR 50, Appendix A. GDC 1. 1900.
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